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GRAD GOODBYES
OH THE MEMORIES
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WHO WILL GET THEM THIS SEMESTER?
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A LOOK BACK
F

rom acts of God to acts of t~stees, the pa's t acaden_llc school year nas ,seen it~ share of ne_wswo~hy events.
Loaded with protests and controversy, as well as highs and lows for acaderma and athletics, this year tested
the patience of many while touching hearts and scratching heads. Not everything that took pla,ce in two
. semesters could be considered important by every student, faculty member and neighbor of the UCF community,
but there were certainly events that held the spotlight for the majority of the school year. Here's a look back at the
most notable events affecting everyone at and around UCF:
·
~COMPILED BY ASHLEY BURNS

•

- SEE the indie, INSIDE

- SEE SPORTS, 81

-SEE PAGE A11
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GIGGIDV GIGGIDV
FAMILY GUY'S BACK

Will economy

shortchange
liberal arts?
In.. education shift, Florida universities are told ·
to push more students toward workforce needs

,)

state universities received $31.6 million for enrollment growth, community colleges received $38.7 million
The liberal arts could lose a little and post-secondary workforce eduof their luster as Florida's universi- cation programs received $21.8 milties are molded to fulfill the state's lion.
However, if Senate Bill 1260 and
workforce needs, as dictated in proposals working their way through House Bill 437 are adopted, all
the Board of Governors and the future enrollment growth funds will
Florida Legislature.
be given to the Department of EduThe Board of Governors plan, cation or a trust fund, and schools
called Y-Axis, would require univer- will be required to petition for
sities to shift 50 percent of their stu- money. Funds will be distributed
dents by the 2012-1013 academic according to the institution's sucyear into degree areas deemed cru- cess and commitment'. to awarding
cial to the economy. The qualifying degrees and certificates in "fields
undergraduate majors would vital to the citizens of the state."
include hard sciences, such as
According to the bills, by the
physics and chemistry, and all forms start of each legislative session, the
of engineering, optics and educa- chairman of Workforce Florida, Inc.,
tion. Also included are health and · a 45-member board appointed by
public affairs majors such as nurs- the governor that oversees and
ing, physical therapy, public ad.min- monitors Florida's workforce policy,
istration and health sciences, along will be required to advise the legiswith
business
management, lature on the state's "most pressing
accounting and management infor- workforce needs for post-secondary
mation systems.
instruction and the geographic locaAll were chosen because they fall tion of those needs." The legislature
into one of three categories: emerg- will then establish a "priority list"
ing technologies, high wage/high on which to base funding.
"There has always been, in terms
demand or critical needs.
In a similar vein, two nearly iden-: of university funding, attention paid
tical bills are floating around the to workforce planning," Maribeth
Florida Legislature that, if passed, Ehasz, UCF's vice president of Stucould change the way state universi- · .dent Development -and Enrollment
ties are funded by basing future allo- Services, said. She added that the
cations on workfare~ needs.
legislation "parallels" the Y-Axis
Under the current system, the plan. "I think this is something the
dollars that fund growth go directly . legislature has been moving
to the schools. For example, in the towards."
Florida House's general appropriations bill for the next fiscal year,
PLEASE SEE HOSPITALITY ON A2

KATE HOWELL
Senior StaffWriter
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ResidentsofFloridahavelon
known how devastating hurri~
cane season could be H
· owever.
no one s~w coming what took
place durmg three weeks of last
August. Three hur
' .
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slamm d Ce
e
ntral Florida durin
the_ course of a month, taking
therr toll on houses and b .
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es throughout Orlando an~~~;
. S~dents and faculty wh~
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power for days after Burri
Charley swept through, andc::
slow movement of Hurricane
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Ori a victim's journey,
more than a few bumps
Woman alerts others .
to challenges thatcan follow an attack
NAOMI RINGER
Senior StaffWriter
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Knights away

. Ask anyone to name t~e
first thing that comes to his
mind about UCF football,
and he'll likely bring up the
. perfect season.
The 2004 season was a
first and, for most f~, hopefully a last. The Knights fin:...::....__._i:...;;__ CFF FILE PHOTO
ished o-11 and were the only
team in the nation without a George O'Leary was G-11 in his first year. /
win.
As the team looks to end
Named by ESPN's Botto~
10 list as the worst team rn that streak soon, the Knights
the nation, UCF also owns will have their hands full in
the longest losing streak in their new home in Conference USA this season.
I
the country at 16 straight.

Helping to kill the thl .
ofthe 0-ll football
a etic depression
ketball won its s seas~n, UCF men's bas.fmal Atlantic S ec~n -consecutive and
onship and m ~ onference champiNCAA To
a e a return trip to the
2003-04 N~~ent. As they did in the
faced_ a consider~wamy
highent, the Knights
hung m until th
er seed and
U~F lost by 9 ~~fuie~dp.'!Wobyearsago,
this year th
o itts urgh, and
National c~=n. lost by 6 to defending
turnaround m· th pion Connecticut. The
emen'sp~
past decade earned C ogram over the
national praise from <;>ach Kir~ Speraw
and has helped greatlhis. coac~~ peers
UCF enters CUSA
m recl1lltmg, as
~ghts signed one ~f ost re~ently, the
pomt guards · th
the top high school
m estate.
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Alphia Morin is speaking out. It's a
decision that will affect her relationship with her family, but she says she's
tired.of lying - tired of saying everything is OK when friends and family ·.
ask how she's doing.
·
. Though she doesn't wear it on a Tshirt and looks like just another student, her words are blunt and heartrending. "I'm Alphia Morin, and I'm a
rape victim," she wrote in an e-mail.
Morin will talk about her astronomy class, cramming for finals and
looking forward to summer, and
nothing seems out-of-the ordinary.
But what she looks forward to most,she said, is being able to fall asleep at
night.
.
. "The doctor prescribed sleeping
sedatives," she said. "But I stopped
taking them because I didn't want to
get addicted to them." .
That move, coupled with her decision to go public, is an effort to bring
closure to the confusing emotions
and consequenc;es of being a sexual
assault victim. It's also timely, given
the report that a UCF student was .
abducted and sexually assaulted as
she walked to her campus apartment
in the early hours of April 16.
Morin said she wants other students to know that they don't have to
be afraid to get help.
Last fall, she said, an9ther UCF
student sexually assaulted her in his
campus apartment. Morin had gone
with him to watch a movie and stayed

CHARlll BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Alphia Morin ran into several unexpected hurdles
after alleging she was the victim of a sexual assault.

to spend the night sleeping on his
couch, where she said she was
assaulted. She tried to forget and to
push the feelings away, but she couldn't sleep, stopped going to classes and ·
stayed in her apartment until her
roommates became concerned
"I decided to get counseling and
get tested," she said.
· But Morin, who was 17 at the time,
didn't realize her decision meant
involving her family and the police.
"I went to the health center first,"
she said. "The ob-gyn who ran tests
didn't know whether or not she had
to report my incident. She asked if I
wanted to proceed, and I told her
yes."
She went back the next day to get
her results, and the gynecologist
informed her that she was obligated
to tell the UCF Police.
· Because she was a minor at the
time of the attack, her parents also
had to be informed "That was a big
PLEASE SEE
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After four
(orinore)
years, it's
time to go

Faculty putting bookstore in a bind
The so.o ner teacl;iers order books, the more you get for buybac~ .
NATALIE ZFAT

The UCF Bookstore is offering a $500 catering credit to the
1. Even though the UCF Bookstore
department that turns in all of
buys back used textbooks year round, the
its textbook order forms on
best time to sell used textbook is during
time in an effort to give stufinals
week, at the end of a term. By this
dents the opportunity to
tinie, most professors have tumec\ in book.
receive more money for used
requests for the following term. The books
textbooks.
requested are in demand on campus, and
Textbook orders are curthat means more buyba€k money for used
rently being accepted from all
bo.oks.
departments for the summer
1. Current edition books are generally
and fall terms.
requested from professors and are most in
Denise Berrios, general
demand for buyback. The bookstore pays
manager of the UCF Book50 percent of the selling price for all the
store, said that it is very imporcurrent-edition boo~s that are being used
tant that faculty send their
next semester ifthey are in good condition
orders in as soon as possible.
and there is no overstock.
"Early receipt of the text3. At times, when enough used
book order [before finals
week] allows us to pay students
50 percent of the book price at · get their forms in, only 30 perbuyback," she said. "The more cent of fall textbook orders and
textbooks we buy this spring, 70 percent of summer textbook
the more students save in the orders are in. Although this is a
fall. Used books are 25 percent 10 percent improvement from
last year at this time, students
, off the new book price."·
.
Despite the efforts that the could potentially be saving
, UCF Bookstore has made by more money.
placing signs and reminders
"The lack of forms means
around campus for faculty to we will not be able to offer the

More than 4,800
are set to graduate
AS.HLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

Next Thursday marks the
beginning of the end for UCF
seniors, as they will walk the
stage sporting caps and gowns
for three days of graduation
commencement at the UCF
Arena

More than -4,800 students
have declared their intent .to
graduate, with the majority
receiving their bachelor's
degrees. A total of 877 students
are scheduled to receive their
master's degrees and 76 will
receive doctorates. Also, 19 students will earn education-specialist degrees.
The commencements begin
at 10 a.m. Thursday as soon-to-be
graduates of the College of
Health & Public Affairs and the
Burnett College of Biomedical
Sciences will walk the stage.
Retired U.S. Ambassador Harriet
Elam-Thomas will serve as the
keynote speaker to the graduates
in attendance. Elam-Thomas was
recently honored by UCF with
an honorary doctorate at the
March 31 Board of Trustees
meeting.•
Graduates of the College of .
Business Administration will
walk beginning at 2 p.m. Thursday and will hear from that commencement's keynote speaker,
Lynda Keever. Keever is the publisher of F1orida 'ltend, a magazine devoted to business issues
throughout the state.
Friday's graduation ceremonies kick off at 10 a.m., as
departing seniors from the College of Arts and Sciences will
hear from Florida Secretary of
State and former Orlando mayor
Glenda Hood.
The Rosen College of Hospitality Management, as well as
more graduates from the College
of Arts and Sciences, will hit the
stage at 2 p.m. Sen. Mel Martinez
will serve .as that session's
keynote speaker.
Saturday's final; gtadup.tion
commencement ceremonies
will again begin at 10 am. for
graduates from the College of
Education. U.S. Rep. Ric Keller is
slated to speak for the early proceedings. Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control President
Stanley Arthur will speak at 2
p.m. to graduates from the College of Engineering and Computer Science and the College of
Optics and Photonics.
With the irri.pending graduates of next week's commencements, th~ total number of students to graduate from UCF in
the school's 37 years · will
increase to nearly 148,700.
Guests of the graduates cannot attend without tickets, but
there will be a live broadcast iii
the Classroom I building Room
121 or at http://webcast.
oir.uc£edu.

Publishing scheqple
Today's issue of the Central
Florida Future will be the last

for the spring semester. After a
brief break, the Future will
return on May 11, when it will
only be published on Wednesdays for the duration of the
summer term.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be consid. ered for the ,Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Want to getthe most money for your books?
Here are five tips for selling back the tomes

Staff Writer

textbooks have been sold back to fill the
professors' book orders or when the
current edition book a student owns is not
being used for the next term, the
bookstore will pay the current price·offered
by the national market.
4. All books sold back must be in good
condition, which means the bindings must
be in good shape, with covers and all pages
intact. There must be no excessive
highlighting, underlining or notes that
might make the text illegible. Some
workbooks and study guides are not
eligible for buyback.
·
5. For the protection of all students on
campus, the bookstore requires a student
ID when selling back used textbooks.

students as much cash back at
the buyback counter as we
could," Berrios saiq. "If we
don't have an order, we can
offer.only the national value of
the book, which is between 10
to 15 percent of the new book
price."
Desperate times call for desperate measures, and the lack

·Particle man manages to earn award
The prestigious
scholarship pays
for books, school
RACHEL BAUMBACH
Contributing Writer

When UCF junior Sohang
Gandhi was in high school, he
caught on to the theories of
science quickly. These .days,
he's coming up with a few theories of his own.
The 22-year-old physics
major was recently awarded
the Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship for his research of theoretical explanations regarding
particle physics.
The highly coveted award
was given based on academic
merit and only 320 select stu. dentsiin the.,na.tion received it.
The scholarship, only for stu. qents 'Yho plan to pursue a
career in the fields of science,
math and engineering, will

cover up to $7,500 of the cost
of Gandhi's tuition, fees and
books for the 2'0 05-2006
school year.
Gandhi, who began working on research projects with
professor Costas Efthimiou in
the spring of 2004, said he was
surprised when he found out
he was being awarded the dis..:
tinguished scholarship.
"It's pretty prestigious, very
prestig~ous,'' Gandhi said. "I
don't know of many other
scholarships for undergrads
that are more prestigious than
the Goldwater."
Efthimiou agrees. The
award, he said, "is only given
to a few students in the state
· and is highly competitive." But
Efthimiou believes Gandhi has
what it takes to stay in the
game.
Describing a career in particle physics as difficult to
obtain, Efthimiou said most
students hoping to achieve
success in the field aren't up
for the challenge.

"However," Efthimiou said,
"that was not the case with
Sohang. I started giving him
[research] projects, and his
progress was amazing, I must
say. I'd giveµ projects to other
students, and they never finished them. He not only finished the projects, he did very
good work."
While Gandhi is proud of
his hard work and accomplishments, he said he owes
his good fortune to his professor.
"He's been extremely influential," Gandhi said. "I think
the amount I do, most of my
successes, are due to him or .
his pushing me. He challenges
me and opens up a lot of
opportunity and puts a lot of
time into it."
Efthimiou is pleased that
Gandhi recognizes him for his
help but said his student's
dedication to ·research is the
real .reason he succeeds. He
describes Gandhi .as "an
exceptional student'" who has
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At the moment, however,
the Y-Axis plan is what UCF's
administration is focused on.
·~s we are right now, about
39 percent of our students fall
within the programs listed by
the Board of Governors," John
Schell, UCF's dean of Undergraduate Studies, said. "We're
going to have to change the
enrollment status of 11 percent
of our students. We don't know
how we're going to do this."
Among the "options" UCF
is considering: limiting enrollment in programs not on the
list; practici.t)w seleCted admission, where ·preference would
-· be given to students planning
to study the targeted areas; anc:l
providing incentives such as
cheaper tuition to students
, who agreed to major in the
selected areas, Schell said.
He admitted that limits on
programs not on the list such as English literature,
communications, psychology
and theater may be
inevitable.
For now, though, UCF is
lobbying to add programs

from the Rosen School of Hos- centage," he said. ''You would
pitality Management to the list. need to either increase the
"The service they provide this numerator - the number of
area is important to the econo- acceptable degrees or
my," Schell said. "If we don't decrease the denominator add the Rosen School, all of the number of total degrees those students count against and if you can't force students
us."
to study something they don't.
Agreed Ehasz: "It is dis:.. want to, the only other way is
tressing to know that Central to potentially offer fewer
Florida produces and supplies degrees."
the hospitality industry and
Yet Ehasz insists that is not
that they're not included."
necessarily the case.
The hospitality school's sit"There is a downside to Yuation is just one of the con- Axis,'' she conceded. "Limiting
cerns Student Body President degree programs is a possibili- .
Kevin Peters has with the Y- ty, but we're less ready to do
Axis plan.
that. Students major in a lot of
"UCF boasts one of the best things and become very suchospitality colleges in the cessful in something not relatnation," he said. "Hospitalit}r is ed to their degree."
not· one of the 'acceptable'
Student Development and
degrees in the Board of Gover- Enrollment Services is explornor's proposed plan. This is ing ways to spark interest in
just one example of how this . the targeted programs, mainly
program will negatively affect by looking at students with
undeclared majors. "We estistudents at UCF."
Peters sees cutting pro- mate that there are probably
grams as the only option for 500 to 750 students at the sophcomplying with Y-Axis.
omore level that are unde"If you think about it math- clared,'' Ehasz said. "We're
ematically, there's only one going to target those students."
way to increase the number of
UCF hopes to do so by proacceptable degrees as a per- viding supplemental instruc-
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NEWARK, N.J. -A federal·
jury convicted a former
British clothing merchant
Wednesday of attempting to '
sell shoulder-launched missiles to what he believed was a
terrorist group planning to •
shoot down airliners.
Jurors reached their verdict on Hemant Lakhani on
their second day of delibera- ~
tions.
Lakhani has been held
without bail since his arrest in
a hotel room near Newark
Liberty International Airport
on Aug.12, 2003.
The sting operation, ~
involving undercover agents
from several nations, became
the first terrorism prosecution
in New Jersey since/the Sept.
11 attacks. The government
claimed Lakhani had agreed
to arrange the sale of 50 more
missiles.
..

Man discovers $100,000 in buried
treasure in his own back yard
.,
METHUEN, Mass. - it's
the stuff of fantasies, and Tim
Crebase found it buried under
two feet of earth in his own
backyard.
There, he and friend Barry
Villcliff found a box stuffed
with cash and gold aµd silver
certificates, some more than a
century old. The buried treasure is worth more than
$100,000, according to a coin
shop owner.
Crebase said the find came
three weeks ago when he and
Villcliffwere trying to dig up a
small tree. Crebase, 23, heard a
thud and saw that he'd hit a
piece of wood Another look,
and he saw the wood was part
of a two-foot-wide box.
He ripped the top off and
found nine rusted cans that he
and Vtllcliff, 27, cracked open
to find about 1,800 bills,
including more than 900 $1
bills, 200 $2 bills, and 300 $20
bills dated from 1899 to 1929.
There were also piles of gold
and silver certificates and
scores of notes from local
banks in Methuen, Haverhill,
Amesbury, Newburyport and
beyond.
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New Jersey police answer call to
find 240-pound bear in tree
.•

SAYREVILLE, N.J.
Police were in a bit of a pickle
when they responded to a call
about an animal up in a tree. It •
was no cat - try a bear. ·
The 240-pound male bear,
about 2 years old, was rescued
and later freed. Karen Her- .,
shey, a spokeswoman for the
state Department of EnvironPLEASE SEE

NATION ON A4
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AMAGASAKI, Japan Hopes of finding more survivors from Japan's worst
train crash in decades evaporated Wednesday as workers
lifted more than a dozen bodies from the tangled wreckage,
bringing the death toll to 95.
An unknown number of dead
remained trapped.
A probe into possible negligence by operator West Japan
Railway Co. Q.as focused on
the actions of the 23-year-old
driver, his lack of experience
and suspicions that the commuter train was speeding
before it derailed and
slammed into an apartment
building Monday.
At least 458 people were
injured
Workers at the crash site in
Amagasaki, about 250 miles
west of Tokyo, removed at
least 17 bodies Wednesday,
Hyogo state police said They
found a body seated at the
front· of the train believed to
be driver Ryujiro Takami, but
that had not been confirmed,
the Kyodo news agency said.
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tion and tutoring programs
that focus on courses in the
desired fields, as well as providing more career development assessments earlier and
presenting more opportunities
for externships by holding a
major fair once a semester.
Ehasz also wants to help
students in the targeted areas
graduate. One way her department hopes to make this happen is through "cohort
groups." This summer will see
the start of an experimental
program that will take 30
freshmen education majors
and put them in the same living environment and in many
of the same classes.
Ehasz describes this as
"people of like interest living
and learning together."
Finally, Student Development and Enrollment Services
plans to work closer with community college transfers.
"Community college transfers
are more settled in their .
majors,'' Ehasz said. "The
sooner students go into a community college and show interest, the sooner we can help
them."

Investigators seek dues into
Japanese commuter train wreck

One free copy of the Central Florida Future permitted'per issue. If available, additional copies may be purchased from our office with prior approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is a crime. Violators may be subject to civil and criminal prosecution and/or university discipline.
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the skills and determination to
become a respected particle
physicist.
During his last year at UCF,
Gandhi will continue his
research alongside Efthimiou
as part of the requirement for
the scholarship. "It's a very
ambitious project, so I don't
know if I'll make it anywhere,''
Gandhi said. "I've made some
progress, but it might turn out
to be impossible."
Gandhi plans on attending
graduate school and hopes to
continue his research of particle physics by obtaining a
career in academia. ·
Gandhi, who is a Burnett
College Honors College student, is affiliated with several
campus organizations. He is
president of both the Society
of Physics Students and the
Campus Freethought Alliance,
and secretary of UCF's Sigma
Pi Sigfna chapter, the national
physics. honor society. He is
also a member of the Astronomy Society and Phi Kappa Phi.

Hospitality training not yet on needs list

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

r

of response from teachers has
propelled the bookstore to
offer a reward for turning in
textbook forms: up to $500 in
catering credit from the Bookstore Cafe to each department
that turns in all of their textbook orders on, time for every
· course being offered in that
department.
This is the first time the
bookstore has offered such a
promotion,
and
Berrios
believes 'that this will help
motivate teachers to get the
forms filled out.
Also, in an attempt to make
the buyback process easier for
students, the bookstore is setting 'up remote buyback locations around campus, where
students can avoid long lines
and get quick cash for their
returned books.
I.:ast spnng during finals, the
UCF Bookstore purchased
$437,844 in used textbooks
from UCF students. Those
textbooks were recycled and
reflect a $291,896 savings from
the new textbook price to the
students who :purchased them
the following terms.
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2254 Aloma Avenue
Winter Park. FL 32792
Phone 407-629-2011
Fax 407-629-5445
davenportinsurance.org
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*1.9 financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Not available
on R32 or Phaeton. See Salesperson for Details. oner good through 4/30/05.
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2005 NEW JETTA 2.5

JETTA .G LI

Auto, Lthr, P/Lock, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD, Sunroof,
Alloy Wheels, Much More!
.-....-- -:-...:-

Recaro Seats, 18" Wheels, All Power,
Sunroof, CD, And Much More!

ucNrrn[{.TrAi HUGE sELECT•o•
f OR 48 MONTHS
* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS

LEASElOR

~288

\
I

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $279 which includes security deposit, PLUS

fiiStpayment. See dealerfor details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4/30/ 05

first payment. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4/30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warran1v·
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

2005 JETTA GL

2005 New GTI

· P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
and Much More!

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise,
Side ·Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

.

.

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
* 48 mo. lease plus tax. ·Total due at signing is $199 which includes security deposit, PLUS

first payment. See dealerfor details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4/30/05 .

BIG SELECTION!

~· 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at sign'ing is $268 which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See dealerfor details. Leasing WA.C thro Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4/30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000.Mile Powertrain Warrantv

HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
.MODELS AVAILABLE! HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!

2005ALL NEW
PASSATGL
Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,

2005 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

I

P/Top, P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
· &Much More!

Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys
and Much More!

PER MONTH
* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $288 which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See dealerfor details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4/30/05

.

'

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv .

Go.Toptessl

* 48 mo. lease plus tax., Total due at signing is $269, which includes security deposit, first

payment. See dealer for details, & tax in advance with approved credit. Leasing WA.(.
thru Volkswagen Credit. 1.9%financing available. Expires 4/30/05:

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

Warranty up to 5 years! See Salesperson for Details. Interest Rates as low as 2.9%. See Salesperson for Details. Expires 4/30/05

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist You With:

.

s;{FIRST TIME
BUYER

~COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

s;f CREDIT

Drivers wanted~

PROBLEMS

WI CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or lease)

· Ale ;1•

•T*.._·_ ..11.._...,:1+ ' 4 1
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4175 S. Hwy 17-92 ·
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6 5-33
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Higher Education
"What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Bob Jones University seeks
accreditation for first time
. GREENVILLE, S.C.
Bob Jones University has
sought out accreditation for
the first time in the school's
78-year history.
The university said the
accreditation
by
the
Transnational Association
of Christian Colleges and
Schools will make it easier
for students at the fundamentalist Christian school
to transfer credits to another institution or get into
graduate school.
But other things won't
change. The school still
won't accept federal student financial aid and will
maintain rules such as
chaperoning all dates and ·
requiring women to wear
knee-length dresses and
men to wear ties until noon.

College student dies in fall
from dorm window
ITHACA, N.Y. - A 20year-old Ithaca College student died after apparently
falling from a window in his
eighth-floor
dormitory
room.
Morgan Potter, a sophomore computer-science
major from Montrose, Pa.,
was found dead outside the
West Tower residence hall
early Tuesday morning and
pronounced dead at the
scene.
"When he was found,
the window was open and
the · screen had been
removed from the. window,"
said Dave Maley of the college media relations office.
"The window does not
extend very close to the.
floor. There's no indication
there was any foul play
involved and there doesn't
appear to be any mechanical failure with the window
or ~he screen."

Black student accused of
threatening other minorities
BANNOCKBURN, Ill. A black college student who
authorities said wanted to
leave her: college is accused
of sending threatening letters to minorities on campus in hopes of convincing
her parents the school wasn't safe.
Alicia Hardin, 19, of
Chicago, was charged Tuesday with disorderly conduct and a hate crime and
was released on bond. The
hate crime charge carries
up to five years in prison.
She confessed Monday,
saying she was unhappy at
Trinity International University, a small Christian
school in suburban Chicago, and wanted to leave.
The letters were .sent to
two black students and a
Hispanic student over the
past three weeks. One contained
a threat to use a
.
weapon.

.'T'fiursday
OaDY.E
Israeli children play as Jewish settlers and opponents of Israel's planned withdraw! from the
Gaza Strip gather on the beach near the Jewish settlement of Neve Kekallim on Wednesday.

discovered more than just a
great story when she opened a
mental Protection said it was library book. She also found a
freed at the 3,000-acre Six Mile wad of cash.
Run Reservoir Site in Franklin
The former. employee at
Township, Somerset County.
Armstrong Library pulled a
Police received calls from mystery novel off a shelf and .
about 50 residents and noticed a bulge in its dust jacket.
motorists· who saw the bear She opened the book and disabout 6:30 am. near the Garden covered what library officials
State Parkway, Detective Math- termed was a "substantial" sum
ew Bandurski said. Police fol- of money.
Library officials declined to
lowed the animal until it went
up a tree behind a home, he said say how much money was disKelcey Burguess, a wildlife · covered, or what the title of the
biologist, shot the bear with a book was, so they could locate ·
tranquilizer gun and it came the money's rightful owner.
down a little, but instead of
Susan Cassagne, the library's
falling into the net below, it fell director, said she believes if the
asleep, slumped over a tree money isn't claimed, it should
limb.
belong to the library.
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Professor ordered to attend court
after skipping out on jury duty

Satur£ay

~ill

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer
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- UCF Team Dentist serving Athletes, Coaches, Staffand Professors since 1987STATE-O F-THE-ART, LIFETIME D ENTAL EXCELLENCE
• · Cosmetic Care: Ble<tching, Bonding a nd Porcelain Veneers • Emergencies A.ccepred

• State-of-the-Art Procedures, Instruments and Techniques
• Professionally Trained, Caring and Courteous St aff

sufficient time in culture, these
cells will eventually lose their
proliferative capacity," Muller
said.
"If we can manipulate the
MKRNl in the body of cancer
patients, we might make malignant cells [go away]," Chung
wrote in his e-mail.
MKRNl is an ancient gene
and could date back to the
beginning of time. The gene is
even found in yeast, a simple
one-cell organism that is among
one of the earlier forms of life.
Conservation of this gene
through time means that
"change in that gene is not tolerated. It means that it's doing
something that's fundamentally
important," Muller said.
And a timely death is a
necessity for cells because it
"enables [our body] to get rid of
cells that have already extended
their lifespan and might [be ·
subject] to mutation and lead to
cancer," explained Muller.
Muller said since the publication of the research in this
month's Genes & Development,
he has been receiving calls from
researchers and cancer patients
worldwide.
Although he is excited to
share the finding with other
researchers, Muller admits that
he is at least five years away
from developing a drug or treatment. "Much effort in the future
will be required to shed light on
' how MKRN1 may be used as a
therapeutic target for checking
the uncontrolled division of
tumor cells," Chung added.
Regarding the possible applications of the research to antiaging products, Muller said,
"Cellular aging (continuous cell
division) can lead to mutations
affecting growth control, and
this can transform the cells to
cancer."
The group is w~ting for a
multimillion dollar grant from ·
the Natici~ Institute of Health
to contin~ its studies.
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Science Spotlight

"'First crass 'Friday's"

Sri Lanka train hits racing bus, at
least 35 people killed, 60 injured

POLGAHAWELA, Sri Lanka
HOUSTON - Skipping out
on jury duty proved costly for a - An intercity passenger train
university professor.
collided with a bus that tried to
Sara White, 62, a social work dash through a railroad crossing
professor at Texas Southern in northwestern Sri Lanka on
University, was sentenced Tues- Wednesday, killing 35 people,
day to 10 days in jail for leaving officials said.
during jury selection last week.
The passenger bus, apparBut U.S. District Judge David ently racing another bus,
Hittner gave her the option of slipped past .a warning gate and
instead spending 10 eight-hour tried to cross a railroad track at
days in the federal courthouse Polgahawela, a small suburban
town surrounded by rice and
jury room.
White, who pleaded guilty to coconut farming villages some
criminal contempt, admitted 50 miles northeast of Colombo,
she "made a grievous error in the capital.
leaving the courtroom."
Police said they arrested the
Hittner said White will have driver of the bus, who was
to sit in the jury room for eight found at a local hospital with
hours a day without ,reading minor injuries.
Hospital and· police officials
materials or contact with anyone. If she violates his order or said 35 people died. The bus was
is abusive to court personnel, reduced to a mangled heap of
she will have to' serve the full 10- metal after it caught fire. Open
day jail term.
suitcases with passengers'
clothes littered the track.
Wad of cash found in book jacket in
Sixty people were injured in
library proves it pays to read
the incident, area Police Chief
NATCHEZ, Miss. - Who Asoka Ratnaweera said.
said reading isn't enriching?
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
Michele Anderson recently

Scientists have long known
that something goes awry in
normal cells that turn cancerous, but they haven't been able
to quite put their fingers on it ...
Professor charged with sexual
until now.
abuse and assault of student
Mark Muller, a UCF profesNEW PALTZ, NY. - An
sor in the molecular biology
English professor for the
and microbiology program, and
State University of New
his colleagues have found .that
York at New Paltz was fired
increased levels of an ancient
Tuesday
after
being
in the nucleus of human
protein
charged with sexually abuscells
can
stop uncontrollable
ing a student.
division of cancero\is cells and
Wade Thompson, 81,
growth of such tumors.
faces charges of secondTheir finding could potendegree assault and third_tially lead to the development
degree sexual abuse. Police
of gentler and more effective
said he beat the woman
drugs and therapies for cancer
with a blunt object and subpatients. It can also help scienjected her to unwqnted sextists better understand the sciual contact.
ence of cancer and aging.
Thompson, who is mar"We. have now identified a
ried, had taught at the
protein, called MKRNl, that
school for 40 years. He
acts on telomerase to promote
maintained his innocence,
its degradation," said In Kwong
saying the April 19 incident
Chung, a professor at Yonsei
at his home was consensual
University in Seoul, South
Police said the woman
Korea, and a corresponding
was injured but would not
author of the study, in an e-mail.
elaborate.
Telomerase is an enzyme
that protects caps at the end of
Suit filed overfederal funding
compact segments of DNA
for tiny Christian college
called chromosomes. Normal
ANCHORAGE, Alaska
cells lose this protection early
- A group advocating the
on and die following a certain
separation of church and
number of replications.
state has sued the federal
But that is not the case in
Education Department
cancer cells. These cells, as sciover funding for a tiny
. entists have long known, keep
Christian college with a
their armor - telomerase predominantly Alaska
and as a result can replicate
Native or American Indian
without
control. This is where
student body.
tae
newly
uncovered protein,
Alaska Christian ColMKRNl, can come to the reslege in Soldotna has just 37
cue.
students, but has received
In their studies, Muller and
more than $1 million in fedhis colleagues have shown that
eral money in the past two
cancerous cells injected with·
years.
the MKRNl gene "were no
lon~r cancer cells, and if given
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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You TO CALL

(407) 977-6464

No Appointments

FREE

Professional
Car Wash with
OilChangel
, Just off the corner of
Unive rsity and Goldenrod.
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University Blvd

~
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• Change oil with
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
• Install new oil filter
• Check air filte r
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum· interior floors
• Wash exterior
windows
• Check brake
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required
• Check & fill transmission I transaxle fluid

· Check & fill
differential flu id
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check & fill _battery
as required
• Inflate tires to
proper pressure
• Check headlights
• Check serpentine belt
• Check coolant in
reservoir
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. Victim unable to learn
· results of coriduct hearing
-

.

,_

FROM

Al

define proper student conduct
on campus.
blow in the stomach," she said.
Morin decided to face her
The decision to keep quiet accused assailant in person.
• was no longer hers to make. She'd passed by him on campus
"My parents gave me'an ultima- a few times, but the student contum," Morin said. "Press duct hearing was different. Sitcharges or pack up and go ting four chairs away from him,
• home. I didn't want to go home." she answere\f the board's intiTension between her and mate questions and defended
her parents mixed with the her story when he was allowed
~ emotional scars and left Morin
to question her.
feeling helpless. "My parents
It was almost unbearable,
tried to be supportive," she said she said. "Everyone's eyes are
"But it was more like a slap in on you, and you feel like they're
:t the face."
judging you."
, She acknowledged her misAt the hearing, the man.
takes and that she let herself be denied Morin's charges and said
led into a vulnerable situation. the sex was consensual, she
> ''You feel like it's your fault and said
you should've done something
Yet even now Morin does
to stop it." But dwelling on not know whose version the
what-ifs don't change the past, board believed, or whether the
she added
man was judged to have violatVictim Services provides ed UCFs rules and punished for
resources to help. students or it. That's because the Office of
, faculty. "We tell them their Student Conduct wouldn't tell
options," said La'Shawn Rufflll, her its fmdings unless she first
a Victim Services advocate. 'We · agreed to sign a confidentiality
want to explain to them their agreement stating · that she
reporting rights and the legali- would not discuss the outcome.
ties of them."
Morin refused to sign.
Ruffm's advice: "Before they
Dana Juntunen, assistant
do
anything
else,
they
need
to
director
of the office, confirmed
a
make a decision to report [to that victims can learn the outpolice] or not."
come of a hearing only "after
After a police report is filed, making a commitment to pro~ the UCF Police will assign the
tect the confidentiality for all
student to a Victim Services persons involved"
advocate, who advocates on the
This rule is part of the Famistudent's behalf through the ly Educational Rights and Priva:> Student Conduct process and
cy Act.
criminal justice system.
But there was no turning
The Office of Student Con- back for Morin - she had taken
; duct handles the judicial side. ''.A the leap and wanted it to count
hearing is a chance for you to for something, if only to alert
provide any information you other victims that they're not
know about the alleged viola- alone.
-' tion," the Office ofStudent ConLast fall semester, nine cases
duct Web site states. 'Mer the of sexual abuse were heard and
incident is discussed, a decision ruled to be violations of the
will be made on whether or not Golden Rule, the Office of Stu~ a violation occurred" Hearings
dent Conduct Web site states.
can be informal or formal,
In 2003, four rapes, either on
allowing victims the choice to campus or on UCF-affiliated
appear in person, via phone or property, were reported to UCF
,. video feed to determine if the Police, according to the departaccused assailant has violated ment Web site. (Statistics for
UCF's Golden Rule policies that 2004 have not been released.)

Is

Anxi~ty

Three of those were reported to
other law enforcement agencies
or UCF officials.
When contacted by a victim,
a UCF Police officer will write
an incident report and may
make an arrest. "If there's a
crime, we refer them to Victim
Services," Sgt. Troy Williamson
said. "It doesn't matter what-the
crime is."
,
In Morin's case, criminal
charges subsequently were filed
_against the man on two counts:
false imprisonment and battery.
Danielle Tavernier, a spokeswoman for the Orange/Osceola
State Attorney's office, said an
arrest was made earlier this
month and an arraignment is
scheduled for May 10.
Realizing it isn't their fault
will help victims f md closure,
Morin said. Forgiving themselves is the first step.
. 'With the cases fve seen it's
been consistent," Ruffm said.
''.At some point they blame
themselves - guilt and blame
are the biggest things."
Support groups can bring
healing, and although Victim
Services does not hold support
groups it can refer students to
other organizations that do. It's
a way to meet other people in
similar situations, Ruffm said.
"They start to feel like, 'there's
something wrong with me,' and
hearing common . reactions
gives them a connection."
For now, Morin looks at a
photo ofher younger sisters and
resolves to be strong for them.
''They really look up to me," she
says. "They say 'I'm gonna follow Alphia's footsteps.' I don't
w ant them to run away from
their problems.''
''You have to fmd your way
of healing," Morin said. "Counseling lets me vent and [speaking out] is my way of healing."
Because each situation is different, she added, victims
should do what's best for them
"The important thing is that
they don't hide from it. Don't be
quiet out of fear.''

•Best Selection of
Diploma frames
•Alumni t-shirts
• Alumni auto
accessories
•Don't fo rget a
gift for Mo m
and Dad!

Don't see what your looking for? Check
www.collegebook.com and click on
" Personali1ed Apparel" to design a
custom Item with your graduation year!
Located off University Blvd behind Applebee's
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Shop Off-Campus and Savel

12140 Collegiate Woy
Orlando, Fl 32817

Phone: 407-382-1617
www.collegebook.com

Overpowering You?
If you are often worried· or anxious,

you may qualify for a clinical research
study for anxiety disorder with an
investigational medication. Interested
individuals must be 18 or older and be
in otherwise good health. If you
qualify to participate, study
medication and study-related exams
will be provided to you at no cost.
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Compensation up to $250 will be
provided for time & travel. For more
information, please call 407-644-1165
or 888-439-2673
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RESEARCH

2300 MAITLAND CENTER PARKWAY
SUITE 230
MAITLAND, FL 32751

www.coreresearch.com
Jario Nunez, M.D. Board Cert ified Psychiatrist

Most nu rses s pend their entire ca reers in the same hospital. In the United
States Ai r Fo rce, it's unlikely you'll even spend it in the same state or country.
You 'll have the opportuni ty to p·ractice nursing in as many as 20 different fields
in a va riety of nurs ing environmen.ts. And you 'll fee l a greater sense of shared
responsi bility when you have the opportunity to actual ly lead you r team. ~
Sou nd like th e kind of career you 'd like to have? The n call 1-800- 588-5260.
A IRFORCE.C OM/h ealth c are • 1 - 8 0 0- 588- 5260
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David 'Pavlonnis

Joe Sciarrino
Albertha Sheppard
Brenda ·Posey
Joey Modi
Latchm1n Jaggernauth
Rose Mai

Douglas O'Brien
umni Affairs
American Humanics Department
Aramark/Dinjng Services
Athletics and Athletics Marketing
Campus Life
Dr. Craig Ullom
Patrfcf a MacKown
Veronica Livesay

Computer Services
Copy Center
Creative School
General Counsel
Greek Affairs
Housing and Residence Ufe/LINK
Knightcast
LEAD Scholars
Music Department - UCF Orchestra &
Office of Diversity Initiatives
Parking Services
..
Physical Plant and Environmental Heal
Printing Services ·
Pur~hasing/Finance & Accounting
Recreation & Wellness Center .
Student Development ft Enrollment St!
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Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Dr. Tom Huddleston

Student Government Association
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Kevin Peters
Willie Bentley Jr
SGA Executive Cabinet
36th & 37th Student Senates
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Student Leadership Services
Dr. William Faulkner
DeeDee Demetry

Student Union and Event Services
UCF Arena
UCF Bookstore
UCF Library
UCF Police Department
Victim Services
Wackadoo's
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Joshua Smith ~ Director .
Kristen Laraia - Secretary
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Front Desk Students
Alexis Delisser

Elizabeth Murray
Selena Ramos
· Lizette Castro
Suhaila Al-Mutairi Sarah Wilson
. Brittany Fortin
Ariana Hollis

Will Judino

Tiffany FaubJas

Tim Sobczak
Bryan Smathers .
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o.f Student Involvement
rong as those who help us get by...
e are very, very, very strong.
Local Supporters
[adult swim]
AIPS
Axis Magazine
Central Florida Future
Children's Miracle Network
Dance Marathon Sponsors
Office Max
Waterford Lakes Town Center
. Coke
Red Bull
TG Lee
Huey Magoo's
Crispers
Order of Omega
Stor-All Storage
UHAUL
l

Fusian Restaurant
Joshua Katz
Late Knights Sponsors
Contiki
Disney
Domino's Pizza
Medieval Times
Park Ave. Cds
TooJay's
Natura Coffee and Tea

Late Knights
Brian Hicks - Student Director
Kimarie Robertson - Advertising/Prnmotions Director
Robbie Foglia - Clubs & Orgs Co-Director
Amanda Rice - Clubs & Orgs Co-Director
Adrienne Gardner - Entertainment Director
Mjchelle Borello - Asst. Entertainment Director
Jeremi Cheeks - Food Director
Suzy Meyer - Operations Director
Melissa Krainson - Secretary
DD Rothman - Volunteer Director
Gladi Colon - Assessment Director
Sherri Freedman - Graduate Assistant ·

Ensemble

Safety

Volunteer UCF

by
the folks to the left)
CAB Cinema

Shrek 2
Dodgeball
Garden State
Anchorman·
Napoleon Dynamite
Constantine
Donnie Darko
Chocolat
Ben Hur
Spartacus
King Arthur
Harold Ii Kumar Go to White Castle
Dr. St range l ove
The fncredibles
'Young Frankenst ein
.
Abbott and Cost ello /l.1eet Frankenstein
and Frankenstein (1 931)

CAB Comedy & Variety
Knight of Comedy wit h Dane Cook
Amateur Comedy Knight
Talent Show
Open Mic Knights
hypnotist Tom Deluca
Eric Nieves
Megan Mooney
Isaac Witty
J. Chris Newburg

CAB CoAcer ts
The Roots
Something CorpOfate
Battle of the Bands

CAB Cultural & Fine Arts

Campus Activities Board
Student Director - Stephanie Rodriguez
Cinema - Henry Petit
Concerts - Ricky Huff
Comedy & Variety - Diana Perry
Cultural & Fi ne Arts - Matt Shannon
Dance Marathon - Tara O'Keeffe
Promotions - Nicole Trueba
Speakers - Adrienne Ingram
Special Events - Greg Culmone
Spectacular Knights - Amy Chmley
Video Productions - Julien Diaz & Alex Gershowitz
Graduate Assistant - Sandra Miles and Bonnie Ebner

Multicultural
Student Association
Leeona Persaud - Student Director
MSC Advisory Board Members:
African American Student Union Executive Board
Caribbean Student Association Executive Board
The Elements Executive Board
Hispanic American Students Association Executive Board
SANGAM Executive Board
Shakeba Thomas and Mackenzie Jordan - Graduate Assistants

Knightmare/Homecoming
Victor Perez - Di rector
Lauren Heunis - Promoti ons Director
Brian Hicks - Movie Knight Director
Diana Perry ·_ Variety Di rector
Rachel Nava~re - King and Queen Director
Stephanie Chill - Carnival Director
Andre LeRoux - Community Involvement Director
Ricky Huff · Concert Director
Jessica Clark - Public Relations Director
Jason Ring - Skit Knight Director
Nathan Burnett - Web Director
Annie Howe - Volunteer Director
E.J. Nieves - Graphics Director
Patrick Mangold - Judges & Awards Director
Amanda Guelzow - Parade Director
Jocelyn Mueller - Philanthropy Director
Shelley Coursey - Graduate Assis~ant

Nicki Hopson - Student Director
Vanessa Jhon - Assistant Student Director
1
Melissa Lanzone - Get Carded Co-Director 1
Vaness.a Bowman - Get Carded Co-Director
Arianne Buchanan - Mentoring & Literacy
Jacquelyn Russel - Children & Education
Donya Dyce - SPARK
Steven Kay - Animals & the Environment
Lindsey Kelley - Arts & Recreation
1 Kerry Welch - Di rector
Patty Galdames - Mental Health
1 Belinda Boston - Assistant Director
Natasha Irizarry - Hunger & Homelessness
Chantel Carter - Assistant Director
Jaclyn San Roman - Public Relations
Christa Coffey - Assistant Director
Stephanie Moreno - Health
Shane Juntunen - Assistant Director
Christie Espiritu - Domestic Violence
Laura Waltrip - Assistant Director
Sophia Abdulhai - Community Outreach
Sally Zak - Office Manager
Kimarie Roberston • Elderly Awareness
Sandi Trainor - Assistant to SGA President and VP '
Tracy Furr - Graduate Assistant

0ffice of Student
Involvement Staff

Marissa Trowbridge - Senate Secretary
· Leah Mitchell - Senate Secretary
Matt Shannon & Bonnie Ebner - PR Directors
Heather Boyd - Student Graphic Designer
Tommy Bradburn - .~-Student Graphic Designer
·Shelley Kaufeld - Student Graphic Designer
Whit y Stanton - Student Graphic4)esigner

--

Symphony Under the Stars
Get Out Ii Enjoy Art Series
Cheap Date Series
Michael Moore

CAB Dance Marathon
Dance Marathon

CAB Speaker s
Mythbusters
The Dating Doctor David Coleman
Ghosthunter John Zafjis
War Photographer Lorna Tychostup

CAB Special Events
Mystery Dinner Theater
Haunted Arboretum
Weekly Events Table
Day of Games Ii Toga Knight

CAB Spectacular Knight s
Mr. UCF Scholarship Pageant
Miss UCF Scholarship Pageant

Lat e Knights

Community Service ag~ncies involved with VUCF
A Gift for Teaching
American Cancer Society
Arthritis Foundation
At~a Assisted Living Home
Beta Center
Big Brothers Big Sisters
Bridge Assisted Living Facility
Central Florida Blood Bank
Coalition for the Homeless
Downtown Boys and Girls Club
Dream Center
Give Kids the World
Great Oaks Village
Hands on Orlando
·Harbor House
Hosp.ice of the Comforter
Hound· Haven
Junior Achievement
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation
Life Care Center
Lupus Foundation
Muscular Dystrophy Association
Multiple Sclerosis Association
Pace School for Girls
Ronald McDonald House
Restore Orlando
Ripple Effect Inc.
Translife Corporation
Westminster Care Center

Thi,s Year's
Events
(made possible the all of

-~--~~~-~...;.._~=-~~~~

U-Knighted
Monster Mash
Knight Club
Mardi Gras
School House Rock

Knightmare 2004 (Homecomi ng)
Homecoming King and Queen
" Spiderman 2''
Carnival
Skit Knight
Comedy Kn1ght with Lewis Black
Spirit Sp lash, Parade
Ludacris and t he Ataris

Knights of the Round Table
Monthly Meetings
Club Showcases
Northstar Summit Leadership Workshop
"Insider Secrets to More SS"

MSC major events
Black History Month
Hispanic Awareness Month
Hip Hop Week
Asian American Awareness Week
Caribbean Student Association Week
Martin Luther King Jr. Dall

SGA Event s
Etiquette Oinner
Medieval March to Penn St.
St ucient Leadership Dinner
Knightstock
Run to the Polls 5K
MidKnight Breakfast
UCF Free Music Weekend
UCF Day at the Capitol

Volunteer UCF E'V'e nts:
Arts and Crafts with the Elderly
Baseball Buddies
Monthly Birthday Parties at local shelters
Book Drives
Bowling with Best Buddies
Chill With Children
Day at the Farm
Deck the Halls at Pace School for Girls
Faces of Poverty
Festival of Life (Get Carded Fair)
Festival of Speed Bike Race
11th Annual Hunger Banquet
Green Ribbon Days for Get Carded
Golden Knights Go Green (Get Carded)
Halloween Party at Creative School
Halloween Party at Coalition for the Homeless
Holiday collection for local hospitals
Homel ess Vo(unteer s in Action!
Hound Haven Homecoming
Hurricane Clean up in Arcacdia
Hurricane relief collections
Junior Achievement trainings
Kids Knight Out
Labor By Love
Make·Up Parties at Assist ed Living Facilities
MS Walk
Paws in the Park
Pet Part y at Atria ·
Site and Sole Walk at Univer sal Studies
Spa Days at assist ed living facilities
Spark in the Park
Spirit to Serve
St. Patt y's Day party wit h Bovs Ii Gi r ls Club
Relay f or life
Teaching Supp ly Drive
Thanksgiving Par ty at Restore Or lando
Tr ick or Treat for the Homeless
Trivia Challenge
Valentine 's Day picnic with Har bor House·
Voices Against Violence
Volunteer Expos
Wiggle Waggle Walk
Withlocoochee River Clean·up
Xtreme Yard Makeover

A LOOK BACK

SELL YOUR
BOOKS
FOR CASH!
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· · most likiely to make
someone transfer
'Ev'ent
.
t ok advantage of every the entirety of the show's
With reality shows sh?w lasted only ~ix o ality TV stereotype, taping, and the final prodabout as common as
'ng i't didn't take
b reathi ,

episodes, but the haunting
images have been burned
.
h
· ds of UCF

re m the slut to the virgin
froth inf: ousb1'tch The
to e am
·

uct showed the catfight
·everyone should have
d
the
by-numbers format, Big
Man on Campus
a ratings flop and w . more
than likely . find its .v:ay
into a reality televi::on
cemetery Whso~ewy~~~
between
os
Daddy? and Wife Swap.

~~Ys::Je~e:e1~ ~~~~ i;;~~e~t~ ~nat lea~ ?o~ e;s0~0e~~~::,dfr~X: ~~~ ex~~:ed~spite
work announced it was few who watched
. UCF Police cars to keg
bringing a new series to years to ~me. hich . ed ~~es in swimming pools
the UCF campus. Big Man
The s ow, w
a.i;-all
events obviously dison Cam us promised to on Wednesdays last
, - . the true assion of
be a Ba~helor for the col- ~eatur.: ~att, ~liu~ro~~~ ~la~ty-show prelationlege scene, but ended up ior W1
e ~elJ of 15 ship. The girls resided in
being a cross between narrow a
ky an ex ensive house locatElimidate and a late-night women to on~, !~ µ ed oft of Dean Road for
Cinem.ax movie. The "Campus Queen.

pain~-
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•

• Instant Quotes
• Comp,etitive Prices
• Free Shipping
• Fast Payment

Stars fall on UCF durfu
presidential election g
. Like a Kabbalah meetmg entirely out of hand
Hollywood celebritie~
pac:I<ed up their political
beh.efs and hit the road
durmg the presidential
campaign, stopping at
college. campuses across
the nation.
Hoping to find a
youthful
connection
~ere, liberal celebrities
like Meg Ryan, Leonardo
DiCaprio and Michael
Moore visited UCF in
support of the John Kerry
p~esidential campaign.
Tmsel Town's top stars
were ev~rything the · Leonardo DiCaprio was one of several celeb 't'
. .
CFF FILE PHOTO
n 1es campaigning for Kerry.
Democratic
Party
thought it would need to debacle. The candidates
help steal Florida's elec- regu_larly visited Central rats, but in the end the
toral votes from George Florida, sparking on- P:U-ad~ of celebrities and
W. Bush, especially after campus debates between bipartisan bickering matthe 2000 election voting Republicans and Democ- tered very little, as Bush
won Florida handily.

•

1

As easy as 1 2 3...

Car accident

ends in tragedy

l

Two children were struck and
killed Oct. 27 as they crossed an
intersection with their mother at
Goldenrod and Bates roads. The
vehicle, driven by former UCF
student Ashley Townsend,
missed the mother, leaving her
with no injuries. Witnesses said
Townsend appeared to be talking
on her cell phone a~ s~e
approached the intersection m
her Honda SUV. Townsend was
charged on March 16 ~t~ two
counts of vehicular homicide. If
found guilty, the 22-year-old faces
l5 years in prison and up to
$10,000 in fines.

1. Visit our website and enter the ISBNs
of the books you want to sell.
2. Ship us your books using our
prepaid mailing label.
3. Sit back and relax. Your check will be mailed
within 48 hours of receiving your books.
.

We specialize in used college textbooks

www.webuytextbooks.com

•

A Service Of

,,

Qui- school has more beds
.than your school d~m

neighborparking
space~,
a~
ing
residents
who
In November, the well as a 17,00 -sea
laimed UCF was
Board of Trustees convocation center ~ noring the enviunanimously
that will be .used as ~~nment and the
approved a Master the new ar;na fo~ pleas of the commuPlan that added both mens an
•t
2,ooo more bed~ to women's ba~ketball: m \vm1e the conv<?on-campus housing. plus the big com
~tion center is
That means UCF . mencement cere- c cheduled for a 2007
will soon offer more monies that cu:re~t ~ompletion and all
on-campus student ly lack a suita e
arking garages will
housing than any campus home. .
· be done by 2014,
school in the state.
Still, much like community resentFor the people kept the idea of a football ment still looms as
up at night with con- stadium, the Maste~ the campus contincerns of parking and Plan was greete.
ues to expand.
traffic, the Plan also with much opposiincluded 5,000 more

r

Every year, the UCF Bookstore awards 10 teibook scholarships
to students through an essay contest. Two students are selected
from each college. This year, one additional scholarship
was awarded to the Rosen College ofHospitality Management.
. Congratulations to all the recipients.
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
· Carley Blades and Jennifer Kepler
'

Acigarette on.a La-Z-Boy recliner caused this Pegasus Pointe fire1 displacing 47

.d
f
CFF FILEPHOTO
res1 ents o the apartment complex.

The roof, the roof, the roof is on fire
.Further proving the
pomt that cigarettes are
bad for peoples' health a
.
.
'
burrung
cigarette left on a

La-Z-Boy recliner .
Pegasus p . t
m a
started om e ~partbmlent
a massive aze
that torched the build'
mg

Nov. 3 and left 47 residents
homeless. Luckily, no one
·
h
.
thwas senous1y armed m
e fire.

Welcome to UCF! Now leave!
Block tuition, a plan proposed by Gov. Jeb Bush,
received a grudging vote of
support from the Board of
Trustees last fall.
As a way to push undergrads through college in ·
· four years, the plan calls for
full-time students ~o pay for

the Student Union to
express their distaste for
to take 12.
Block tuition was met Bush's plan.
Though it could resurwith opposition by everyone from university offi- face like the Police Academy
cials to SGA leaders, who movies, the measure for
went to Tallahassee ·to now has been taken off the
protest and, on Feb. 17, table by the Florida Legislaorganized a rally in front of ture.

15 hours even if they choose

PL~E SEE ALOOK ON A10

COLLEGE OF BUSJNESS ADMINISTRATION
Sophie Comisk<:Y and Lindi;;ey Johns
COLLEGE OF COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
Megan Crum and Kelley Dragon
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Ashley Cannon and Meredith Douglas
cotLEGE OF HEALTH & PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Elizabeth Medina and Hans Meyer
·ROSEN COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Lisette Gonzalez
L J C : F:;-1000 Central FlotJa f3oulevard Orlando, FL 32816 Phone (fi 7) 823-2665 w11•111.11,'fbkstore.c<<M1

.,

'.1

~

Bookstore
I
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Co{fege/Scfioo{ Award 'Reciyients
•

Award for Excellence by a Graduate Teaching Assistant
Christian Glardon, Biology M.S., College of Arts and Sciences

Award for Excellence in Graduate Student Teaching
Seung Hun Han, Business Administration Ph.D., Finance, College of Business
Administration

(jraauate 'Research :Forum 'Best
of Category AwaraVVinners

Award for the Outstanding M~ster' s Thesis
Delia N. Goolsby, Political Science M.A., College of Arts and Sciences
"Regional Realignment? Sub-national Trends in Partisan IdetJtification in
the Northeast."

,,

Award for Outstanding Dissertation
Joel McCajah Hales, Optics Ph.D., College of Optics and Photonics
"Chemical Structure-Nonlinear Optical Property Relationships for a Series
of Two-Photon Absorbing Fluorene Molecules."

'

Oral Presentation Winners
Engineering, Computer Science, Optics, Physical Sci~nces, Mathematics, Simulation ,
and Modeling:
Anand Santhanam, Computer Science Ph.D.
"Visualization of Rea~-time 3D Lung Dynamics"
Fine Arts and Humanities:
Lori Mumpower, Texts and Technology Ph.D.
"The Impact of Virtual Education: The Space and Time of Online Leaming"

Trustees ·anc( Presicfentia{
Voctora{:fe{{owsfiiy Awaras

Life and Health Sciences:
Michelle Alvarez, Biomolecular Sciences Ph.D.
11
Age Determination: The Identifiqltion of Newborns Using Messenger RNA
Profiling Analysis"

Trustees Fellows

Social Sciences (tie):
Dana Kendall, Industrial and Organizational Psychology Ph.D.
11
An Investigation of Openness to Experience as a Predictor of Mentoring
Behavior"
'

Nicholas Barbieri, Physics Ph.D.
Devlyn Brown, Mathematics Ph.D.
Ann Dalrymple, Industrial Engineering Ph.D.
Christian Feldt, Mechanical Engineering Ph.D.
Laura Gallaher, Psychology Ph.D.
Keith Garrison, Computer Science Ph.D.
Matthew Hunter, Electrical Engineering Ph.D.
Christina Kapp, Texts and Technology Ph.D.
Gerald Kenney, Texts and Technology Ph.D ..
Marianne Korosy, Conservation Biology Ph.D.
James Secretan, Computer Engineering Ph.D.
Gary Stein, Computer Engineering Ph.D. .
.
Stephen Wiechecki Vergara, Electrical Engineering Ph.D.
Lori Mumpower, Texts and Technology Ph.D.

Presidential Fellows
Yuqiong Bai, Civil Engineering Ph.D.
Baiyun Chen, Edu~tion Ph.D.
.
Joshua Duncan, Electrical Engineer1ng Ph.D.
Samiullah Durrani, Industrial Engineering Ph.D.
Jennifer Fewster, Conservation Biology Ph.D.
Rebecca Fiedl~r, Education Ph.D.
Yue Fu, Electrical' Engineering Ph.D.
Christina Garofano, Psychology Ph.D.
Jason Gauci, Computer Science Ph.D.
Erin Ht\Stings, Computer Science Ph.D.
Vinit Jatkar, Computer Engineering Ph.D.
Scott Lafond, Psychology Ph.D.
Lisa Littrell, Psychology Ph.D.
Robert Macey, Physics Ph.D.
Jeremy Mares, Optics Ph.D.
Cliff McKinney1 Psychologij Ph.D.
Chen Mengqian, Biomolecular Sciences Ph.D.
Anurag Pande, Cir1il Enigineering Ph.J).
Leonard Pollard, Industrial Engineering Ph.D.
Laurence Putchinski, Public Affairs Ph.D.
Jia Ren, Educational Leadership "E,d.D.
Oleksandr Savchyn, Optics Ph.D.
Leo Siiman, Optics Ph.D.
Hayden Smith, Pub1ic Affairs Ph.D.
Hongliang Yuan, Electrical Engineering Ph.D.
Peng Zhang, Mechanical 'EJngineering Ph.D.

Social Sciences (tie):
Charles Cho, Business Administration, Accounting Ph.D.
"The Pblitics of Environmental Disclosure Regulation in the Chemical
and Petroleum Industries: Evidence from the Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986"
·

Poster Presentation Winners
Business Administration and Hospitality Management:
Robert Freund, Hospitality and Tourism Management M.S.
"Evaluat4tg Destination Marketing Information System Functions in
Convention and Visitor Bureaus"
Education:
Diana Navas, Human Resources and Change Management M.S.
"The Influence of Culture on the Training Process: A Review of the
Literature"
Engineering, Computer ·Science, Optics, Physiail Sciences, Mathematics, Simulation
and Madelin~:
Erik Brinley, Materials Science and Engineering M.S.M.S.E.
"FTIR Study of High Surface Area Nano-Materials for Gas Pollution
Monitoring"
Social Sciences:
Sherri Rehfeld, Applied Experimental and Human Factors Ph.D.
"Collaboni.tive Teamwork with Unmanned Ground Vehicles in Military
Mission"
'
J

Congratulations to all of our
award recipients!
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No reason to
avoid the Noid
Last week, UCF
students Corey Da~\
her and Nathanie
Kelly received . a .
$1 200
scholar~h1p
fr~m Domino's P1~za
in the University
Shoppes plaza . for
ordering more pizza
than any other students in a semesterlong Battle of the .
Dorms.

, Fibber MaGee's
Kountry & Christmas
11247 E. Colonial.Drive
Orlando, FL 32817
(407) 277-7 480

.
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-" iWS fres111u
they times
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then
"Grad on
the same auO
~\.n·
ensures
.
I
over twice,
Along
..
u10-t
.
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every
uon
duate
in
seven
contract
~(1..U~
block tuiUon, __ .:1\ have seats dmt get they'll pra oanal UCF
lines as . ~lving stu- Wl.U
~\..
nee o
ears like an
.
except not in for classes class u1ey . the roa}or y a t.
dents to ~ay nro\led in, their d~h ~ce in four stu en
they aren t e
creat- of theu: c oi
Grad on Track was

highly popular handbag, travel
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& accessory line today!
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j ~tu~ent's

suic?de
mVItes allegations ·

John Yancy, 19, was
found dead of an apparent suicide at his home
Nov.19.

Months later, the
death of the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity pledge
remains a slight mystery.
His house was broken into later on the day
of his death, and drug
paraphernalia
· was
found throughout the

home.
A friend of the Yancy
family told the Future
that Pike members had
allegedly been distributing drugs to other
members,
including
Yancy. The Seminole
County
Sheriff's
Office's investigation is
still open.
Due to an unrelated
event, Pike subsequently was suspended at

UCF until at least Aug. I,
2006.
. A campus investigation led the fraternity to
admit to a "violation
[of] disruptive conduct
and hazing for events
on Oct. 31, 2004."
.In the meantime, the
members Gf the chapter
have vacated · their
house, while its fate and
theirs continue to be
determined.

Continue your educiltfon ontine
with caurses,,certificates anll degrees
offec.ed thro11gh the UCF UIRTUJll CR~PUS
8 'u n1v-0rsily of

Central
Florida
•f
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other
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~fore the vote could tak~ as
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While some sena
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give
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Government
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Student
ake Sean Lavm ace
e too mvo ve
Spe rnfidence vote at a becom. and had forgot- Association.
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ting his dunes
.
March 10 Senate mee
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Pegasus
Connection

Faculty gets a bargain
After 19 months of . - -- --:-- --:-- - - - -- - , - - - - -- -- negotiations, the United Faculty of Florida
and the university
finally embraced a collective
bargaining
agreement that gave
faculty a 2 percent
across-the-board raise
and revised the antidiscrimination policy
to protect gays and lesbians for the first time.
Also included wa5 the
protection of academic freedom, which
allows teachers to use
any resources necessary in order to convey
their curriculum in a
mamier they find
acceptable. The Board·
of Trustees passed the
agreement March 31;
UFF and the university are currently negotiating additional pay
raises for the upcoming year. The new con- L.L_.--"lw.._---:.....J
tract lasts through
2007.
. Faculty members crowded into the Jan. 18 Board ofTrustees meeting.

11841 Jefferson Commons Circle
Orlando, FL 32826

407-382-4114

Stop tiy~
Ta e a tcrn.1ri".

Sign a lease.

Private Movie Theater
Free Tanning
Pool T~bles
Hot Tub
24-hr Fitness Center
Tennis
Covered Basketball
VHS/DVD Library
24-hr Computer Lab
Sand Volleyball
Conference I Study Room
Resort Style Swimming Poor
Planned social calendar

.
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Veronica Agront
Veronica,
My little girl has grown into
abeautiful, smart and nice
. woman. I'm very proud of
' you.Congratulations for all
that you have accomplished!
Love,
Mom

Jeffrey Biesnecker
•

,

Jeremy,

Love,
Mom-Dad and Brother Julius

Love,
Mom, Dad and Sarah '

Jessica Marie Bowen
Jessica,

.Congratulations on your
graduation. We knew you
cquld do it, and are so very
proud that you did.

Congratulations! Wow,
your Masters. We are very
proud of who you are and
what you have achieved.

love you,
Mom and Dad

Love always, ·
Mom and Dad

Job Well Done! You've
never ceased to amaze us.
With great pride in your
past & great hope for your
future.
love,
Mom & Dad

Tammy Sue Fischer

Chuck,
We are so proud of your effort
and accomplishments. Wish
you the very best for abright
future.
Love you,
Dad, Mom, Loku, and Chutie

look at you, acollege
graduate! We are so proud
of you and what you have
accomplished.
Love,
. Mom, Dad and Cody

Douglas M. Hathaway

Elizabeth Heather Herman

Congratulations! We are so
. proud and love you so
much. We pray God will
bless you always.
love,
Mom and Dad

Jennifer Michelle Krantz
•

______

.._.___

..

•

"
""'

love,
Mommy& Dad

Giancarlo Mariutto

We are so proud of you!
Mom, Dad, and twin
brothers Louis and Mark

Adam Vale Marcus
Adam,
Family's spirits are born
again, improving with
each generation. Our
family spirit'spride and
congratulations, go to you
Adam ... on your
graduation.

Melanie Miller

Mandi,

Remember we love you,
Mamska, Robert, Lena, &
Dziadek

love,
Mom & Dad, Zio & Zia,
Nonna Tempie

Melanie,
Looks like all of your hard
work finally paid off.
. Congratulations and best ·
of luck with everything!

Your perseverance and·
dedication will mak~ your
dreams come true. We
love you!

love,
Mom

Mom, Dad, Wendi and
Nikki

Christopher James Scheide

Stephany Sampayo

Arnaldo Olivera

Felicidades Stephany!

Falicia,

Arny,

Congratulations! We are
very"'proud of you. It's
time to celebrate your ·
wonderful achievement.

We are very proud of you!
You are truly agift from God.

Jonathan Dwight Wehking

Chris,

. Estamos muy orgullosos
de lo que haz logrado y,
deseamos que tus deseos se
hagan realidad en tu futuro.

We love you very much,
Dad, Mom, Lillian, Jaime,
Marjorie, and Cheran

College baby to UCF
graduate! You've always
brought us pride.and joy:
Family and friends applaud
you!

Teamamos,
Papi; Marni

We love you dearly,
DadandMama

Erica Wheaton

. Jonathan,

Go out in style

Erica,

From ABC's to M.E.A.S.C.
we're as proud as we can
be!
love,
Mom, Dad, and Jason! .

With love,
Your family .

Congratulations
Princess!

Cute when she was born.
Grew to be bright.
Proud of her all the way.
Congratulations!

Giancarlo,

Michelle,

Katye Lara Kalivoda

Melissa,

Patricia Amanda Melton

Cowabunga! You did it!
We are proud of you. la
. vita e' bella.

Congratulations! It's just the
beginning of an exciting new
journey. Wishing you afuture
with promise and endless
possibilities.

~~-'----~

Tierney Leann Houston

love,
Mom&Dad

Joy of our lives, we are so
proud of you and your
accomplishments! Follow
your heart and dreams!

Michelle Lee Spaleta

Love you,
Dad, Mom, Brittany, Grandpa,
Grandma

Melissa Antoinette Lee

Love,
Mom, Dad, &Francie

Love,
Mom & Dad &Tigsimir

love,
Mom, Dad and Tina

Congratulations,
Mom &Dad

Congratulations on this
very special achievement
in your life. Thank you for
your beautiful qualities
that make us so proud.

Love,
Mom, Dad, &Francie

We are very proud of you.
Our little girl is aschool
teacher today. We wish
you all the best.

love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations on
graduating Summa cum
Laude from the School of
Business. We're very proud
of you.

Falicia Norman

. f\ ·

Ryan,
We are so proud of you and
all that'you've become.
Congratulations!
The sky is the limit.

You've come a Iona way
since your last gra ua"'
tion! We are proud of
you and hope your life's
areams come true.

Dearest Anly,

Richard,

Briana,
If anyone would have told the
bumblebee that aerodynamically
it was impossible for it to fly, it
neverwould have flown.
Congratulations on your fantastic
.flight!

Ryan Martin Frazier

We have always said "You must
walk before you run and crawl
before you walk." Stand tall
and be proud for today is your
victory over triumph!

Jennifer,

Richard Peter Marens

love,
Dad, Mom, & Ryan

Tierney,

Anly Rose Krepinevich

"

We love you very much
and are very proud of you.

Congratulations Tammy!

Liz,

Doug,

Diana,

Briana Lynn Brooks

Nicole,

Charith R. Fernando

Diana Lynne Beasley

We have always been so .'
proud of you and your
accomplishments. Always
follow your heart and your
dreams. Congratulations!

Jeffrey,

Kristal,

•

Patria,
CONGRATULATIONS! We are
very happy and proud of you,
to see what you have
accomplished, and we know
that you can go farther. ·

Nicole Marie Boutin

Kristal Calin

,,

Jeremy Kane Anderson

Patria C. Alguila .

Congratulations! We are
proud of you! Never give
up. Best of luck in the
future!
lots of love,
Mom, Fred and Dad
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Graduating next fall?
Don't let your loved ones
miss out on including you
in next fall semester's
Graduation Goodbyes on
Dec.8.

UCFAlumni
Association

FREE .MONTH

Pay Three Months in Advance
GET FOURTH MONTH FREE!

Share with

·New Grad Special
Join the over 10,000 other UCF graduates and become
a member of the UCF Alumni Association.
M embership includes: great benefits, discounts, and
services, Pegasus magazine, invitations to social and
networking events, career services, discounted rates
at the Recreation and W ellness Center, discounted
athletic tickets, Young Alumni Club and much more.

a friend!! ·

407-207-0011

11583 University Biro. UCF
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WE MAKE IT EASY!
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For more details or to sign up
call (407) UCF-ALUM
or connect anytime at
wW>A.~ucfalumni.com.
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Fresh Sanderson Farms ~ )
Chicken
Drums and
Thighs
···-·······-··'

.'

·Sweet Corn
on the Cob

ea.

lb.

..

On the Vine
Tomatoes

Pork
Rib Tips

¢

~

.....;

{~\
\

..........

Yellow
Onions

a-Piece
Fried Chicken

3 lb. Bag

Includes 4 Drums, 4 thighs

Top Ramen
Noodles

Sunny
Delight

Select Varieties

64 oz., Select Varieties,
Limit 4

24-pack, 3 oz.

.........

~

lb.

.....

98

Oven Fresh
Round Top ·
Bread

White, 20 oz.

)

ww

.supersaverfoods.com
tor hours 6AM to 11 PM

No Card

Needed

SaVings

RAIN CHECK: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of advertised merchandise. If for any reason we are o~t of st~ck•.a Rain Check will be issued enabling you to buy the Item at the advertised price as soon jlS it becomes available. Savings may vary. Check price tag for details. We reserve the righHo limit quanttties. Please, No Sales to Dealers.
, VAILABILITY: Each of these advertised Items 1s required to be rfl11y available for safe at or below the advertised pnce 1n each Alberlttns store except specifically noted in this ad.@ 2005 Extreme Inc. Sup~aver and the Super Saver logo are trademarks owned by or I; sed by Extreme Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Draft not
needed for
two former

(

.

(
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UCFstars
Haynes and Capers ink contracts
with NFL teams in same division

(.

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Eqitor ·

l

For the first tm;_e since 2002,
no UGF foot,ball pl~yers were
selected in the NFL Draft, but
that didn't keep two former
standout Knights from finding a
home in the NFL.
On Monday, less than 24
hours after the conclusion of the
draft, running back Alex Haynes
signed a free-agent contract with
the Baltimore Ravens, and wide
receiver Tavaris Capers signed
with the Pittsburgh Steelers,
which makes these former teammates rivals in the AFC North
Division
Haynes, the most prolific runner in UCF history, received a
phone call from the Ravens minutes after the end of the draft on
Sunday. Baltimore offered him a
free-agent contract, which he
signed on Monday, and Haynes
is expected to travel to Baltimore
this weekend to join the team.

(

\)
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Once again the end of the semester has arrived and with it the
awards that everyone has been so anxiously awaiting

The fourth biannual

Haynes leaves an impressive
record in Orlando, as he heads to
the NFL. In his four years in
Black and Gold, Haynes amassed
3,356 yards, the most in the history of UCF football, eclipsing the
old record of Willie English's
3,131 yards by more than 200
yards.
In his final season at UCF,
Haynes was impressive, rushing
for 854 yards pn 215 cairies and
reaching the all-time yardage
record, despite missing two
games with a shoulder injury.
The 5-foot-10-inch, 225-pound
tailback also rushed for 100 yards
in 16 different games, - the most
in Knight history - and his 27
career rushing touchdowns
leaves him only slightly behind
English's 38. Haynes also holds
the record for most rushing
touchdowns in a game, with four
against Tulane in 2001.
Capers, who became the secPLEASE SEE

OTHER ON 84

Softball avoids
sweep'with

late comeback
.Eight runs in the sixth inning push the
Knights past Troy as softball splits
MATT DUNAWAY

season. They trailed after five
innings.
"It was exciting to watch,"
Sunday afternoon, in a span Luers-Gillispie said. "I was so
of15 minutes, what looked to be proud of how everyone, one
a sure sweep for conference- through nine, stepped up and
leading Troy turned into a n;i.ade it happen for themselves.
mind-boggling split at the UCF -· They had that fire in them deep
Softball Complex.
down because they wanted it
UCF (40-25-1, 12-6 A-Sun) more."
was down 8-3 entering the sixth
UCF also capitalized on a
inning. But .tl;l.e Knights didn't Troy throwing error that pulled
give in, pushing across eight· . the catcher offthe plate on a
runs on six hits to take the vie- force play. tory, 11-8.
With the score 8-7, Ashley
"This comeback is a huge Van Ryn ripped a double down
shot in the arm for us right · the right field line to give the now," Coach Renee Luers- Knights a 9-8 lead. Nicole
Gillispie said. "To finish on this Balogh, who started the rally
field with a comeback win . with a walk, finished the job by
gives us what we need heading blasting a double off tµe left
into the conference tourna- field fence for the final margin
ment."
of 11-8.
Jania Shinhoster, Nikki
"When I first hit it, I was
Green and Cat Snapp started thinking, 'Oh great, I hit it in the
the frame picking up RBI sin- air again,"' Balogh said. "But
gles as the Knights wiped away
PLEASESEE TEAM ON 83
a deficit for the first time this
SeniorStaff Writer

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

{

'
(.

Now that the Knighty awards have been arqund for a little
while (this is the fourth time in the past two years they have
graced the Sports section of the Future), we decided that it was
time to let you in on our little secret.
There is a lot that goes into awarding a Knighty, and for the
first time ever we reveal this intricate and sacred process.
Exactly 10 days before the end of the semester, the staff of
hard working researchers and writers in the Future's sports
department lock ' themselves inside their cubicles. No cell
phones, computers or any sort of comrriunication to the outside
world is allowed. Nobody is allowed to leave until a decision has
been reached on every single Knighty.
In order for a Knighty to be approved, there must be a two.thirds majority, but if after seven days that requirement isn't met
then a simple majority will do.
When the decision is finally reached, we raise the white window blinds to inform the hundreds waiting anxiously around
the world that a decision has been made.
Sure it seems like a lot to go through for an imaginary trophy,
PLEASE SEE

KNIGHTY QN 82
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Stephanie Best picked up the Knighty for Lifetime
Achievement, the most sacred of all the Knighties.

,Graduating seniors aren't the only thing to ~id farewell
Thursday tirade is going the way of the
dodo.
I know I should have given everyone
a little warning,' but we all know I'm
selfish and enjoy tormenting people. I
know my No. 1 fan. Connie, is going to
curse my name. And I'm sure half the
Boyz II Men once sang, "It's the end volleyball team will beat me with sticks,
of the road,'' and every time they did, I but there comes a point when a guy has
threw up and slammed my face in a car made his final Britney Spears/trailer
·
park joke. As Jerry Seinfeld did, I'm
door.
But now the members of that once- leaving you wanting more. ·
popular R&B group are washing cars or
Who knows? Maybe a certain Orlan- ·
something, and we really have come to do-based newspaper will wise up· one
the end of the road. I hate to throw this of these days and make me one of the
at all the kids who need my column to youngest sports columnists in the
make it througp their Trajectory of · nation, and everyone can continue to
Midget Tossing classes, but the sports bask in my inability to feel shame or
column has come to an end. Mouthing show compassion for other human
Off has seen its final issue, and the beings. Maybe I'll live the dream, but in

It's been fun taking
, shots at Stetson, but I
have bigger fish to fry

r

(
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MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

the meantime enjoy this final Thursday
·
tirade...
Paris Hilton released a statement
that she and Nicole Ritchie were no
longer friends because "Nicole knows
what she did:' Then Paris burned her

leg on the exhaust of her new Ferrari. _ game. Does anyone understand that
How do I know this? Because according UCF baseball is to me what a 6-footto every freaking cable news channel wide eight ball is to a crackhead? It's not
and magazine on this planet, this kind fair I tell you ...
We're 24 days into the Major League
of filth actually qualifies as news.
Maybe I'll just forget the sports writing Baseball season We've had two steroid
dream and become an Eskimo and live suspensions, and the Cardinals have
inside an igloo and train an army of the best record in baseball and own a
penguins to take over the world. That four-game lead in the National League
Central. With that said, here's my fantawould be news ...
No UCF players were drafted in last sy baseball update: three fourth-places
weekend's NFL Draft, marking yet and a dead last. My original statement
another miserable achievement in the · before the season started: "I plan on finongoing saga ofUCF football. I feel bad ishing fourth like I've never finished
for the draft-eligible former UCF play- fourth before." Get off me, people. I'm
ers, and I wish them the best. No joke the man ...
I've never admitted that I'm much of
here, just a lot of respect for some quala fashion aficionado, but I do.know this:
ity guys ...
UCF baseball has had more than a
PLEASESEE DO ON 84
week off since the team last play~d a

Knighty brings reflection and joy for all~
FROM

Bl

but hey, the end result is always
worth it. So here they are, without further ado, the Knighty
winners for this semester.

Dave Chappelle look-a-like:
Marcus Avant
Two words:
dead
ringer.
There really
isn't much to
say about this
one, because
Avant
looks
more
like
Avant
Chappelle
than Miami
Heat
Coach
Stan
Van
Gundy looks .
like .Ron Jeremy. In fact, if
they weren't
separated by
nearly 10 years Chappelle
in age, one
might say that they were twins
separated at birth. Now all we
need to do is get Avant to say:
''What did the five fingers say
to the face? SLAP!"

included a perfect 8-0 doubles
record. Leon:g, one of the
members of the men's golf
recruiting class named best in
the nation last year, has shown
he is one of the best players on
the team. Last week at the ASun championships, he put on
a show and nearly · took the
championship in his first
attempt. Struggles on the final
nine holes cost him that
opportunity, but there will be
plenty more for this budding
star in the future.

The most ridiculously difficult
name to spell and pronounce:
Anna Yakimchenkova
Well it starts out easy
enough with Anna, but then
comes the last name. Bet you
can't say that five times fast.

Top clutch performance of the
year: Gary Johnson

While Johnson struggled at
times this year, when it mattered most he always seemed
to step up and take the lead for
his team. This was especially
evident in the Knights' final
game of the season in the first
round of the NCAA TournaBreakthrough performance of the ment against Connecticut.
spring: John-Michael Howell
When the Knights needed it
Last year Howell was at the most, Johnson stepped up and
University of Florida, where he had the game of his life, with a
sat out because of an injury. career-high 29 points, seven 3Titls year has been a different pointers. He helped the
story. Howell had a fast start Knights nearly dethrone the
and never looked back. defending national champions.
Through 43 games, Howell has His performance was so
averaged a ridiculous .389 and impressive that UConn Coach
blasted 12 home runs to lead Jim Calhoun, who is slated to
the Knights in both categories.· go into the Basketball Hall of
He is also leading the Knights Fame later this year said of
with 15 doubles and his 46 RBls Johnson: "He's good, we put
are second on the team only to bigger people on him but he
Dee Brown. Hmm, bet UF found ways to get screened. He
wishes they hadn't let him go.
seemed to be tireless ... He's a
terrific player."

The inaugural Dexter Lyons best
hair of the year award (tie): Troy
Lindbeck and Adham Rashwan

Best softball name of the year:
Cat Snapp

With
so
Just say it
many solid canout loud ... One
didates around
more time ...
campus
this
OK, this seriwas one of the
ously may· be
toughest decione of the
sions to make.
coolest names
The argument
ever.
This
catcher
not Snapp
was that Lind- Lindbeck
beck should be
only has a
disqualified
great name, but the game to
· from the comback it up. She has started 65 of
petition
66 games behind the plate for
because he cut
the Knights and is batting .301
a considerable
with 19 RBis so far this season.
length of his
The best part is with Snapp's
golden locks
continuing success here,
off sometime
which as mentioned above is
in mid Febru- Rashwan
extremely satisfying, her name
ary. However,
will be heard around campus a
after two days of hard fought lot in the future.
campaigning and deliberation
our panel reached the final Offensive explosion (tie): Baseball
result of a compromise, ruling and Marcus Avant
that Lindbeck's hair was eligiAll the talk coming into this
ble because it was long and baseball season was that the
wavy for more than half the Knights were losing a lot of
season. Troy if only you hadn't · offensive power with the
cut your hair mid-season it departure of some of UCF's
would have been all yours. most consistent bats. That talk
Honorable mention: Billy Judi- has been silenced very quickly
no, Josh Peppers (mini-fro), and with authority, as baseball
and Will Bakanowsky.
has jumped out to the most
impressive start in team histoFreshman sensations: Ben Leong
ry. Two-thirds of the way
and Anna Yakimchenkova
through the season, the
In their first year as Knights Knights already have 44
these two couldn't have gotten homers, 17 more than they had
off to much b etter of a start. all of last year. Equally suq)risYakimchenkova, was a solid ing and impressive this spring
addition to the women's tennis was the offensive performance
team, which had a very solid of men's basketball player
season this year. She had an Marcus Avant. Gaming into
overall record of 18-5 which the season his career high was

12 points. He eclipsed that
multiple times in late January
anq early February, becoming
a critical part of the Knights'
scoring attack.

Multi-sport crossover appeal
award: Men's soccer team
These guys ,really went out
on a limb a couple weeks ago
when they competed in an
intr.amural kickball tournament and won. Seriously, that's
not even fair. These guys are
reminiscent of the New England Patriots; they win at
everything (they also won the
A-Sun tournament for the
third straight year this fall).
The real question is: What
would happen if they tried a
sport which actually involved
their hands?

Best athlete you've probably
never heard of (tie}: Tiffany
Roebuck and Ann-Louise Larsen
These two are very good at
what they do, and even though
you've probably never heard of
them you should get to know
them. Both outstanding athletes, they are the heart and
soul of UCF's track and field
team; Roebuck is one of the
most dominant athletes in the
history ofUCF track and field.
At the A-Sun championships
two weeks ago, she won three
gold medals, continuing her
stellar season. Larsen, the captain of the team, has been
equally impressive and moved
into the top five nationally
with her strong performance
in the high jump at the A-Sun
championships, where she
won a gold medal.

PHOENIX ·- The Bowl
Championship Series is looking for a few good men and
women who know something
about college football.
The purpose: To establish a
new poll to help determine the
teams that will play for the
national championship.
BCS m ember athletic
directors made it clear at their
meeting Tuesday that they
prefer starting a new poll to
replace the Associated Press
rankings, rather than making
radical changes to their formula, BCS coordinator Kevin
Weiberg said. .
"We continue to look at a
poll that would potentially
include a panel of voters that
would be comprised of individuals who have had experience with the sport, either as .
administrators, coaches, perhaps former players, things of
that kind. That's where we're
putting most of our focus at
this point," said Weiberg, the
,,...,... Big 12 commissioner.
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Raw deal: Former men's soccer
Coach Bob Winch
OK,
let's
just flat-out say
it:
He
got
robbed. UCF
had its reasons
and it is its prerogative
to
choose
the
coach it feels Winch
is best for the
future of the program, but
imagine being Winch. Not
only did he lead his team to
three straight A-Sun tournament championships, but he
also took the program to
places it has never been
before. Now Winch has to go
somewhere else because UCF
didn't renew his contract.

.,
The baseball team, top, has bel!n one of the hottest teams in the ·
nation offens\vely so far this year. Golfer Ben Leong, above, was
spectacular last week at the A-Sun championships as he shot a
65, which tied for the tournament low. Gary Johnson, left, was
always there for the Knights when they needed him most.

Technical
Training

Second biannual Knighty
Lifetime Achievement Award:
Stephanie Best
Simply put, she is one of the
finest athletes, man or woman,
ever to don the black and gold.
The accolades she has accumulated in her four years at
UCF are far too many to mention, but we'll try anyways.
She was named the A-Sun regular season and postseason
"Player of the Year" in both
her sophomore and junior seasons, and is well on the way to
achieving those honors again
this year. So far she is batting
.337 with 23 home runs and 54
RBis. Off the field Best is a
class act, and everything she
has done over her four years
as a Knight has represented
the university in a positive
light. Congratulations to
Stephanie Best on a spectacular and memorable career as a
Knight. .

State & Nation
Fiesta group gets 2007 title game

•

Also on Tuesday, the Fiesta Bowl. .
The ·formal announcement
Bowl organization was awarded the first national college of the Fiesta selection came
football championship game only hours after Arizona Gov.
under the n ew, expanded Janet Napolitano signed legisBowl Championship Series lation that would require the
stadium authority to grant use
format.
Beginning in the 2006 sea- of the new facility for college
son, there will be a new game football. The bill also turns
to determine the BCS national sales tax revenue from ticket
champion, a contest separate sales and other transactions of
from the foul" existing BCS the BCS games over to the
bowls - the Fiesta, Orange, Fiesta Bowl.
Sugar and Rose. In essence, it - The provisions will mean
means that two more schools about $1.75 million in revenue,
will qualify for a BCS contest. · Fiesta•Bowl executive director
· As is the case under the John Junker said.
Weiberg stopped short of
current system, the teams that
finish first and second in the saying the Fiesta would have
BCS rankings will play for the been bypassed had the bill not
become law.
championship.
"But clearly we would have
The first title game under
the new format will be played some questions that would
Jan. 8, 2007, at the Arizona have to be answered about the
Cardinals' new stadium set to financial commitments the
open in the fall of 2006 in Fiesta Bowl had made to us,"
Glendale, Ariz. The Fiesta Weiberg said.
The announcement means
Bowl will ·be played in the
same stadium a week earlier, the sites for the championship
on Jan. l. The stadium also will
PLEASE SEE STATE ON B4
be e site of the 2008 Super
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Men's tennis awarded for
•
•
•
unpress1ve sprmg season

Finishing on top
allows four to
). enjoy honors
.
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12000 Collegiate wav

11651 UniversilV Boulevard

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100 .

BRIAN MURPHY

,

Staff Writer

In sports, it's common
knowledge that the achieve> ments of the team overshadow
any personal feat. No matter
what a single player earns, his
accomplishments are dimin) ished if the team is not successful. But off their tliird
straight Atlantic Sun Championship, . four players from the
)
UCF men's tennis team were
able to fully enjoy the honors
bestowed upon them, as the A. l Sun announced its all-conference teams on Monday.
After both were named to
the second team in 2004, sen, 1 ior Joel Allen and junior Ener
Gursoy were named to the All
Conference First Team for
2005. Gursoy was solid in both
1
doubles and singles but will be
most remembered for his
amazing effort at the A-Sun
) semifinals. With Gursoy and
his opponent both ·battling
\ cramps, he literally outlasted
ms opposition "from Georgia
~ State and won the three-set
match that put the Knights into
the finals.
His first-team selection
1
marked the third time Gursoy
has received post-season ASun honors. In 2003, he was
voted to the All-Freshman
Team, and he followed that up
with the second-team honor
last season.
'Playing on the top two
courts all season long, Allen
posted a team-leading 15-6
record in singles. He won all
~ three of his singles tilts at the
tournament,
conference
including the three-peat
) clincher over Troy University.
Yet, the Haiti native is also a
threat in doubles, where he has
put up a 14-7 mark. From Feb.12
' to April 16, Allen was victorious in 14 ofl6 doubles matches.
Many of Allen's triumphs in
doubles have come with senior
' Antonio Sierra, who was
named to the All-Conference

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/dou~le Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily
• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• l 05 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p -7:00p

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• Limited Maid Service

• Daily Housekeeping Service
. • Pet Friendly

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People .
• High Speed Internet Access

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Una's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

. • High Speed laternet Access
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Antonio Sierra, named to the All-Conference Second Team, won 13 straight in singles this year.

Second Team. The senior has
taken down 14 singles opponents, and in the season's last
two months, he has been simply unstoppable, reeling off 13
· consecutive singles wins only three of those matches
needed a third set. Sierra, who
is UCF's all-time career leader
in victories wit:p. 75, was a firsttearii. pick in 2004. All three of
these Knights also received
Player of the Week honors at
some point during the year.
Newcomer Sinan Sudas
became the third Knight in
four years to be selected to the
all-freshman squad. In his first
season in Orlando, Sudas won
five singles matches. With five
seniors departing, the play of
Sudas will be critical if the
Knights want to have any
chance at four titles in a row.
But where would any good
team be without a good coach?
UCF Coach Bobby Cashman
faced many doubters this year.
Critics said that the 2005 squad
would not be as good as those

of the two previous championship teams. As the 2005
Knights encountered injuries ·
and a 2-6 start -to the season,
those critics were ready to say,
"I told you so."
But, against all this adversity, Cashman gathered his
troops and guided.them to victory in 12 of their next 14 meets,
including a six-match winning
streak through the A-Sun tournament. For this, he was given
"Coach of the Year" honors for
the second time in three seasons.
While the Knights are glad
to give themselves a pat on the
back, their season is not over.
With the A-Sun championship, UCF earned an automatic bid into the NCAA tennis regional. They will need to
stay fresh, as they will not
even know their opponent
until Monday. The tournament begins May 13.
By then, the Knights will
not have played a single point
in26 days. ·
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REMEMBER!
IF YOU SEE
.THIS GOOD
LOOKING GUY
YOU COULD SAVE

~ Team effort allows
softball to .earn a
'

THOUSANDS!

'split heading into a lengthy break
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everyone in the dugout was
like, 'Go, go, go.' It just felt so
) good to hit a ball again."
Luers-Gillispie commented,
"It's great to lee the youngsters
, stepping up in big situations.
Nicole has been working so
hard all season long, and she
really made something happen
' after putting the ball in play all
day.''
The double by Balogh was
the last hit ·a t the present UCF
~ Softball Complex. The Knights.
will move into a new facility
next season.
~
Jennifer Tomasetti picked
up her fourth win of the season, · throwing a complete
game.
'' "It was great for her to go
the full seven innings," LuersGillispie said. "I was happy that
the girls stepped up and gave
1'
one. of our freshman some run
support."
Stephanie
Best
also
~ knocked her NCAA-leading
23rd home run in the third

WHO SAYS TRAVELING ON .
BUSINESS HAS TO BE DULL.
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Outfielder Jania Shinhoster and the Knights were able to salvage a split with Troy on Sunday.

we should be fine," Balogh weekend. The Trojans finish
said. "When our bats are hot the regular season against
we win games, and if we carry ACC foes Florida State and
on this momentum as well as ' Georgia Tech.
this intensity we'll walk all
The Knights (40-25-1, 12-6
llining.
A-Sun) are in a three-way tie
over Stetson."
Troy won the first game 3-1,
The
Bethune-Cookman for second place with Stetson
., behind a one-hitter and 12 doubleheader scheduled for (34-17, 12-6 A-Sun) and Florida
·strikeouts from sophomore· May 8 at home has been can- Atlantic (33-30, 12-6 A-Sun).
hurler Jocelyn Mccallum.
The Hatters swept FAU last
celled.
The Knights manufactured
weekend for the first time in
a run in the first inning, capped Around the Atlantic Sun
school history. Danielle Arriaby a bases-loaded walk drawn
The six spots in the confer- . ga grounded back to the pitchby Kacie Feaster. It was only ence tournament in Boca er in the seventh inning with
~ the fourth time this season that
Raton on May 12-14 have been the bases loaded, as the Owl
UCF lost a game when scoring claimed. All that's left is to rally fell short - 3-2 in game
first.
jockey for position as the last one. Shawna Wiggs drove in
Tamra Howren's homer in few weeks of the regular sea- three RBis in the second game,
the fourth inning evened the son wind down.
including a two-run triple in
game. The go-ahead run came
Jacksonville (30-28, 9-9 A- the third, to pace the Stetson
across in the next frame on a . Sun) c!l.inched the final- berth attack to a 3-1 victory.
throwing error, as Jenny Boyd on Sunday afternoon with a 3Lipscomb (23-21, 10-6 AI) stole third base.
·
0 victory over Gardner-Webb. Sun) joins JU as first time qualThe Trojans added an insur- Shannon Jenson hurled her ifiers for the conference tourance run in the seventh on a second shutout in as many nament. The Bi.Sons split a pair
, sacrifice fly by Howren.
days and was honored as A- of series in the Peach State last
UCF won't return to the Sun Pitcher of the Week for weekend and return to the
diamond until next Thursday her efforts.
Music City to face Campbell
when the Knights conclude the
On the flip side, Troy (41-18, and Gardner-Webb. This
regular season with a double- 17-3 A-Sun) has already locked weekend is a g9lden opportuheader at Stetson. First pitch is up the top spot in the confer- nity for Lipscomb to improve
slated for 6 p.m. in DeLand.
ence tournament after going 2- its seeding with fQur winnable
)If we come to plAcy that day, 2 in the Sun~ne State last games at home. '
1

Learn how to ".

It's a job that can take you anywhere in the ,world.
' Become part of a team of specially trained
- ~ warriors dedicated to fighting for freedom. It's
your chance to .make a difference in your life and
• .· in the future of your country. To find out more, visit
[
·• " SF.GOARMY.COM or call 1-888-676-ARMY.

.REPAY your ;
COLLEGE
LOANS

~

Where: 12295 University Boulevard, Suite B in Orlando
·,When: MON - FRI 9 am - 6 pm (or' call for an appointment)
,;;,Who: Call your local. Army Recruiter at 407-281-1274
'
.
'(

__S_tate &Nation
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game will continue in their
current rotation - Fiesta,
Sugar, Orange and Rose. In
all cases, the sites will host
the nati~nal title game a ·
week after their regular bowl
games.

College all-star game moves
SAN ANTONIO - The
nation's oldest college allstar football game is moving
from San Francisco to San
Antonio.
The E'ast-West Shrine
Game, played since 1923, will
be held in the Alamodome
beginning next year, game
officials said Wednesday.
The 2006 game is s.cheduled
for Jan. 21.
JackHart, the game's executive director, said the directors and trustees of the·
Shriners Hospitals approved
the move last week. The
game raises money for the 22
Shriners medical facilities
around the country.
Board chairman Raoul
Frevel said the Shriners faced
rising costs if they wanted to
keep playing in San Francisco, where the game had been
played since its inception.
He said attendance had
been dropping and the
Shriners wanted a more centralized location for the contest, which pits standout
players from eastern U.S. colleges against those from the
West.

Kellog expelled from Connecticut

Other former UCF standouts
hope to get signed in near future
FROM

Euro.p e

Bl

ond Knight from last year's
squad to join the NFL, also had
a solid career in Orlando.
In his five years at UCF
(Capers was given a medical
redshirt as a freshman after
playing only one game due to
injury), Capers had 157 receptions for 1,717 yards. He had·
four touchdown catches last
year and 17 over the course of
his career, which leaves him at ·
sixth all-time.
The 5-foot-8-inch, 170pound receiver makes up for
his lack of size with blazing
· speed and agility.
As a punt returner, Capers
is second all-time at UCF with
· two career punt return touchdowns. In what was probably
his most memorable moment
as a Knight, Capers returned a
punt 54 yards for a touchdown
at Penn State.
Another former UCF player
who should be picked up by an
NFL team is strong safety
Atari Bigby.
Throughout his career,
Bigby has been one of the
Knights' best defensive forces.
He was named to the All-MAC ·
first team in 2003 after collecting a career-high 112 tackles
during his junior season.
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Summer Travel,

Headquarters

{800)965.0343
for more r eat travel deals visit

www.ucfnews.com/travel

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Alex Haynes was the first former Knight to sign with an NFL team, the Rav.ens, on Monday.

Last fall could have created
an even finer campaign for
Bigby, but he broke his leg and
missed four games, ·getting
only 42 tackles and one interception. With 296 career tack-

les, Bigby is seventh all-time in
UCF history.
Check out our next issue on
May 11 for more coverage of
former Knights and their journey into the NFL.

•

tit;1TRAVEL I

Iwww.statrav'el.com I

Rough Weekend?

Do me a favor and flip the collars down
Bl .

If it were 1985, the flipped-up
collar look would be fine. But
it's 2005, and it looks stupid.
Like trucker hats and wearing
sunglasses at night, this collar
thing needs to die now. Unless I
missed the memo when I was
jamming out to my Bananarama tape and trying to decide if I
should wear my checkerboard
Vans or my white Keds with my
Skidz pants, then please take
my word when I say that it's just
not cool ...
I wasn't elected pppe, therefore I've changed my title at the
Future to managing pope ...
I want to say thanks to some
of the departing senior athletes
who will be graduating or.don't
have any eligibility remaining
after their seasons ended for
not only making my job easy,
but for making it fun. I wish I
could thank you all more, but I
only have so many words, and
there were really only a few that
made a personal impact on me.
Most people at UCF don't

pay a lot of attention to the
sports outside of football, and
that's a shame. When you don't
go to certain events, you don't
have a clue about who these
people are. Men's tennis can
win championship after championship, but not everyone gets
a chance to learn that Antonio
Sierra is one of the funniest
people alive or that Rhett
Rosen really isn't as cocky as he
makes himself out to be.
If you don't go to volleyball
games you'd never know that
Tanya Jarvis and Michelle
Spaleta are two of the nicest
people you'll ever meet. I'll bet
a lot of people don't know who
Stephanie Best is, but I guarantee she's probably the best allaround athlete who has ever
played a sport at UCF.
If you read enough of my
columns, you'd know that Gary
Johnson, Marcus Avant arid
Kingsley Edwards d.eserve to
be the cockiest guys at this
school, but they're probably the
most humble. You don't go to
their games, and you don't get

to know them. Now they're
gone. I seriously hope that
some day soon the students at
this school stop taking these
great athletes and people for
granted ...
Finally, now that you've
waded through my mushiness,
my sports column is certainly
over. But if you know me by
now, you know there's no way I
could shut up that easily.
When the Future returns on
May 11 you'll be able to find the
new Burnsy column about
three pages from where it is
now - in the Opinions section.
I'll be tackling more politics and
news-related items and probably a few sports topics here and
there, but all with the same
sense of humor as my devoted
fans would expect.
But I've only cracked the
shell of this columnist gig, and
I've got a whole new demographic to start tormenting. See .
you in 13 days.

'

.

'
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Arrested? . DW? Bar Fight?
'
?
•
Disorderly Conduct? Fake !D.
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking?
'

FROM

VERNON, Conn. - Connecticut point guard Antonio
Kellogg has been expelled
from the school and granted
a special form of probation
on charges stemming from
two recent arrests.
The 19-year-old Kellogg
was in court Wednesday on
charges including attempting
to assault a police officer,
first-degree criminal trespass, and interfering with an
officer.
Kellogg was arrested on
April 9 after a confrontation
with police. inside a UConn
dormitory.
Last month, the freshman
was charged with possession
of less than four ounces of
marijuana after he and several friends were approached
by police. Kellogg allegedly
dropped a bag of marijuana
on the ground in an effort to
conceal it from a state trooper who said he detected the
smell of "burnt marijuana."
Superior Court Judge
Constance Epstein granted
Kellogg a special form of probation Wednesday known as
"accelerated rehabilitatio·n."
Under the program, if Kellogg successfully completes
two years of probation,
which includes enrollment in
a drug program, the charges
will be dismissed.
Kellogg played about 14
minutes a game this past season, backing up Marcus
Williams. He appeared in 29
games, averaging just over
three points.
He was suspended from
the team after the Big East
tournament for a "violation
of team policy."

Best of Summer

YOU HAVE OPTIONS ...
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Ashley Bums can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com
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OUR STANCE

Every graduate
~ deserves · applause

THAT'S MV
COLLEGE Gl<'AD'!

1)

L

ost in the shuffle of the
hectic days of finals and
the warm embrace of
another summer vacation are
the thousands of seniors who
will soon take their final· breaths
as UCF students before walking
into that new realm known.as
the real world.
•'
And while these future working-class warriors are going to
take their degre~s from this fine
,) institution of higher learning
and hopefully make something
of themselves, few ever receive
attention or credit for how
" much better they've made this
school.
· Every senior who crosses the
stage next week deserves to be
0
in the spotlight for doing what
sq many others haven't been
able to do. Almost every person
~ at this university came here with
a handful of friends. And most
certainly everyone has a story
about the one or two friends
o who couldn't cut the mustard
and moved back home. It's a
typical scenario we have grown
accustomed to. But we also tend
to lean more on the fact that so
many people couldn't finish that
we don't actually show enough
'"gratitude to the people ~ho do
finish and earn a degree.
Far too often, the only praise
falls upon the school's athletes.
" Departing seniors are showered
with affection either by the
•l

media or by teammates and
fans. The athletes certainly
deserve every ounce of gratitude because most people
understand that athletics is the
heart of any university's mainstream attraction. However,
most people also fail to realize
that none of us would be here if
it weren't for academics and for
the unsung heroes. Graduating
seniors deserve the same high
praise as the athletes.
The Future thanks all of the
senior basketball players for
their amazing efforts. They
poured their hearts out on the
court to take UCF to two consecutive NCAA Tournament
appearances. The same goes for
the baseball players who continue to hold up one of the
strongest programs in the country and the softball players who
helped build a new program.
Even the departing football players, who haven't had the easiest
time on the field these past two
seasons, deserve thanks for
toughlng it out and giving
30,000 fans something to look
forward to each fall.
But on the same level, the
staff of the Future wants to show
its respect and gratitude to the ·
people who poured their hearts
out in the classroom to earn
their four- or five-year degrees.
For every athlete like Alex
Haynes, UCF football's graduat-

ing all-time leading rusher,
there's an engineering student
who racked up a 4.0 GPA,
pulling all-nighters and sacrificing a social life, so he could
eventually make a difference in
people's lives. For every athlete
like Gary Johnson, the men's
basketball guard who led the
entire NCAA Tournament field
with 29 points in one game,
there's an education major who
will graduate and impact the
lives of hundreds of children by
teaching them how to read.
The graduates ofUCF athletics and those 'o fUCF·academics
deserve equal praise for the time
they've all devoted to making
this a better university. With
each student who falls away
from college life, there are a
dozen seniors fulfilling their
families' dreams and creating
opportunities for a successful
life that so many people will
never have.
As they walk the stage next
week, stepping out of the collegiate cocoon and entering the
real world, every senior should
know that the eyes of 45,000
UCF students are still upon
them. They will continue to represent UCF, and they are creating examples for every wideeyed freshman who comes to
UCF to follow.
For that they should be honored.

OUR STANCE

.

Putin promotes

•t

~,Russian activity under
President Vladmir Putin
has always been tough
.,for political scientists to predict, and this week proved that
fact once again.
President Putin has com•pleted his mini-tour of the
Middle East with only two
stops, one in Egypt and one in
Israel. While his trip may be
~short, he has already accomplished more than any other
previous Russian leader in try~.ing to deal with the Middle
East.
Putin came to the region
with the intention of resolving
"tension between the Palestinians and Israel. His proposal,
which is highly approved by
the Palestinians, is to hold a
-: peace summit iri Moscow in
the upcoming fall. The other
four members in attendance
,. would be Russia, the United
States, European Union and the
United Nations.
Palestinians are backing the
.. plan because they feel using
Russia as a primary mediator
would be more equal. Israel
stated that it will not support
••any plan used to circumvent
the effort from the U.S.-drawn
"road map" for peace. The curifent plan is designed to slow
the growth ofJewish settlements in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip while Palestinians
~' disarm their militant factions.
Putin's response to the Israeli
complaint was that Middle East

peace should be based on U.N.
resolutions and their plans.
Putin gave his resolution
plans in a press conference
alongside Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak and gave few
in-depth details of the summit
proposal. He did say that all
high-level experts would,meet
and Russia would hold
preparatory contacts on the
level of participants and the
agenda. "I intend to discuss
this idea with my other colleagues [Ariel Sharon] who are
interested in moving the peace
process forward in the Middle
East," Putfu stated.
There are other reasons for
Israel to be skeptical of these
new plans created by Putin as
well. Just before Putin left Russia to come to the region, the
Kremlin came out to announce
that they would be selling antiaircraft missiles to terrorist
harboring Syria.
Gerald Steinberg a specialist
in Israeli relations at the
Begin/Sadat Center for Strate: .
gic Studies questions the timing of Putin's announcement.
"It is very curious to know why
Putin decided to make this
very defiant statement before
he came to Israel,'' Steinberg
stated. "It does not really make
any sense that a leader from a
major country would do that,
would wave that red flag
before the first official state
visit by a Russian leader."
Today, Putin is supposed to

meet with Israel. Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and there is no
doubt that his dealings with
Syria will be on the' table for
discussion. Sharon is also sure
to discuss the issue of a number of wealthy fugitives from
justice in Russia who are living
in Israel. All of the men, who
are associates of Jewish busine'ssmen, claim that the
charges of fraud against them
ate purely political and that
they have committed no real
crime. It is their belief that
their.alliance and support for
opponents of Putin has lead to
these charges. The Kremlin
denies this and demands for
Israel fo return the men to Russia.
Democracy in Russia has
come under fire in the recent
years under Putin and these
fugitives are hiding under that
argument. Regardless of what
Israel thinks of the Kremlin's
allegations, it needs to respect
the sovereignty of Ru~sia and
turn over the fugitives. Maybe
if Israel cooperated earlier with
Russia on this issue, then they
wouldn't be selling ant~-aircraft
weapons to neighboring Syria.
As far as the Rus~ian plan
for peace undermining the
United States, it may be plausible. But for what reason would
they do this? Russia used to
have a stranglehold on the
Middle East duripg the Cold
War. Now it seems, it wapts
back in the game.
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Senator says thanks

READER VIEWS
Tharik you, students of UCF, for allowing
· ·
me to represent you.

On April 21, my career in the Student
Government Association came to an end. In
many ways it was bittersweet, and I would
not; be the man I am today unless I took the
opportunity to thank the people that got me
here. First, I would like to thank the managing editor of the Future, Ashley Burns. During my tenure within SGA, I have been concerned as to how information about SGA
was being conveyed to the student body.
Since Mr. Burns has taken over, and after
reading the recent issues, I can now be reassured that the information and articles
printed about SGA are accurate, clear and
concise. Thank you, Mr. Burns, for making
this "tum-around" of the Central Florida

- EVAN ROSENBERG
SENATOR; HPA SEAT 1

Proud to graduate at 26

I'm glad u<:F finally recognizes the twixters and the many reasons why they are ·
here. The editorial and the article [April 25]
did wonderful jobs of showing all facets of
why there are late 20-, 30- and 40-somethings still pursuing college degrees. A number of them have already had jobs or careers
in the past and simply need to supplement
their education or build their resumes in
order to compete with a rapidly changing
·
world.
Speaking as a 26-year-old twixter, years
Future.
ago I was recruited by a major medical comNext, I want to thank the student body,
pany immediately after completing my twomore specifically my constituents, for electyear degree. The salary was excellent, the
ing me and supporting me for three consecopportunity was rare, so I took it.
utive terms within the SGA Senate. I have
I had always planned to pursue my bachworked, to the best of my ability, to better
the lives of the students of this university. In elor's degree while I worked at my full-time
return, you have put your faith in me to per- job, but as it turned out, I ended up taking a
form my duties, and I appreciate the endless. leave of absence and relocating to UCF. I
have never considered myself as one "evadsupport I have received. As I told the SGA
ing" responsibility or one who refuses to
~enate on Thursday evening, I am a firm
grow up. In my case (like so many others), I
believer that when people leave this univercannot wait to end this temporary break
sity, it's not necessarily the names people
from reality (known as college life) and re- 1
remember but the legacies that were left
join the real world - you know, the 9-to-5
behind. I feel that my legacy was left within
the Senate chambers, and I challenge the
working, coffee-drinking, water cooler-chattering, tax-paying world of adults. While I've
students of this university to leave a similar
enjoyed my two years at UCF, I am proud to
legacy before their career at UCF ends.
say that I will be graduating in two weeks.
Finally, I would like to thank all of the
I have not lost touch with my former
niembers of the 37th SGA Senate. I have
employer, as I have a cushy job waiting for
learned so much from the diversity of this
me upon my return. However, I've endured
Senate, and I feel it has made me a better
enough raised eyebrows and ignorant
person for it. Politics can be inherently ugly,
assumptions from fellow students. Not to
but I am a firm believer that there has not
mention the endless chatter from professors
been an issue we haven't been able to overtalking down to a classroom of 18- to 20come together. The student body is fortuyear-olds unaware that .there is an adult in
nate to have the leadership it does within
the midst. Not so bad at 26, but I truly relate
the SGA Senate. I encourage you to continto the 30-somethings and above who share
ue to keep the students first and remember
in this experience:
that you are elected officials chosen to lead
-ANONYMOUS READER
- act accordingly.
The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar, styleand libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-823-6397 (UCF-NEWS).

MAN ON THE STREET
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AROUND

CAMPUS

'Who would you want to·
speak at your graduation?'

ANGEL MACIAS

BRITTANY JACKSON

CEDRIC OMDAHL

Business administration

Forensic science

Marketing

"Michael Moore. He's real opinionated
and would be informational for all
future grads."

"Oprah of course.She's been abig
inspiration in my iife."

"Richard Branson. He's very engaging,
not to mention he's a billionaire."

The CRn/ra/Florida F11h1re is a lire independent cirnpus newspaper sening the Unll'Cl'Sity of Celtral florida. Opinioos in the Fuh1m are those of the indMdu:Ii columnist and not neces.<:uily dtOSe
of'the ediiorial st:Iif or the Unh'Cl'Sity ArlminiSlralion. All content is property of the 0!11/ra/1'1orida F11t11m and Jltty'not be reprinlf<I in part or in whole without permission from the pubilsher.
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ANDREW VINCENT

BREON RODGERS

Finance

Radio and television

Electrical engineering

"Jon Stewart because he's funny and
very intelligent."

"Dayne Cook because graduations are
usually really boring."
·

"Deion Sanders because anytime isa
good time for 'Prime Time."'

My year in reviewfor UCF's
2004-05 school year

COMMENTARY
NATHAN POEKERT
Staff Writer

This school year has been
a memorable one. UCF has
experienced the good (free
concerts), the bad (hurricanes) and the ugly (Michael
Moore). Here is my list of the
top 10 memorable moments
at UCF during the 2004-05
school year.
10. Hurricane Charley
drops trees and debris all
over campus. The gym is
closed for four months.
Steroid-using fraternity
broth~rs become desperate
and begin to bench press one
another and their girlfriends
to get a workout.

9. The UCF Board of
Trustees approved the building of two new parking
garages as part of the Master
Plan. Students rejoiced until
they found out that the
garages won't be fully completed until 2015. Some seniors might still be here to use
them, though.
8. Willie Bentley wins
everything he enters: Homecoming king, SGA p~esident,
etc. Seriously, the gt.Iy could
enter the Miss UCF Pageant
and probably win.
7. Hats off to the men's ·
basketball team. It had a
memorable season capped off
by giving defending national
champion UConn a serious
run for its money.
6. The WB decided to
shoot Big Man on Campus at
UCF earlier this year. What
better way to showcase the
future leaders of America.
5. Matt Prater's extra point
kick goes wide right in overtime against Ohio. Drunk fans
outside of the Citrus Bowl
don't notice, since they never
actually went inside.

Enroll at Troy University to earn your
MSCP, MED, MSM, MSHRM.or MPA. Now
registering at the Orlando Campus.

4. Thousands ofUCF students participate in a bonfire,
burning unpaid parking tickets. Rock band Twisted Sister
comes and plays "We're Not .
Gonna Take It" (didn't happen, but it should have).
3. The UCF Student Union
decides to incorporate Disney
World features into its food
court. Lanes in a zigzag pattern are now set up at
Wendy's during pe~ business hours. Approximate
waiting time: 30 minutes.
Student Union officials are
now planning on adding a
speed-pass kiosk next semester for those who don't want
to wait.
2. W. wins the 2004 e~ec
tion over Kerry. In anger, the
College Democrats steal Skip
Moedinger's scooter until the
ransom is paid by the College
Republicans.
1. The average GPA of
UCF students drops dramatically from the 2003-04 school
year. Students complain that
they are staying up later and
sleeping less. The reason:
Facebook.com.

• Graduate degrees on-site through
convenient night and weekend classes
• Affordable tuition (VA, TA
and Financial Aid also· accepted)
• Earn, your degree faster - 5 terms per
year
• 1000/o ONLINE undergraduate courses and
. degrees available ·

..
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A future of opportunities.

Look for the Central Florida Future every Wednesday over summer
I
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Florida Career Centers
1 7th Annual·

Stat·e wide Job Fair
At th~ University of Central Florida Arena

Thursday, May 12, 2005
10:00AM to 3:00PM
A Chance for Florida's
State University Students
to ]\1eet With Employers
From All Over the Country
to Discuss Career and
Employment Opportunities

Universities Participating in Event:
I

.

Florida Agricultur al and Mechanical University
Florida Atlantic University
Florida Gulf Coast University
Florida International University
Florida State University
University of Central Florida
University of Florida
University of North Florida
University of South Florida
University of West Florida

.

I

Professiona1 Attire Required
List of Employer.s at: www.crc.uc'f.edu

The UCF Pharmacy·would like to remind grad·uating students

or students not .enrolled in summer classes, if you wiil be
.needing to refill prescriptions over the

su~mer

and do not

-use a prescription ~ard when paying you ~ill need to refill
those prescriptions by

May 16, 2005

Located inthe Student Health Center
Any questions please call us at
407 -823-MEDS
(6337J

I)
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: full·TIme
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
for Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF
• 600 Travel
~00 Worship

800 Miscellan~us
900 Wanted

AD RATES

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 44%4556
By E-mail:·classifieds@UCFnews.com

5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

999 Lost & Found

In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

PAYMENT METHODS

.Cash, Checl<, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discov:er

(407) 447-4SSS •· dassifieds@UCFnews.com

(enftal 3loriba 1uturt

Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads are published in both the Future ancHhe Chronicle
• local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reacliing Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable onllne 24 hours a day

rmi't HELP WANTED:

J

~General

•

•I

-.

'"'-T

f)I

6200 l"'ternational Drive
Orlando, FL 328i 9
Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme Park
is accepting applications
for the following entry-level' jobs:

• ~ide Operator
•Lifeguard
•Food & Beverage:
Cooks and Cashiers

• Front Gate
•Merchandise Cashier
•Warehouse
•Security
Appy in person at the
Huma:rr Resource Department
6200 International Drive
Orlando, Fl 32819
Or Call Melissa@ 407-354-2085

Bartenders wanted•
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.
Call 1-800-965·6520 ext 107.

Will work around school schedule. Must
be fun, honest & responsible for unique
store @ Universal's City Walk. Will train.
Call(407) 903-1633 11AM • 9PM

Phone Sales
Experienced, l\lloney Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5·9p.m. Mon-Fri
$350 base + comm & other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.

3 MOTIVATED PEOPLE NEEDED
Work from Home
Earn $500-$5,000 PT/FT
866-355-5476
thenaturalllfestyle.com

CAMP COUNSELORS
gain valuable experience while
having the summer of a lifetime.
Counselors needed for Outdoor
Adventure, Arts, Aquatic and more in
the Pocono mountains of PA. Apply
online at www.pineforestcamp.com

Entry level position w/ established
Mortgage Co. Hiring loan originators
full/part-time. Sales/customer service
exp. preferred ..Leads provided, great $$
potential. Fax resume 407-826-0451

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members tQ move
residential/commercial customers.
Must t(e neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.
Veterinary Assistant/Technician FT/PT
A high quality veterinary practice in
East Orlando is seeking a highly
motivated, people· and pet oriented
assistant. Salary commensurate with
experience; we also offer excellent
benefits. Please cont.a ct Isabel at
407-447-9444.
Student Stock Traders Needed
Trade penny stocks make money.
No experience. We train. Apply
www.gopennystock.com
DYNAMIC THRESHOLD INSPECTION
& CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
TESTING FIRM is seeking a
Profess(onal Engineer for a wide variety
of field/office inspection & testing
projects. A Threshold Inspection License
is preferred, but not required.
Please contact Warren J. Deatrick
Ph:(407)581-9776
Fx:(407)851-6115
e-mail: dea1@bellsouth.net
HIRING NOW
Preschool In Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED!
Earn While You Shop!
Call Now Toll Free
1-888·2p5·6040 Ext 13400
Marketing and Sales: RFA Media, a
sports marketing firm that specializes in
the outdoor industry, producers of two
action and adventure magazines and
operators of national mobile tours, is
looking for individuals to be a part of its
national marketing team. Work
independently around your schedule and
set your own hours basetl on your
income goals. Duties include selling
subscriptions and supporting local and
regional sporting events. Pay is based
on your willingness to work • plus have
an opportunity for free gear, trips, and
more. E-mail us a brief overview of your
student activities or resume to
Jobs@RFAMedia.com or faX to
.. 770-817-9001.
CASHIER/STOCK POSITIONS
Avail for immediate placement.
Located at Orlando lnt'I Airport.
Good ·pay. AM/PM shift. Must be able
to pass criminal background check.
Stock person must have valid driver's
license. Responsible and serious
candidates need only apply.
Contact An~ela@ 407-340-2979.
East Ori Med Receptionist, FT, Mon-Fri,
Med insurance and computer skills pref,
Comp wages excellent benefits. Positive
environment! F.ax resume 407-382-9880
or email: hmurphy22@corahealth.com
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com

Step straight into
ajob after exams.
C-Onfident, outgoing ;'tlldents
on summer break needed lo
help our tinn invest in the
Florida real ~late market
Great pay, full training,
locations all over !he staie.
Good mume builder. Bu}ing.
not selling.

• Learn to bid at real
estate auctions
• Opportunities
tbroU~lllUt tl1e state
• Paid training
• Jobs run mid-May

Mooring Financial Corporation

866-4044200

!hru June

SUMMER JOBS IN ORLANDO
Glrl Scouts of Citrus Council is
seeking resident camp counselors,
water1ront staff, and program staff
positions. As a resident camp team
member you'll work towards four
fundamental goals that encourage
girls ages 5-17 to:
-Develop their full potential
-Relate to others with increasing·
understanding, skill, and respect
-Develop a meaningful set of values
to guide their actions and to provide
sound decision making
-Contribute to the improvement of
society
Spen'd your summer with us and your
biggest reward will be the impact on
the lives of the girls you serve.
Competitive compensation and
generous time off, $225-$350/week.
Must be 18 or older. For more
information please contact Sharon
Alvanzo/Human Resources
at 407-896·4475 ext. 313,
fax resumes to 407-896-1783,
email salvanzo@citrus-gs.org

Great part or full time job opportunity. Be
part of our winning team!! Flex hours,
competitive paY, benefits avail. Apply in
person at Apartment Hunters 12227 Univ
Blvd or call 407-282-0980
Nation Wide Travel. Will train.
FT/PT. Expenses, housing
furnished. Background check. Drug
free. Good driving record. Over 21 .
Call Steve at 407-363-7777
Customer Service/Inside Sales
PT/FT positions avail. Must be happy
and intelligent. Good communication
and computer skills. Fun place to work.
401k and health plan.
Resume to (407) 679-1699 or
jobs@rewonline.com
AVON or MARK!
Career or pocket money, you decide!Start today! 407-359-8441 or
Avon_Ladychris@hotmail.com
Experienced Veterinary Technician I
Caregiver Needed
Also PT Kennel Attendant needed.
Pet Hospital in Oviedo area. Team
player wanted. Flex hours. Apply at
255 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo.
407-366·7323

DISCOVER

.

NOW HIRING

.

All Positions, All Locations!!

~pplebee's team members enjoy competitive wages with

great benefits, flexible scheduling and real advancement
opportunities.

Orlando Locations:
UCF
·12103 Collegiate Way
Orlando, Florida
407-282-2055
GM: Tony O'Neil

Heathrow
7055 CR 46A
Lake Mary, Florida
407444~9930
GM: Bobby Sho~o

Maitland
298 Southhall Lane
Maitland, Florida
407-838-3585
GM: Kathy Kingston

New Store Opening Soon in Altamonte Springs!!
Oak Groves Shopping Center
Corner of SR 434 &Jamestown Blvd.
995 SR 434 Suite 303
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714

FOR RENT:
r~
~ Apartments

<!Central 3=1oriba 3=uture

PUT YOURSELF
IN THE FUTURE
Curious. Disciplined. Determined. A person with a flair for writing or a desire to develop one.
Someone who can ask tough questions and not be discouraged by lame answers.
Fit the bill? Then there's ajob waiting for you at the Future. •
UCF's year-round award-winning student newspaper is searching for:
NEWS REPORTER• SPORTS REPORTER: Responsible for writing at least one story per
week and attending weekly writer's meetings. Positions at all levels are open now
and throughout the summer and fall semesters. Full/partial scholarships available.
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR: Responsible for covering one sport regularly, as well as
assisting the sports editor in layout duties twice a week. Scholarship position. ·
There's a place for everyone at the Future! Ideal candidates are those who want to grow with the
newspaper. Applications for paid positions as managing editor and sports editor are currently being
accepted. E-mail inquiries to Dana Delapi at newsroom@UCFnews.com.

<!Central 5f=loriba :future
I·Now HIRING I
I

'

•''

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
Summer Semester
Wednesday morning May 11 - July 27
5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Truck or SUV required.
E-mail Circulation@KnightNewspapers.com

Gators Dockside in Waterford Lakes,
Currently seeking Servers, Hosts, and
Cooks, for all shifts. Apply in person
between 2-4pm @
12448 Lake Underhill Road
Needed for evaluations of
Local Stores, Restaurants, and Theaters
Flexible Hours, E-Mail Required
Call 1-800 585-9024 ext 6339

Mystery Shoppers
Needed for work at local stores
No exp reqd/Tralning provided
Up to $19 per hour ·
Immediate openings FT/PT
Call 1-888-898-4124

GET HIRED TODAY!

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

POTENTIAL TO EARN BIG
KELLY SERVICES
An EOE/Never An Applicant Fee

WATERFORD LAKES No yard work I Townhouses in
pool/tennis community. $1250.
407-760-0768
Available August.
312 duplex In Sherwood Forest
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher.
$900 mo. Call 407-496-0888

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE· INTERVIEWER
Permanent PT positions at
Winter Park office. Mostly evening hours
5-9 pm. Occasional 9 am-1 pm. About
12-20 hours/ wk. Flex. sched. as your
sched. changes. Starting $7-8.00
depending on exp.
NEVER SALES/Research only
Call Donna at 407-671-7143.

Spacious UCF Area Home
3 bed/1.5 bath within walking
distance of UCF. Located in beautiful
Bonneville. Garden in your backyard.
$850/mo. 386-795-1561
Home For Rent
3bd/2ba/1 car garage in Suncrest Villas.
Minutes to UCF, $1300/mo, W/D hookup, no pets. American Dynasty Realty
407-677-1177

lf';T-1 HELP WANTED:
~Part-Time

Prr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl
...www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.

2 BO/ 2 Full Baths Chancellor's Row
Town Home, End Unit, Assigned Parking,
Tiie throughout. Washer/Dryer & Water
Included. 2 mi from UCF. Access Pool &
Tennis. Call Steve @407-488-9656.

Help Wanted PfT
3 Afternoons and· Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-4585

UCF Summerfield 3/2/2 1400 sq. ft.
2955 Talladega $1200.
No Pets. (407)234-5665, www.rent6.com
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

TUTOR WANTED
Tutor n·e eded to work with 5 yr. old
autistic boy. Must have basic applled
behavior analysis knowledge.
Mornings, afternoons, and weekends
available. Weekly training with a
BCBA. Located In Baldwin Park. Call
now 407-599-7127.

UCF AREA HOUSE

r·waretiouse- 6rder.Puifer '."'!

Huge 4BD 2.5BA w/ office. Wood
floors, fenced-In yd. Pets ok ! Avall
03/01 . Excellent Price!!!
Call Nick@ 407-810-7622

Picks from stock to fill customer
orders, Hours 2:30pm-Closlng.
I
j $7.50/hr, Apply In person at: 1255 j
j Laqulnta Drive, behind Florida Mall j
.
or Call 407-240-6429
.

3 Roommates needed for 4/2 for May
and June. If house is full only $375/mo,
utilities included. Contact
rebeccaduke01@ hotmail.com or
Call 913-908-8185

!

!

I

L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

MOTHER'S HELPER

Wanted responsible Christian female
student to help mother of three.
Mon-Thur, 4pm-8pm. Assist with
kids' homework, driving to and
from activities. Background check
and references required.
Call John· at 321-689-7700.
Customer Service Reps PT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type at
ample speed. Located near Orlando Intl.
Airport. Flexible Schedule + great pay.
AM/PM positions available. Call Jon
@ 407-243-6150 EXT 2168
or e-mail: jnieves@gosafco.com.
Gymnastics Instructor Needed.
Prior experience In gymnastics required.
Must be Energetic & Creative.
Excellent pay. Call 407-679-6620
All-Star Cheerleading Coaches Wanted.
Prior cheer and tumbling exp needed,
coaching exp pref. Call University Cheer
& Tumble Sports at 407-679-6620

_ _i_ol___..ogicals

NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION
3/2.5, $1500/mo plus util.
Incl lawn maintenance.
Call 407-443-7340.

Movie Extras/Models Needed!!
Young Faces Needed to Fill a Variety of
Jobs! Candidates Needed for Crowd and
Bac!sground Scenes for local
productions. No experience requiredll all
looks needed!! up to $22 hourly!! Call
1-800-280-01 n now for more info

- $15.00/Hr.
BEST PART-TIME
JOB IN ORLANDO

Orlando ~07-243-9400
Winter Park 407-673-9700

Check out
www.newincomestream.coachgenie.com
Contact through website.

EARN MONEY AND HAVE FUN!!
SUMMER CAMP JOBS AVAILABLE;
Northeast, USA. Athletic/Creative
counselors/coaches needed. Sports,
Water, Art, Archery, Fencing, Ropes,
Camping; 800-443-6428: apply on-line
www.summercampemployment.com

$8~00

Weekly Paychecks
Paid Training
Flexible Schedules
AM & PM hours available
Two Locations

1 & 2 bedroom
.Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

Call or visit www.kellyservices.com
'(407) 648-9408

· Female smokers, thin, feminine who
enjoy smoking socially needed for
confidential phone interview. Selected
callers earn $40. Leave name and
number, your call will be returned.
661-255-3940

Need Assistant or After-School
Teacher with experience.
UCF area. 407-340-4221.

FREE RENT

Experienced Painter & Painter's Helper
Needed for FT permanent
position. Pay acqordingly.
Call 407-880-8604.

- $10.00/hour
- Downtown Orlando Location
- Part-time Evening Schedules
- Weekly Bonus Opportunities

Sharks & Minnows Swim School
Swim Instructors FT/PT summer $11-$13/hr,
Computer tech - PT, $8/hr.
407-699-Hl92 or 407-699-8103 fax
www.sharksandminnows.com

NexCall Communications In Oviedo
needs sales professionals NOW due ·
to rapid expansion ·across the
southeast. NexCall needs outside
and inside sales professionals who
want to earn great Income with
plenty of opportunity. Fax resume to
NexCall Communications
at 407-365-8121, attn: HR Dept.
Or emall HR@Nex-Call.com
NexCall is an authorized
Nex1el dealer.

Part time-Days, needs to be flexible
to work weekdays and weekends. No
experience necessary, on the job
training. Great work environment.
Canterbury Retreat and Conference
Center In Oviedo. Call Allison at
407-365-5571.

Kelly Services is currently hiring
Outbound Sales Reps for part-time
evening positions at a local newspaper
publication's Downtown Orlando Call
Center. Must have excellent
communication skills, previous Tele or
Retail Sales experience, possess the
ability to work in a quota-driven
environment and be able to work a 24
hour work schedule that includes
Saturdays.

SECRET SHOPPERS

Live In Nanny, Waterford Area, Free
room. and board in exchange for a few
hours.a day childcare. Call 321-303-8470.

ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS!

NOW HIRING

Enthusiastic Individuals Needed
To sell high-end line of sun care
products. Work 20 hrs/wk & earn
$100-$150/day. Must be willing to
work weekends. Please call between
9-11 am, Mon-Fri. 407-363-2810

Why rent when you can buy? 1bd/1 ba
and 2bd/2ba For Sale!.
Call 407-658-2518
$1000 CASH REWARD!
1 Bedroom apartment in Arbour.
$564/mo incl cable, W/D,
and free shuttle.
Avail May..Call 407-221-6606.
2 BR/2 BA a'ilaiiable in luxury condo 1/2
mile from UCF. $1050/mo.
Fully Furnished!
Call Ana@ 407-281-3708.
Available May 2005
Pegasus Pointe Free $500 Towards
Transfer Fee & 1st Month's Rent
Male needed for 212. Fully furn, all incl.
Great roommate. $595/mo, avail May 1st.
407-905-8105 or 407-340-2793
Hurry Won't Last Longlll
1 Room Avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4
$495/mo incl all util. Fully furnished
private room & bath incl central ac/heat,
full kitchen, balcony, w/d, ethernet, cable.
1st month free, lease begins Aug 1st..
Call Ian at 321-354-9479 or
631-965-1714.

1 Room for rent - Share bathroom,
kitchen, & living room. $325/mo incl. util.
1O minutes to SCC, 11 minutes to UCF,
Oviedo area. Call Pat 407-366-7001
Room available in 4/2 apt in Pegasus
Point. $445/mo. Utilities included.
Lease from August-May. Internet,
furnished, W/D, cable, full kitchen. No
move in fees. Call Anna@ 407-926-2798 ·
Pegasus Landing 3/3
All util incl. Private rm & ba. Lease
runs May through mid-Aug.
Normally $510, pay only $450/mo.
Call Paul at 772-215-4207.
/

10 MINUTES TO UCF
2 F roommates wanted. $325/mo
plus 1/4 util. Quiet 4/2 furnished
house. All house privileges. No pets
and N/S. Lease: Call 407-319-3751.

•

UCF Cypress Bend and Regal Park
4-5 Twd-Story Homes
Gated/Brand New 2005. High Speed
Internet. Prof roommates. Rooms
from $350-700/mo. Big Master
$700 w/ private bathroom. Utll. avg
$80. Photo: Model home.
Call Anette at 407-716-0848

=

..Nice Room**Location..
3/2 home close to UCF OSL,W/D
Furn, clean, m/w, d/w, n/pets
Female n/s, $325/mo utilities
included 407-971-6748 lv.msg.
ATTN : BRAND NEW HOME
Located in Avalon Park, 10 min from
UCF, overlooking three lakes, security
system, fully furnished, students
welcome in this luxury home, Rent $550
all im:lusive, community has private
pools, restaurants, and grocery store.
Call 850-291-3183
Looking for Clean and Quiet Female
Roommate. New home in new area.
W/d, cable, utlllties Included, n/s, no
pets. 10840 Derringer Drive.
407-421-1770
Rooms In new house. Fully furn., .
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All util. incl. $,600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 56.1-212-6291.
Female roommate needed to share
spacious 212 apartment in
Tuskawilla area. Private
bdrm/bathroom. Only 12 minutes to
UCF. $400/mo. Call 407-716-2160.
Room for Rent in E. Ori. Home
2/1 ba avail. $450/mo per person. Incl
util. Near UCF. No lease. 1st and last
month plus $100 deposit. Leave a
message at 407-232-1802.·

I

Female Roommate Wanted
212, $500/mo incls utii, W/D, cable,
internet. 1O minutes from UCF. N/S
Available immediately. Clean quiet
complex. Call Amanda @ 407-207-1439

~I

UCF Area. Pre-leasing for summer & fall.
Large 4/3 house with 2.5 car garage.
Executive homes. All appliances.
Quiet Area. $425/rm/mo including all
utilities. 407-625-0238

·Attention

When You Donate Plasma You
Help Create Life Saving Therapies for:

...

On-Campus Students!

Newborns and their mothers ,
Children and adults with hemophilia
Burn, shock, and trauma victims
Vaccine developments
Surgical patients - Hepatitis patients
Bone-marrow transplant adult recipients
lmmunedeficient children and adults
Research and development in medical testing

·· 1

,,

Sign a lease before May 1 5th
and receive a

$99 Move- In Fee

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com

(Offer restricted to on-campus students only)
(A savings of $321.00)
·

321-235-9100

Affiliated Housing
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
:

Pegasus Landing

~egasus ~ointe

407-3 84-6800

407-380-5807
•

I

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------·

Space is going fast,
reserve your apartment today!

wwr1.collegePC\rkweb.c m
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· April 28, 2005
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D Apartment Amenities

D Community Features.

·Townhouse Style
• Individual Alarm Systems .
• Ceramic Tile Entry, ·
• Kitchen and Dining
.·Cable TV w/3 HBOs
• High Speed Ethernet

• 24 Hour Fitness Center
• UCF Shuttle
•.Basketball Court
.• Beach Vo_lleyball Court

·Two Swimming Pools
• DVD and Video Game Rental
• Wireless Internet at the Pool
• Pet Friendly

• Hardwood Floors

• Utilities Included

(407) 277-4007 .

&per.ience .
.College Life
··with the 2 best

addresses nearUCF!
•

College Station Apartments offers the fines~ in student living. Our friendly staff will take ·
extra Cafe to make your busy life easier. Every detail has been designed to help you .
unwind from hectic day of studying and dasses. In your free time you can relax in the
sun by the l>ool or enjoy a game of air hockey or billiards. lf the best is what you are

a

looking for, come to CoHege Station Apartments!
,

.
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HIGH SPEED INTERNET

-FREE SHunLE to UCF

Service in all 4 bedro0n1s.
No other Internet service required.

No need to drive when pou .
can ride. Runs every 15 minutes.

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
Electricity# water, sewage, alarm,
security, trash, pest control

~ · .CABLE TV with HBO
~,

.

Service In an 4 bedrooms

with 60+ channels plus J HB01s.

• (4;-Er!J) 213--5151 •

www.universityhouse.com

D

M~
I

Internet Comi·ng
Fall 2005 !
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COM S TO

OMS ,
AD
.C LOSETS!
••

Tanni·n g Bed
Coming Fall 2005
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UCf area - 1O mins. away. Female only.
$450/mo. including everything.
N/S only. Available in August.
Call 407-243-2630.

Roommate Needed to Share 2/2 Condo
Additional smaller room avail for third
person if rieeded. Beautiful home, no
pets. Centrally located to UCF. $600/mo
incl util and w/d. Call 941-266-1721.

$450/mo. 2 bdrms avail, cable, w/d, deck
w/grill, util incl, 4/2 home, 10 min- UCF
Bi-wkly maid, furnished, large home '
Rent-Semester (yrly- w/discount) call
. Mike@ 941-812-5120 or 941-795-3008.

"·

2 Female Roommates Needed ASAP
$430/mo incl all util, water, W/D. $300
deposit returned once lease expires.
Brand new house, 10 mins from UCF.
Must be clean. Call .Lima 407-341-2416.

SUMMER RENTAL - HOME
May-July, $450/mo. $100 deposit, 2
Rooms Avail,Hi-speed cable, Deck, Yard,
Prvt parking, Bring bed, 10-min UCF,
Maid service 941-812-5120,941-795-3008
3/2 House 2.5 miles from UCF. $500/mo
Includes utilities and High Speed Internet
Call 321-297-5886

•

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms· not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 954-816-3127

..

to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub,
W/D, lawn care, phone, digital cable, ,
high-speed wireless internet &
storage incl. Call for info.
321-230-0658.

2 rooms available in big house

Christian Female Roommate

Very comfortable living. Over 2000
sq ft. Lots of living space. 5 min
. from UCF. Pool, big yard, patio w/
pool table! Remodeled, MUST SEE!
Includes all utils! Call: 321-662-1515

needed for beautiful house located near
UCF. $400/mo base includes spacicius
Bd & Ba, 2 large living areas & sunroom.
Safe neighborhood. N/S, no pets.
1/3 utilities due. Call Meredith
at 407-925-7086.
1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils.
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, lg. yard.
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
$450/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906

Female N/S roommate for 212 apt.
$515/ mo, Includes cable, electric,
internet, and W/D. Available in Aug.
Call Heather@ 850-624-8439

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP
2 normal girls need 3rd roommate for
huge 3 bdrm house. Two mins from UCF
on Suntree. $375/mo plus util.
Call Marilyn 954-695-1532.

LOOK
1 bdrm avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
WID, full kitchen. $350/mo. +
split util. Call 407-641-4205.

Roommate wanted for May for 2/2
apartment. One roommate needed.
Female, Rent $400/mo.
Call Denise @407-375-1862

. ROOM FOR RENT-MALE

..

SUMMER SUBLEASE
Looking for female roommate for May
until Aug 1st. Bdrm avail in house
located off Dean Rd. and 408.
Call Chris@ 321-230-7173.

Room avail in 412 house close

2 female roommates needed for a 4/3
house_ Incl. all util + hot tub. Brand new
home less than 1 min from UCF in
Carillon. $450/mo. Call 239-841-6f301.

•

Waterford Lakes/UCF House
Furn rm, private BA. Many amenities.
$525/mo Incl util, cable, W/D, house
privileges. No lease. Only 1
other person in house.
Call 321-695-6111 .

•••2 ROOMS AVAIL IN 412 HOME***
5 mins from UCF. $350/mo incl
water & electric. Clean & fully
furnished.
Contact John at 904-669-2640.

Room for Rent - $400/mo. incl. utll
& cable internet access. Security
Deposit. Located behind UCF, only
10 min. drive. Plenty of parking.
Call Steve at 407-267-4982.

.,

Urgent!! Take over sublease with current
rent. No extra fee, at Pegasus Landing.
1/1 al! utilities included, Free shuttle to
U.CF, Fully furnished. Call anytime
a.S;.a.p Marina@ 941-447-6560

Roommate wanted, 212 condo in
Aloma/436 area, $390/First/Last,
mature M or F, clean, no pets
321-663-0882, available now!

Female Senior at UCF seeking 2 F.
~oommates for a 31~ is Sherwood
Forest. $260/330 for master per
mo. Utilities not included, No pets,
smoking outside. Ready in July. Call
Lisa at 407-923-8880.

3/2 home, 1O mins from campus.
Tiled floors in great rm, fenced yard,
cable/roadrunner, 2 car garage, w/d.
$425/mo + 1/4 util. 407-521-5563

Sublease in Heather Glen in 2/2.
May-July. May rent free. $410/mo .
Art student roommate.' Call
85o'-509•9411 or 239-823-05.26

3/2 House 5 Min. away from UCF
N/S F. Roommate wanted who is
clean,. Quiet, Prof 23-32, No Pets
$450/mo includes utilities + cable
Call Ann 407-657-1976 leave msg

Two Females Looking for Roommate
3/2 in Valencia Lane new apartment
$330/month + 1/3 utilities
Close to UCF and VCC
Move in mid-June (407)247-8514

1 ROOM AVAILABLE
4 BD/3 BA, Pool tal::lles, Spa, 5 min.
from UCF, $500/mo. Everything incl.
Move In A.SAP!!
Call 941-685-3954

A.mazing Deal
1/2 Off first months rent. 1/1
available in a 414 apt. In Boardwalk.
Everything Included. 3 nice girls. No
move in fee. $490/mo but willing to
negotiate call Camila: 727-743-3610

Fall Sublease Northgate Lakes
Need M ai:id F for 2 separate leases.
Starts August 17, 1 bed in 4/2. $200
down and $435/mo. Fully furnished,
includes all utilities, pool, gym, and free
shuttle to UCF. Call Kevin at
321-243-7045 or Mandie at
407-681-9505.
Pegasus Landing Female needed.
Room for rent in 4/4 apt. $495/mo.
Cable, electric, water, W/D, free
internet. Fully furnished. , Available
now-July 31 .' Call 561-716-9301
Pegasus Connection Summer Sublease
Master bdrm in 4/4 avail May 1st for M.
Fully furnished. Rent incl util. W ill
negotiate. Call 407-489-2037
TAKING SUMMER CLASSES?
Single bedroom avail@ CVI, May 1st August. Unlimited meals. Incl util, cable
tv, and internet. FOR MORE INFO
CONTACT MATT: 904-669-0848 .
One room available in Pegasus Landing.3/3, $510/mo, include utilities, private
room and bath, ethernet, furnished ,full
kitchen, W/01 No move in fees, 1st ·
month free, Leasing May-July. Call
Sam ·@772-532-8845
$GET THE POINTE $
Prices have risen here at Pegasus
Pointe to $470/mo. However, I have the
same unit available for only $455/!l)o.
This is a 4/2 apartment and the price ·
includes all utilities and is offered to
either males or females. Don't be stuck
paying for more than you have to.
Contact Ginny@ 954-907-4970.

UCF Area Apartment Ava_ilable
Furnished 4/2.5 townhouse style apt.
Convenient shuttle access. All fees paid.
$400/mo incl all util. Call 727-858-8520
or joe~burnsphoto@gmail.com.

LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?
Bid on a sublease.
Call 866-837-1309
or visit www.subleaseauction.com.

Master bdrms. With private bath', Nice
house, Everything included $550/mo
·Call 239-272-7834

Pegasus Landing Summer Sublease
$450/mo or $1250 up front. Bedroom
avail in 414. May 1st - Aug 19th.
Aug free, no move-in fees.
Call 561-504-2106 .

AWESOME DEAL!
8 mlns from UCF, 31? in very nice
house. $400/mo, all utilities and
cable included, Avail immediately.
Rooms are partially furnished.
Call Denise at 407-491-6269

Room avail in 2/2. All util included,
w/d/, furn. Rent negotiable, ready May.
Call Kim@ 786-423-1913

SUMMER SUBLEASE!!! PEGASUS
LANDING! READY FOR MID MAY
MOVE-IN TO THROUGH JULY.
1 bd/1 ba in 4/4. $450/mo incl all util,
w/d, cable w/ HBO, ethernet, shuttle and
trash service, fully furn. Great Clean
Roommates! Call Shy@ 407-497-5018.

No sec dep. Summer lease, May '05Aug '05. $465/mo at Jefferson Lofts.
Aug is free. Fully furn, w/d, free
tanning, internet, pool & spa.
Call 321-720-7665.

!" ·Tcic)kiriQ ·1ar· ai>1ace"to Tiviforti-ie ·,
I summer? Perfect rm. to rent for
the summer. Huge furnished rm,
walk in closet, personal ba.,
Ethernet, W/D. cable w/HBO, full
utilities, great roommates, and full
kitchen (including dishwasher).
Clubhouse Includes mail-center,
full gym, beautiful pool, and
comfortable lounge. Gated
community, provides shuttle to
campus, personal trash pickup. It's
a Beautiful Place ... so come check It
out! Asking only $500/mo. ($25
less than cost of room). If
Interested call (321)689-9984, ask.
for Rob. Serious Inquiries only.

3 BEDROOM,
2 BATH HOMES

.

Sublease in a 2/2 at Pegasus Landing!
$560/mo incl utilities -W/D, cable, internet
3rd fir w/ view. June-July 31. Perfect for
summer session. Renewal avail for
guaranteed housing. Negotiable terms.
Contact David@ 813-391-3137
Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Available for Summer term. Female
needed for 4BR unit. Quiet & private.
I WILL PAY ALL TRANSFER FEES!!! .
Call 321-604-9029
Pegasus Connection 212. Both Apts
open. 1st mo free. Utilities
included. Open all summer
sessions. Call 407-902-5311
Summer Sublease. 1 bd in Jefferson
Commons/Pegasus Connection.
Rent negotiable. Starting May 1.
Female only. Utilities included in
rent. 850-206-5915

$100 Off 1st Mo Rent. No Fees
Female for 2/2 @ Pegasus Pointe.
Move in after April 30. $580 per mo.
Includes utilities, cable tv, ethernet, w/d,
ucf shuttle. Quiet roommate,
Call Sarah@ 407-620-7623

First Month's Rent Free
Pegasus Pointe Bd & ba avail in 212.
$550/mo incl all util, ethernet,
w/d, and shuttle. Call Jim @
407-365-7293
May-July Sublease. Aug. Negotiable
Village at Science Drive. Save $200.
Own ba, fully furnished, util included.
Great clean roommates.
Call Melinda 954-263-5783

Come join your classmates already living here...
I\'

plus receive a Flff Washer/Dryerl
1

• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
• Over 25 Homes to Choose From
• Tax Deductions
I

.

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
• Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-4:0.0 p.m.
and·Sunday 11 :00 a.m. -4:00 p_.m.
On Colonial (Hwy. 50) 2 Miles East Of Alafaya

407-281-6029 .
..

1 rm in 3 bd/3 ba. $530/mo. ($545
reg price). Includes utilities,
Internet, w/d, cable tv, garbage
service, pool, gym. Deposit req, but
negotiable. Call 954-591-9292

Village at Alafaya Club
Room avall in 313. $500/mo incl all
util, w/d, fully furn. First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
immediately. Call 786-302-0511

ROOM FOR LESS THAN $400
F needed for bd & ba in 4/3. Disc. rate of
$325/mo vs reg $459. Incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, shuttle. Fully
furnished. 5 mins to UCF. Avail in May.
Call 321 -230-3065
First Month Rent Free in 4/4 at Pegasus
Connection. No fees, rent $485.
M or F, avail immediately. All utilities
included, fully furnished. Save $20/mo,
contact ucfhermione@gmail.com
No Deposit fees!I Room avail. in 4/3@
University House. Lease till Aug, can
renew! $439/mo. Incl. everything. Shuttle
to UCF. Util. incl. Save money .Move in
todayl!I Call ASAP 305-773-2522.

' MONTH FREE***
•••1 st
Bd & ba avail for F in Pegasus
Landing 4/4. Discounted rent,
$470/mo incl all util, ethernet, w/d,
shuttle. Great roommates. Lease til
end of July. Call 352-585-3164.

MARCH FREE
.

1575 P~ Street• Orlando, ~orida 32828 • www.flapaiks.com

I

Summer Sublease Pegasus Connection
May 1-July 31. 1bd 1ba in 414.
$450/mo obo. Fully furnished
Includes utilities. Pool, tennis courts
gym and free shuttle to UCF.
Call Rich at 850-525-0250

Discounted Rent at Pegasus Landing
Bd &·ba avail in any apartment. $495/mo
incl all util, w/d, ethernet, cable, shuttle.
Living & dining rooms, balcony, kitchen .
Call Cristina 772-913-1002 or
cristy44@comcast.net.

I'-:

!

Con·nection. 1bd in 4/4. $505/mo
includes util and free covered
parking. Call Ashley at
305-753-7262

Discounted Rent at Pegasus Pointe
Save $15/mo, $455 Incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, fully furn, and
shuttle. Pools, tennis, and basketball
courts. Call Jesha 941-661-3038 or
geisha2138504@yahoo.com

OWN?

1·

L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·~
Sublease May-July 31. Pegasus

Building over pool In Pegasus
Connection. No move in fees.
All util included. Avail immediately
Call 386-295-2506

when you can

(!Central '1odba 'uture
for as low as $4 a week!

UCF AREA APARTMENT
Bdrm and private ba avail in
Boardwalk 4/4. $490/mo incl all
utll, fully furnished, cable,
ethernet. Available in May.
Call Frarces @ 407-325-3031 or
francy104@aol.com.

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT.

WHY RENT

How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the

F sublease, 1BD/1BA in a 4/4 in
Northgate. $400/mo all inclusive.
No move 1n fees. Avail immediately
Call Sarah@ 321-501-1363 .
Studio Apartment Available
Arden Villas, $575/mo incl pool and gym.
Price negotiable. Choice of renewal for
Fall. Call Amber@ 407-383-1389.

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Movie award
6 Insert ammo
10 Indication of
healing
14 Santa _, CA
15 Opposing
16 Strike a stance
17 Amtrak
schedules
19 Toss out
20 Aboveboard
21 Actress Myrna
22 Good points
24 "Lilies of.the
Field" star
26 Springs and
seizes
29 Wayside
stopover
30 Most perceptive
32 Popeye's Olive

\4

17

20

2•

33 Trap

34 Tackle-box item
35 Chilean range
38 "Monsters, _"
39 Palliated
40 Web-footed
diver
.
41 Curdled milk
snacks
43 Ger. automobile
44 David of "The
Fugitive"
45 Lode load
48 Detectors
50 More sordid
52 Lean-to
53 Bridge action
54 Soprano Gluck
55 Louisville's river
57 Pet peeves
60"Weekend
cowboy
61 Colorful mount
62 Ladd or Lane
63 Exploit
64 Med. scans
65 Uses emery

04/28/05

6 Organized
workers
7 Just
8 Had lunch
9 Arrange
1O Stirring device
11 North African
dish
12 Ninnyhammer
13 Play the horses
18 Baldwin and
Guinness
23 Deep track
25 Holm and Hunter
26 Noisy collisions
27 Bronte's Jane
28 Winter coaster
31 Sharp tastes
33 Post-dusk period
DOWN
34 _Palmas
1 Couple with 16
35 Priests' robes
arms?
36 lditarod finish
2 Easily donned
37 Negative aspect
garment
39 Sicilian tourist
3 Entered
site
4 _you the clever 41 Square-sail
one!
support
5 Squealer
42 Full of rushes
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Roommate needed. Furnished rm in
house. Avail ASAP through July 26,
possibly later. 3 awesome roommates.
Big screen tv with cable, dsl, W/D, huge
front yard, tile floors, 2 large living rms,
fireplace, quiet Oviedo neighborhood,
mins from campus. Only $379/mo + 1/4
utilities, $7 phone. Call Jessica at
321-591-1238 or email
morninglilly4@yahoo.com
Jefferson Lofts Room For Rent
Avall June 1st. $550/mo incl all utll,
cable w/ HBO, 24 hr gym, pool, fully
furn, w/d, cable internet. Everything
new and modern. 5 mins from UCF.
Call 313-550-85

Hysteria
_B'rith
Offbeat
Color property
Here-there
link
59 Spots on TV

GRE/GMAT TEST PREP- $199
The Leaming Curve
407-657-6426
admin@thelearningcurvesolution .com
www.thelearningcurvesolution.com
Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years experience meeting
your research and·writing needs.
Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.

Sears LX1 Stereo System. Turntable,
radio, cd, cassette, remote control.
Not used much. $200 like new.
407-823-8019

T~st .Prep site for social work exam.Multiple choice, case study, simulation ,
content material. Free practice exam
online 24n!
www.SocialWorkExam.com4

Dining Room Set For Sale
Table, 45"x72'', up to 108". 6 chairs,
matching buffet, and entry console.
Natural finish by Lane. Like new cost
$5600. $2000 obo. Oviedo area.
407-365-1353.

Jump start your job search here!!
www.college-resumes.com

WATERBED FOR SALE!
5 piece set, $500 OBO, Genuine pine
wood. For more info:
Call Tori @407-716-4162

$450 Group Fundraiser

Bedding Mart Mattresses
New/Used Starting Prices:
Twin $70,Full $80,Queen $90,King $100
Delivery Available! 9909 E. colonial
corner of colonial and dean
407-249-2649 open 7 days 10-6:30pm
Sun. 11-4pm

Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for $600 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundralser with
CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

a

I

407-447-4555

51
53
55
56
58

MORTGAGE - 1st lime Home Buyers
100% Financing-No Income Verification.
Interest Only Option-No/Low Credit Ok
Refinance/ Home Equity/ Investment Ok
Call Rosie 407-616-8359 United First

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
·······www.BUYTVSNOW.COM········

ola.sslfleds@ucfnews.oom

Cl 'ff 1 0
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Junk-2-Dump. Clean out shed/garage.Rental properties, Appliances, Yard
trash, Remodel, six days a week
Call Richard 407-568-2858

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

c!ettttaf ;flotiba 31rture
Classifieds

lo°d

SERVICES

'

LONELY?
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1
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POSTERS
For Depressed Walls·
www.RightBrainTerrain.com

Find a. rogmma.te, make a. friend
. Place a.n ad 1n the

N 00 1

Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric 'loss 407-489-0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com

~

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

0 A •

WWW.UCFREALESTATE.COM

FOR SALE:
l~
~General

Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
'from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502 .

n !l

44 DiMaggio or
Montana
. 45 Tin Man's need
46 Repair again
47 Expunges
49 Furnished with
footwear

FIRST TWO MONTH RENTS FREE!!
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson
Commons) sublease. $510/mo incl. util.
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 4/4.
Includes carport. 407-234-1324

1993 Olds Ciera
Only 64k miles, ice-cold air,
excellent condition, $1500.
Call 407-619-9519
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Connection
Old renewal rate only $425/mo obo!
All utll incl, 3rd floor, tennis ct view,
fully furnished. Free shuttle to UCF.
Beautiful pool. Call Anthony at ·
954-461-6939.

l
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SUMMER SUBLEASE
Tivoli Apts, $400/mo + util. Ethernet,
cable, w/d, shuttle incl. Quiet roommates.
Price negotiable. 407-765-7674 or
cje711@yahoo.com

1/1 in 4/4 at Pegasus
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Orlando Acappella
Seeks Singers ages 17-29 For
Audition, Call 407-230-6100 or
RNP@rightnote.com

)Nanted! Graduation tickets for May 6.
2pm, Pay is negotiable, Will be very
happy if all my fam ily could attend!
Please Contact Me @ 407-489-2571

1

1
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Tiger World Premiere
Friday,_ April 29 at 6 p.m.
Introducing Mac OS X Tigerfrom Apple, the most advanced

Mac OS ever. Stop by the UCF
Computer Store in the Student
Union and get your copy at the
World Premiere Event on:
Friday, April 29 at 6 p.m.

BRINGING

UCF

TO

f.)'

YOU

Erasers are for mistakes. And with UCF T~st Prep Courses you'll be making
fewer of them. We prepare you for a higher score on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT,
MCAT or SAT... at a lower price. In fact our price is less than one-third of what
you'll pay with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for the big
.exam is smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter. Call 407.882.TEST
or visit ~.ce.ucf.edu/testprep. Register online using Priority Code 0804F

UCF TEST.PREP COURSES
Smarter Test Prep.
•l

Don't miss our pre-World
Premiere event activities on
the UCF Student Union patio,

featuring a REAL tiger cub
from Thunderhaw~ a l.ocal big
cat rescue group. Donation$
will be accept~d to support
their efforts.
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We're still lucky there'S a Family ·
Guy, for the. second time around.
Goat-ing you into ·
seeing a show
·

-PAGE 2

-

UCF grad takes on ~ -· Smarmy words on
.
. . .
.
gammg, .comics
· summer movies
~
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We have•• no
mountains,
but he's still
A

•

commg.
John Darnielle plays at .
Will's Pub this ev~ning
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

H

is songs are alternately witty and
mordant, if they're not both at the
same time. He can play · quiet
acoustic numbers and fISt-pumping rockers
and make them equally captivating. At live
shows he's prone to everything from neartearful renditions of popular favorites
(''Your Belgian Things") to iffipromptu versions of ''I Will Survive" - which he performed at The Social last year to the thumping bass of Tabu next door.
And he may call himself The Mountain ·
Goats, but the ''band" is still virtually John
Darnielle, with a few backing members who
· chip in on bass, drums, piano, and even, on
his new album 'The Sunset Tree, the occasional cello. Darnielle may inhabit one juxtaposition after another, but one thing is for
certain: the lo-fi boombox Darnielle is no
more.
Since he's now three albums into his 4AD
record deal, it no longer comes as a surprise to fans when-each new album is, comparatively, overproduced While Darnielle's early
work placed almost total emphasis on his
lyrical talents, thahks to guitar arrangements
that were deliberately simple and threadbare, the new material retains the same dark
humor, spine-tingling pathos and keen eye
for detail and sprinkles in some genuinely
beautiful music to accompany his vocals.
And, with The Sunset Tree and 2004's We

COURTESY BEGGAR'S GROUP

John Damielle, right, says, 'Hey, do you thiilk they call it water because it's wet?' while Al Borland (at least, that's who we think he is) says, 'I don'tthink so, John.'

Shall All Be Healed, Darnielle has eschewed
the fictive characters of his older material;
the alburris are drawp. largely from his own

life.
What results is a greater treat for the concertgoer, as The Mountain Goats has come
to excel in the .art of performance. Where, a
mere four years ago, one would see a guy on
a stool playing guitar, there is now a revolving group of musicians who share the stage,
and at the last Social show; Darnielle actually stood, uninhibited and infused with rock

power.
other 4AD albums. "Dance Music" is this
The downside, of course, is that new album's "Southwood Plantation Road"
material has taken utter precedence at (which he's played at the last three Orlando
· Mountain Goats shows. The man does have shows), an instantly accessible number that
41? songs in his catalog, and it may be a bit is sure to become as much an Orlando tour
· much to expect him to bust out an obscure classic as 'jenny,'' Darnielle's ode to love on
track from Yam, the King ofCrops or Beauti- a motorcycle. Also expect to hear -the
ful Rat Sunset, but a few pre-Tallahassee anthemic "Up the Wolves,'' and the nostaltracks would be more than welcome. Or at . gic, sweet and sentimental - but in the good
least "Going to Georgia." ·
way- "Love Love Love."
But you are likely to hear recent gems
The Mountain Goats peifonn tonight at 8
from The Sunset Tree, as well as his two at Will~ Pub. Tzckets are $10 to $12.

The indie is tfie Thursday arts and entertainment ·section of the Central Florida
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
Flolida Opinions in the indie are those of the individual columnist orily and not
necessarily those of the editolial stall All content is property of the indi.e and
may not be reprinted in part or in whole without pennission from the publisher.
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Well, this is it The last issue until
August - and my last issue, as well. It's
been a good year and a half (aside from
the whole almost-being-sued-byLudacris thing, which sucked inore
than Superbabies and killed any hope
of a true April Fool's issue).
We have a so:.long-farewell Geek
Life - Elizabeth Fernandez is leaving,
too (though I doubt we'll have a hard
time finding another geek to replace
her, we'll still miss her). And check out

the Web Less Traveled for some
exploding doom
There's also an interview with Seth
Mcfarlane and a bunch of previews for
this summer - movies, music, geek
stufl: the .usual.
Also: Obles. What is it? You'll find
out soon enough in the Life section.
- Have a good summer, and we'll see
you in a few months. BFF + KIT.
K1NX! ITYL!
- BRANDON HARDIN
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HAPPENINGS
SHOW CALENDAR

The Mountain Goats,
- Shearwater (indie)
April 28, 8 p.m., $10-$12
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070 .

Prefuse 73, Battles, Beans
(indie)
April 28, 9 p.m., $13-$15
The Social
54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Spread Eagl~, Piehole, The Go
. Aways, The Lush, Upsiders (rock)
April 29, 7 p.m., $8
0-Zone CDs
1002 W. Hwy 436
307-862-1002

Junkie Rush, Take Notice, Night's
Fischerspooner, Max Graham, QBums Abstract.Message (electronic)
April 29, 9 p.m., $15-$17
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Heartattacks,Beat8eat6eat
Fashion Fashion and the Image
Boys (rock) ·
April 30, 9 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

In This Day, Lunatic Candy Kreep;
Surface, Asphalt (metal)

Against City, Abagnale, My getaway (indie)

April 30, .5 p.m., $5 ·
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

April 30, 6 p.m., $8-$10
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-25-70.

Reckless Dream, Summerlin,
Certain Individuals, Deaf Child
(rock)
April 30, 9 p.m., $5
Orlando Island Oasis
. 2716 N.Forsyth Rd.
407-657-6047

May 1, 3:30 p.m., free
Orlando Public Library
101 E. Central Blvd.
407-835-7323

April'30, 11 p.m., $5
Tata me
223 W. Fairbanks Ave.
407-628-2408

Sum 41, U_nwritten Law,
Hawthorne Heights (rock)

Tonight We Bleed; Open Theory,
Breaking the Hold, Midas in
Reverse, Broadway (rock)
April 30, 7 p.m., $8
0-ZoneCDs
1002 W. Hwy 436
407-862-1002

J

~•'

May 1,6 p.m., $21-$24
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

$. id

Donna the Buffalo, Jazz
Mandolin Project (rock}

Pretty Ugly, The Cohorts, Spread
Eagle (rock)

Adelphi, Houston-Calls, Self

-

-Gestalt (indie)

Yip Yiv(electronic)

April 30, 9 p.m., $5
Holly and Dolly's
500 E.SR 436
407-834-0069

Novarays, Wild Mer~ry (rock)
April 30, 10 p.m., $10 .
Winter Park Bowl America
111.1 W,Fairbanks Ave.
407-644-2244

May 4, 8 p.m., $20
The Social _
54 N: Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

NAUGHTY

·

SCHDDL Blftl

CONTEST

The Ocean Floor (indie)

lADIE5WEARYOUR

May 4, 6 p.m., free
Orlando Public Library
101 E. Central Blvd.
407-835-7313

HOTTEST
SCHOOL GIRL OUTFIT
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HUNGRY SAD. FOOD G·O OD.
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You can just eat, or you. can eat well.
We recommend the second alternative.
Visit Crispers today and get the quick, delicious
alternative to .fast foo Fuel your system with
garden-fresh gourmet salads, heart)'. stacked
sandwiches, and a selection of 12 s-oups, chowders,
and gumbos, prepared fresh every' day.
For the sweet freaks among us, there's
· the NEW selection of individually-sized desserts,
inc!uding Chocola..te Lava Cake, Triple Espresso
Mousse, and amazing cheesecakes. - plus si:noothies>
frozen coffee delectables,.and real milkshakes made
with Publix Premium Ice Cream.
No bad burgers, no pitiful pizza. Just great gourmet
food, m11de fresh.· And free nibblers_,too

-.

S U C H

Up lattr? Munch minded? Ifs obviously time.
for a nice big cup of Nibblers from Crispers.
Best of aU. they~re FREE.

,

I

Get a generous cupful of 9ur sensational,
fresh-baked Nibblers cookies. FRl;E when
you pµrchase any garden-fresh
gourm_e t _salad, · hearty stacked
sandwich or overstuffed wrap.

Get

Nibblers

-436 & UNIVERSITY

391 SOUTH SJi:MORAN
WINTER PARK
ph (407) 673-4100

for nothillg, ·
at Crtsfe~S®! ·

Show us your current UCF

student ID card, and mix and ·
match our: 7 varieties FREE.

MON.-SAT. 10:30AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - t3 PM

-1 UlGAL 20,
WATERFORD THEATRES

\c:~ ~

llr!l -

FREE NIBBLERS-

WATi=RFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

. I

ORLANDO
ph (407) 432:4727

-ALAFAYA

vvith salad or san_d wich.
pllrchase <:tnd-UGF ID card.
·Offer good April 28 thru May 15.
Limit one per customer per visit, please.
One coupon per visit.

I

MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM.
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM

t

SUN. I I AM - 8 PM
I·

N

c..-._
~~I

To see all our menu selections, click
on www.crispers.com.
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Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
· the week of April 17-23
1. Mike Jones
Who is Mike Jones?
2. Slightly Stoopid
Closer to the Sun
3. Mariah Carey
Emancipation of Mimi
4.Beck
Guero '
5.Garbage
Bleea Like Me
6. Mindless Self Indulgence
You'll Rebel to Anything
7. Bloc Party
Silent Alarm

Music .to beatthe
summer
.doldrums

9. Matisyahu
Live at Stubb's

New CDs from Weezer, ·
Aimee Man, shows by .
Dinosaur Jr: and more

10. Mudvayne
lost and Found

.CHRIS BOWERS

8. Circa Survive
Juturna

11. Millencolin
Kingwood
12.Jack Johnson
In Between Dreams
13.Z-Trip
Shifting Gears
14.33Hz

. 33Hz •

15.lnkwell
Chaos Reveals Rhyme
16. Reggie and the Full Effect
Songs Not to Get Married To
17. Copeland
In Motion
18. Decemberists
Picaresque
19.Amoslee
Amos lee
20. Death Cab for Cutie
John Byrd EP
21. Academy Is .
Almost Here ·
22. Death Cab for Cutie
Transatlanti<:ism
23. Rob Thomas
Something to Be
24. Steel Train
Twilight Tales from the Prairies of the Sun
25. Aqualung
Strange and Beautiful

Staff Writer ·

N

o doubt that by the time you read
this, you'll be like me: tired, cranky
and worn-out Finals week has a way
of doing this to even the most dedicated of
students, and technically it doesn't end for
two more school days. But allow me a few minutes of your time, and we will temporarily break away from the grasps of Scantrons
and blue-books, and look into a musical crystal ball to see what lies just on the horizon. In
the next few paragraphs I'll attempt to put
together a list of some of the stuff you should
be keeping your eyes peeled for this season
This summer is filled with releases .from
bands we used to love, bands we currently
love and bands perhaps we will get to love.
And of course-the cliched summer music
festivals that roll through town every year
are back, but this summer also offers ·great
weekend shows ifyou are willing to invest in
the road trip - more on those to come soon.
But for now, onto the new releases!
The summer of plenty starts just around
the comer on Tuesday,·with the first of three
COURTESY LOST HIGHWAY
new releases this year from Ryan Adams. Ryan Adams fans can expect three new discs from the alt-country tunesmith this year, including a two-disc set Tuesday.
Cold Roses,. which is actually credited to
Adams and his new band The Cardinals, is a 2003, ~and Weezer will release Make Believe,
Take a _trip down indie rock's version of
double CD with 18 new tracks. You can call the long-:awaited, rumor-generating follow- memory lane oii May 23, when Fearless ·
Adams many things, but lazy is not one of up to 2002's Maladroit. The fifth studio Records will rel~ase The Station is Non Operthem.
·.
release from the pioneers of geek-rock sees ational. The At The Drive-In- anthology,
Also seeing the inside of record stores for frontman Rivers Cuomo returning to the which features greatest hits, unreleased
the first time on Tuesday is The Forgotten personal lyrical content that made him the tracks, rare b-sides, covers, videos and live
Arm, the newest full-length album by Aimee hero of everymid-'90s adolescent who spent footage, should be considered a must-buy for
Mann Perhaps her most ambitious album to his nights pining for half-Japanese girls, les- both the band's original fan base and Mars
date, the 12 tracks on The Forgotten Arm · bians, and true love half a world away. Make Volta fans in need of a history lesson.
loosely tell.the story of Jack and Caroline as Believe is filled with everything the previous
With all this talk of indie and alternative
two releases were lacking, and should; rock, perhaps the most anticipated hip-hop
they meet and fall in lov~.
On May 11, we see the return of two old excuse the pun, make believers out of any- album of the year will find its way to stores
favorites. Super Furry Animals will release one who had jumped off the bandwagon.
Under the Influence, its first full-length since Welcome back aboard.
PLEASE SEE THE ON i5

the
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I
ThesUII1lllerconcert
·season is ·mfull swing ·

COURTESY POLYVINYL

Of Montreal will be performing May 13 at the Social, with guests Ia_mthe World Trade Ce~ter.

i4

The Coachella Valley Music
Festival goes down this weekend
on July 12. This will be your first in Indio, Cali£, arid for $150 you ·
chance to purchase Late Regis- can get a two.:day pass to check
tration, Kanye West's follow-up ·out an . impressive listing of
to the critically acclaimed The bands, -including Weezer, ~ew
College _Dropout. Expect more of Ordet, Cocteau Twins, Gang of
the same hip analysis of pop cul- Four, Nine Inch Nails, Coldplay, ,
- ture, race roles and societal The Arcade Fire, Bright Eyes and ·
__
st~cture that made The College _ M83.
Dropout a classic to be prevalent
On May ·28, for $55 you can _
on West's sophomore album as see the Sasquatch! Music Festival
_
well.
at the Gorge Amphitheatre ·ii}
And as if all this wasn't Washington._Among those playenough . to keep you going ing the one day event are Wilco,
through the end of exams and Kanye West, Modest Mouse and
even on through summer school, Bloc Party.
know this: There -are ·n umerous
And on July 23-24, if you still
· great shows coming to the area. have the energy and your van
The Good Life, Of Montreal and hasn't broken. down just yet,
The Blood Brothers each have head to Chicago for -the ·nowheadlining shows at The Social one-weekend Lollapalodza.(sti)l
in the upcoming months, while · the coolest name for a festival in
at Hotise of Blues you can catch the past 20 years). If you make it
shows by Paul Westerberg, ~o the event youwilJ be serenad- .
Jarries Brown, John Legend, Bet- ed by rock stylings of such bands
ter than Ezra, and a reunited
The Pixies, Weezer, Dinosaur
Dinosaur Jr. Not io be outdone, Jr. and Widespread Panic. ·
Hard Rock Live counters .with
So there you have it. A brief
Bright Eyes and the Village Pe~. sketch of .what is to come
ple on back-to-back nights in between now and that fateful day
we all gather·again· back in the
early Jurie!
.
.But perhaps the staple of. fall. Hopefully this list .will help
summer music throughout the steer you in the direction . of
past 30 years has been the out- some good music, but also, hopedoor multi-day festival. If one is_ . fully you'll get out and _discpver .
willing to invest the time and the your_own music, make your own
- money, then some of the best lists, see shows in venues both
lineups in recent Il_lemory.can be near and far, large and small. But
seen across the nation this year. it's probably best that we don't
Sadly, however, none are close to get to far ahead of ourselves ....
Florida. Here are a few of the top . we've still got two days of finals
·
to make it through!
ones:
FROM

as

...

With Woman King, Iron and Wille presents a balanced ·Beam ·
Iron and Wine's Sam
Beam reflects on his new
EP, holne city and family
CHRIS BOWERS

.
S
Staff Writer

ometimes the simplest things can have the biggest
impacts; one basic, seemingly unimportant event
can turn into what becomes the deciding point in
our lives. We don't think much of them while they are happening, but .somewhere down the line, we realize the
impact they had, and they will forever hold a special place
in our hearts.
~
Music can have this effect. ''Yesterday'' turned out to be
one of the most beautiful songs of all time, yet it is simply
Paul McCartney and a guitar. Ml,!ch of what we hear today
on the radio and major music networks has never learned
this lesson. It focuses more on the production than the
actual song itsel£ The advent of the computer as an instrument has made it possible for what should never even be
considered as mediocre to become number one hits on the
pop charts. That's why many of us who consider ourselves
educated music fans turn our radios off and seek our music
·
elsewhere.

I·

. But there are still those who care more about the song The band, however, plays his music, and it still has a dis. then the airplay, more about the music than the merchan- tinct Iron and Wine sound to it. It's bluegrass rock and roll
dise: And in most cases, these are the songs that end up meets the Lylith Fair with a hint of electricity.
B.e am ·acknowledges the advancement, saying "I keep
standing the test of time and are the albums that become
the· most memorable. This lesson of simplicity is one that trying to keep doing stuff that pushes me in different directions from what I've been doing. It would.be a shame if it
Sam Beam has taken to heart.
Throughout the past four years, Beam, better known to was the same s*** over and over again."
The advancement will continue with the release of his
most as Iron and Wine, has been making simple music that
often times just features liim and an acoustic guitar. Music next EP in September, which finds the Southern influence
that while not overproduced, beautifully presents the lis- of Beam paired with the western influence of Calexico.
But if you asked him, music is not his job; it's a hobby.
tener with scenes of Americana and stories of love and
Beam is a dedicated family man who says the best part of
admiration.
His first release was the ultra lo-fi The Creek Drank The being a musician is that it gives him more time to spend
Cradle. It was a collection of songs featuring hushed vocals with his family. 'We sort of figure out how long I have to
accompanied by acoustic-guitar, banjo and sometimes slide stay out, and then the rest of time I stay heme," he said "I
guitar, all of which were played by Beam. Recorded in his love my kids, so it's easy for me to make them my priority."
Being a strong family man isn't the only thing that
bedroom, where most of the songs were written and
rehearsed over many a nights spent with his family, the seems strikingly non-rockstar about ·Beam. Currently
album played like a soundtrack to the old South, with a' residing in Miami, the folk singer used to teach a class in
· screenwriting at the local community college before music
focus on rural pastoral imagefy.
What followed this was the slightly more polished and became a full-time gig. Yes, Miami Where, according to
more produced album Our Endless Number(!d Days. While Will Smith, everyone has $100,000 cars. The two lifestyles
the recording method changed slightly, the lyrical imagery just didn't seerri to mesh. But when asked about the city he
and stories depicted in the songs did not. Then with the lived in, Beam just chuckled and said: 'Well, the people are
release of the Woman Ki.ng EP in February, Beam contin- nice, and I like the weather, you know?" Somehow the simued the advancement with his most ambitious release to plistic answer seemed to fit.
date. The six-song EP, each of which tells a story of a strong
Iron and Wme will be performing a sold-out show at The
woman character, was Beam's first rele(\Se with a full band Social tomorrow. Doors open at 7 p.m

I
Grad's·Orbles is just the start
Nickelpig houses
video game, comic, ·
musicians' freedom

' ~llile&~l

xi~~l

Since its February 14 release, their Vision for the ·bottom line. I
Orbles has sold more than 300 feel that true art will find an audicopies and has been downloaded ence anyway.· So I really wanted
more than 900 times. Both Broth- Nickelpig Media to help do that.
ersoft.com and Tucows.com gave rm not going to make any of the .
Orbles their .highest possible rat- artists compromise their work and
IVANV.ELEZ
ing: Five out of five. Tiris month's rm just going to let them do what
Staff Writer
they want to do and find a way to ·
issu~ of Indian.magaz~e Computust two months ago, UCF er Vzgnanam includes a demo ver- . get it out there."
_.
.
graduate student David Sushil sion-that's 35,000 copies.
Prior to releasfug Orbles, Sheereleased his first video game ·
''We've been getting a lot ofhlts han and Sushil realized that people
from his company Nickelpig from India, and I gl;less we're going - ·needed an incentive for coming
Media. The game has alrec;tdy - to have to start taklng internatlon- back to the Nickelpig Web site
reached an international audience. al sales," said Sushil.
after ordering the game. How
Orble~ are the small circular
Orbles isn't the only thing going could they hook people into visit-.
puzzle pieces of the titular game. on with Nickelpig. "Nickelpig is a ing their site mi a regular basis? By
Sushil said, ''I liked the idea ofhav- creative release for me," said creating a semi-biographical
ing an assortment of different -Sushil. "Beyond that, I really want..: comic strip called Ab Irato.
pieces that all interact with each ed Nickelpig Medi~ to act as an
''Ironically, even though it was a
other in different ways; it creates a umbrella for other creative peo- side project, it's been viewed more
real dynamic." The simple game ple."
than 2,200 times since Feb. 14,"
design.o nly required three months
Along with Sushil, Brian "BS" - Sushil said ''It-brings more traffic
of work for his company to pro- Sheehan and Kimberly Bezek . to our Web site than aliything~else.
· duce this first product.
compri.Se the three-person crew For us, it~s just us being silly; We
· Local music from bands_such behind Nickelpig. Sheehan co- took pictures of ourselves and put as Dodger, Fire at Will and Mas authors the Ab lrato webcomic. stupid captions, and it's been very
Pan plays while players .shift rows and aids With the promotion and succe5sful for the short amount of
of falling orbles, preventing them marketing of the company. Sushil _ tiine it's been out there.''
'We just ilid an interview with
from piling up to the top of the says he looks ·to Bezek as the
The past two months have Chris Reilly, Steve Ahlquist and
screen. Game pieces include elim- barometer for. Nitkelpig's atid.i- - been wildly successful for Nick- Ben Towle, who are_the editors for
inators such as slammers, bombs ence.
elpig, but Bezek, Sheehan and a comic book coming out in May
and bowligg balls, along with
"Orlando has a thrivmg and Sushil areri't simply patting them- -- called Strange Eggs," Su5hil said In
other unique pieces such as brilliant local music-scene," said selves on the .back and calling it a _ addition to promoting this prodshifters, baubles and calculators. Sushil. ''We really feel that we want.. day. Another-video game will be uct, which the-Nickelpig crew real· It's more complicated than good ' tobecomeapartofthatfm"disap-· releru?ed in August and a new ly likes, it's networking and buildof Tetris, but.Orbles still carries the pointed when I see a lot of musi- co:ffiic sttj.p, p_otentially up for print ing :i;elationships for their
addictive nature ofmost great puz- cians __:_ especially musicians publication, will be out this sum- upcoming print comic.
..
that are forced~ to compromise mer.
zlers.
"The next game that we're
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going to do will be a puzzle game,
and after that we're going to start ,
taking our video games up to
another leveL" Sushil said "[We'll]
try to really get them out there and
do some projects that are going t-o
make. people say: 'Hey, there's
some really cool stuff coming out
of this little company. Ws just three
people, but look at what they're
doing.'"

Seven summer things for geek to look forward to
From Lollapalooza to a potentially good Batnian movie . -

are obviously easy to manipulate. , ap.d hats for a day as the aspiring
How else d.p you explain them lis- mage from Hogwarts sees the
MICHAEL LAWRENCE .
for so long, the .Griffin saga is ~ack tive? Christopher .Nolan, who has tening to Hawthorne Heights -and release of his sixth book After this,
on Fox as part of an animation shown he
weave cerebral sus- - My Chemical Romance? They're only one more book in J.K. RowlStaff Writer
block on Sundays. Geeks rarely get pense stories with the brilliant only one Tom Waits vinyl LP and ing's series remains. Tilat is until
s Alice · Cooper . said, their outcri~s heard, so this is defi- Memento and E.ollowing, sets to Atom Egoyan _- film away from she fries something completely ·
"School's out for summer!" . nitely a victory. The -o nly question ·wipe the taste of camp from the going from emo to Emo Phillips.
different, fails miserably and
So now, with all that extra now is whether or not it'll be as mouths of faris who _are still in
. comes crawling back with several
time, you could either do some- good. And if counterpart Ameri- therapy over Batman and Robin. .5.Star Wall Episode Ill
spin-offs to regain he~ reputation
thing like volunteer at a homeless can Dad has improved since the -Christian Bale, who haS proven he
Geeks are· alreac;iy lined ~p at Either way, it's' nice to see people
shelter like you always wanted to paltry post-Super.Bowl pilot
can play an eccentric playboy, will the theaters as of this issue's publi- waiting outside a bookstore withdo, or give in to your inner geeki_·. have to show .he's worthy of the . eation, and with a PG-13 rating, . out Bill Clinton having to be there.
ness. Since no one cares about the 2. Lollapalooza 2005
cape and cowl, as he matches wits will-Jar Jar get the hideous beating
The concert tour that was ·so with the Scarecrow and Ra's Al he so badly deserves from Chew- 7. Charlie and the Chocolate fadory
poor and sick, choose the latter,
·a nd to help you sate that part of big they had to shut it down last Ghul, two villains familiar to bacca, whp makes . -h is first
On the one hand, Tim Burton
your soul, we here at the indie have year! OK, that was due to lack of comic geeks and viewers_of the onscreen appearance since 1983? and Johnny Depp usually_generate
come up with seven drip.gs for . sales, so this year it's narrowed animated ~eries but unknown to Despite tp.e hour or two of pseu- magic on the screen when they
geeks to look forivard to this sum- its~lf from a traveling show to .a the average ftlmgoer.
do-political b~bble that's sure to be collaborate. On the other hand, the
mer. Remember, if all .else fails; two-day affair in Chicago with
in the film, seeipg Darth Vader rise last time Tim Burton tried a "reinto evil prominence alone will visionment'' (his term) of a loved
make ablog and bitch all summer The Pixies, The Killers, The Walk- 4. The Vans Warped Tour
long. Chances are ~omeone ~even . men and The Arcade Fire headlin. Yeali, you're thinking, "I make this one a must-see and a film, it was Planet of the Ape$. But
more bored thari you will spend all ing.
thought tllls list was .for geeks. sure-fire blockbuster.
can even Depp's charm matcli the
What's a punk concert sponsored
gentle oddness of Gene Wilder?
day reading.it.
3.Batman Begins
Even ifBurton claims his versionis
by a shoe company doing on this . 6. Harry Potter an<l the HalfBlood _
1. The return of FamilyGi}y _
Shades of Schumacher .or the list?" Because it's one of the best - Prince
truer to the book, the 1971 ftlm is a
Because DVD sales and high beginning of a new era 'o f cinemat- places to pick up chicks. Think
Come July, fat guy5 named.Fred cherished classic; that can't be for-:
·
cable ratings can only be ignored - ic glory for the dark kqight detec~ ~-about it.: young nubile girls who will have an excuse to wear capes. gotten.

can

A

BRANDON BJELICH
Staff Writer

her~'s the c~u~l?y, wi~e-cracJ?ng, gas-passing dad; the

T

carmg-yet-str1ct, do-it-all wife; the 13-year-old son
tr9ubled by school and girls; and the older daughter
with .apoor self-image, trying her hardesrjust to fit iri~

On the surface, ifs the typical family.
Now throw in an infant bent on world
domination with a vocabulary comparable
to Webster himself; and a talking, martiniloving dog filled with philosophical wisdom. These final pieces complete the puz"".
zle known as the Griffins, the dysfunctional
family of five from Q!Iahog, RI. Oh yeah,
and they are also the stars of a little animated show called Family Guy.
Ifs been six years Since the Family Guy
pilot debuted after the Super Bowl; but
there is a reason you may have only discovered it about two years ago. After a
mediocre debut of about 12.8 million viewers, which some call "disappointing," and
poor ratings (the likely result ofmixed time
- slots) Fox dropped Family Guy from its
line-up. For some, it probably meant nothing. For many die-hard followers ·though, it
· meant absolute heartbreak.
But then, the unthinkable happened
Foxreleased DVD box sets ofthe three previously aired seasons and receive~ an
instant eye-openei: The DVDs went on to
sell more than three million copies, making
it the fourth-highest-selling TV DVD ofall
- time.
,
Then, all of a sudden, Family Guy was
o~ the air again. Cable's Cartoon Network
began airing reruns only to be met with
chart-topping ratings, even beating out
lat~night comedy kings Jay Leno and
David Letterman.
Fox noticed this was no longer just a
unprecedented
fluke, and soon made
announcement ''Family Guy has been uncancelled!" Family Guy was finally back,
and would soon refurn with 35 all-new
episodes. Millions could have only
dreamed of this day.
Among those millions was Seth
MacFarlane, Family Guy's 31-year-old
creator. I had the
chance to sit in
on a recent
telephone
press conference with ·
MacFarlane where
he tcllked
about what
it was like to
start working
on Family Guy
once again.
"[Getting
back into the
mindset]
was easier
than I
thought.
I sort

an

of expected it to be a
recalls MacFarlane. "E
helped [the staff] was till
scripts that were wai ·
from the previous seasoll
ting there for a couple
able to start with those a
little bit"
The staff: comprised
advantage of the ''time c
just a mere hiatus, whicb
come by for an animated
And although no one
Guy resurrection, MacF.
continued developing id
show. Those ideas ultilru
creations: a "live" co
straight-to-video movie.
Family Guy: Live in
this past Tuesday, fea
orchestra and draws u~
Guy musical numbers to
kind blend of Rat Pac ·
zany one-liners.
"The genesis ofit
tras and I love ... wo ,
orchestra every week ... ·
phy-who wrote the Fi
wanted to do some~
splashy and edgy, but
ioned," recalls MacFarlai
ing the idea for the <
The album Wc
ect, as most of tli
place while Fami
the air. MacFar~
more of a personal

c

ID Required
WEDNESDAYS

daily conversations With: people
that. many, many more people are
aware ofittban.~ve been before ...
the foUrth time could be the charm
for us."
.
And as a humble MacFarlane ·
_explains, as it was we the viewers
who· ultimately put Family Guy
back on the ail; it is up to us to keep .
the show alive.
"To me, the best thing the,network could do is put the show in a
time slot and keep it there. I think
. the showwill [survive] if it's worthy. If we've done our jobs then
people.will watch, and ifthey don't;
then we shouldn't be on the air
anyways-ffitughs]:' _ - - 1 know rn bewatching.
Catch the re-premiere of Family
Guy at 9 p.m this SurzdaY on FOX.
Family Guy: live iri Las Vegas is
availa!Jl~ on GejfenRe~ords.

Open Mic Night
with Ramez
THURSDAYS

Karaoke

SlJNDAY

Blues Jam, 5 - 9 p.m.

· ~FRIDAY

Take-out &frilUZWiki
10Pm-close

---$3cover--SATURDAY
Karaole/Open mike

w/Rouerlee
10Pm-close

---no cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-7665

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando. Florida

..

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

/
;, ffFine Glass Smoking Accessories"
COURTESY FOX

cutouts of Chris, Lois,- Stewie, Peter, Brian and
Meg Griffin,with Family Guy creator Seth MacFarlane all smiles - his brilliant comedy
is back ont~e ait ~
.
""'
•

that is notnece~ for the averageviewer, but he hopes that it will 1:nplslate well with the fans regardless.
But something everyone :is Stire to enjoy
is the once-rumored, now confirmed
straigh~-to-video movie. l\.gain, time played
a major role in allowing MacFar1ane and
other writers to produce tlie filin
"The way we were able to do this wasthat it was added onto mrrepisode order. If
it was a theatriCal release, we wouldn't be
able to do it. It was essentially the produc- SOil..<
· "I think, histcfro!ll-getth!g out there and
tion process for three episodes thaf"are
- kind of taking an overall -temperature of
actually a movie," explains MacFarlane.
The plotfinds diabolical baby Stewie on how; -many _~ple.are aware of the show
a search -for "his real .father." While not now compared to when it first premiered · wanting to spoil the story, MacFarlane ... I think it's going t-0 do better," e~lairis
hints at a third-act plot twist that.will take Macfarlane. 'cit seems ~e just ~With my
the movie in·a ·totally different direction.
Exactly what direction though, we will
have to wait and
see.
It is obvious
that a lot has
cbang~ as far as television standards go,
since the show has been
off the air. Ever since Miss
. Jackson's infamous ''wardrobe.malfunctioU:' the FCC has been lurking over net. works like a gray, stormy cloud Many have
feared that this will ultimately leacf to a
more tone-downed Family Guy product.
But as Seth explaihs, we shouldn't have
to worry too much. ·
/
"From my standpoint ... I have a clear
sense from the Broadcast Standards

a .rough transition,''·
"But I think what
; that we did have five
itirig to be produced
isonthathadbeensitle years. So we were
se and update them a
• ,
;ed of 17 writers, took
1e of(' considering it
rich is usually hard t-0
ited series.
me_expectedaFamily
acFarlane and others
g ideas based on the
imately spawned two
concert CD and a
rie.
n Las Vegas, released
featirres a SS.piece·
: upon classic Family
s to create a one-of-a:ick-style singing and

1

~that I love orchesworking with a live
c... I and Walter Mur:Family Guy themeling that was big and
it definitely old-fashrrlane about develophe CD.
l was a full-time projif the production took
1.mily Guy was still off
i'arlane admits it was
>nal "passion project"
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Kutcher and Pe-e t
give us alook at
just what Love is
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU

'L

Staff Writer

ast week, you heard about my experience in
LA Here's what happened at the A Lot Like
Love press conference.
. Whjle it might have only cracked the top five this
week with $7.7 million, there's still a lot to love about
A Lot Like Love. Lookillg scruffy and possibly taller
then one might imagine, Ashton Kutcher ruminates
on the differences between love and a lot like love.
_ -. "That's a difficult question for me becaus~ .I'm
somewhat of a love cynic in that I don't know if it's
truly like a hundred percent attainable every day in
· the human form," he said "But I think that to .m e,
love is when your desire for someone else is greater
than your desire for yourself or equal to that That's
a very t;ricky thing to attain. I think that a lot like love
is what most of us call love."
- In the film, the two characters played by Kutcher and Amanda Peet fall into a lot of situations that
make them think of that very same questi9Il: When
Gerard Jugnot, as c~mposer Clem~nt Mathieu, leads a chorus in The Chorus. The sappy-but-decent film opens tomorrow at the Enzian. ·
is love love? And can one ever know that? Peet,
decked out in her attention-getting goutier sweater,
had this to say:
"I think that the idea of the movie is that it is real
love and was strong from the get-go. The only difference is the ability to talk around and around it or
dance around and around it, tell each other that the
timing isn't right or that you're moving to San Frantreats even his employees like delinquent pupils and as a charcisco or that you need to do A, B and C before I
PAUL HAYNES ·
acter is not given many dllnensions; his villainy and buffoonery
commit to you. But really if the thing is there, it's.
Staff Writer
are made very clear. Rachin enforces a simple disciplinary polthere, and that's what the movie is about"
he Chorus is a perfectly competent example of classi- icy of '~ction-Reaction," which is ironic in the st:nse that this
The writer of the film, Colin Patrick Lynch, said
cal storytelling that shollid please anyone who holds system itself is reactionary, failing to actually condition the
that he wanted to create a film that· avoided the
Cinema Paradiso dear to their heart. After all, this is , pupils. Mathieu, of course, knows better. While the boys at first
genre cliches. Nigel Cole said he wanted to make a
the kind of movie, released in the United States by Miramax. seem irredeemable, Mathieu, benevolent and sage-like, begins
film with young people after having previously
Films, that has become representative of its once adventurous using music to both discipline and liberate the boys until they
worked with elder chaps in both Calendar Girls and
have formed a full-fledged choir.
distributor's increasingly conservative repertoire.
Saving Grace; mashing these two goals together has
This is the first feature by 41-year old Christophe Barratier,
The Chorus is a film that has been carefully groomed to tug
created the film now out in theatres.
at your heartstrings and be welcomed with open arriis by audi- and it's awfully soft. We get an average of two films per year
But in following with his previou5 film Calendar
. ences, and this is partly th~ reason the film has been given a dealing with teachers_who ''think outside the box," so to speak,
Girls (in which Cole has many elderly women
decidedly lukewarm reception. We've seen this before. And it and tum unruly misfits into lovable, good-doing winners. The
·nude), Cole continues what could possibly be a
doesn't help that France, year after year, submits marginal films . Chorus benefits from elegant widescreen cinematography by
career motif in A Lot Like Love. In the film both
like French 1Wist and East-West as its official Academy Award Dominique Gentil and Carlo Varini, and a heartwarming perKutcher and Peet are nude (in.a PG-13 kind of way,
entries over inarguably better and more relevant works.
formance by Gerard Jugnot It's said that children and animals
of course).
The framing device that opens and closes this film is a famil- are the two sure ways to win over audiences, and certainly there
When asked about that experience, Kutcher said
iar one, one we saw in Cinema Paradiso. An aging, gray-haired are lots oflovingly sentimentalized young faces on display here,
"I think that we were both so insecure about ourman is called back to his hometown with news of a death, and calling to mind some of Truffaut's stickier moments.
selves that we weren't really looking at anyone else.
The emotional manipulation here is skillful. Throughout
.~visit sparks memories of childhoodthat launch into the cenWe were on a sound stage and we weren't' actually
ter ·of the film. In both films, the man is played by Jacques Per- many ofthe scenes, we hear the angelic voices of the boys' choir
outside: So I think that kind of helped because it's a
rin. In Cinema Paradiso, Perrin was a filmmaker returning to his pushing the narrative into maudlin bliss-out, and the nastier elelittle bit more private:'
hometown after the death of the cinema projectionist whose ments are an addressed in the most agreeable manner possible.
Peet added that "We were about halfway
paternal nurturing primed him to become a celebrated film- There are some darker potential undercurrents here that are
through the shoot when we had to do that'' Kutchmaker. Here, Perrin is a world-famous symphony conductor, either disposed of tidily (such as a frighteningly pathological
er later added that the shooting day had little to do
returning home after news concerning his mother. There, he new resident to the school) or ignored, and one of those is that
with how he felt about.the scene. "I like being nude
reunites with an old schoolmate, and they begin to reminisce Mathieu's closeness with the boys .might be misconstrued as
as often I can. As much as I can be nude I try to be
before reading from a diary left behind by a childhood mentor.
sexual. That it's there is intriguing, but given that it's not
nude. No ... it's really not that great for me. For other
So begins the fihn. The diary, we learn, was written by a man explored, it seems that it may only be there to assuage subcon.people, I like them being nude, but not me so much.
. named Clement Mathieu, who was a failed composer living at scious reservations in the viewer's mind
It's this awkward _thing and you're completely
the bottom-rung of life when he found employment at a school
I'd be lying if I said The Chorus is completely unmoving, but'
exposed I had this banana thong with like a catchfor wayward boys called "Le Fond De L'Etang," which translates its portrayal of delinquents in confinement is neither fresh nor
er's mitt to wear. It was a little awkward"
as "Rock Bottom," an appropriate name, Mathieu writes, given penetrating. You walk away from the movie adequately enterWith statements like that it's hard not to be
that this is where he is existentially.
tained by a pleasant experience, and that's _a bout it.
intrigued, hard to not to want a taste of perhaps not
The school is run by the fearsome Principal Rachin, who
Opens tomorrow at Enzian
love, but something A Lot Like Love.

The Chorus .strikes sappy chord

More character-focus could have moved this decent film to greatness

W

MOVIE TIMES

The Ring·Two (PG-13)
9~401220a

*

***
Sahant (PG-13) **
SinCity(R} *****
Robots (PG}

12:00 3:10 6:40

12:40 3:40 7:009:5012:40a
12:10 3:107:1010:0012:50a

XXX: State of the Union (PG-13)

. 1BO 1~04:104:407~08:0010:0010:4012~0a

REGAL WINTER PARK
510 N.ORLANOO AVE.,407-628--0035

The Amityville Horror (R} 12:00 220 4:407:0010:00

BeautyShop(PG-13)

-

3:559~5

The Hit<hhiker's Guide to the Galaxy (PG}
12:101:10 2:45 4:00 520 7:15 8:0510:1510:40

**
The Interpreter (PG-13) * * *
House of D(PG-13)

12:05 2~5 525 7:551020

12:20120 3:404:45 6:45 7:509:4010:451B5a

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. ALAFAYATRAIL,407-977-1107

The Amityville Horror (R}
12:0012:502:504~07:007~09209:5012:00a

1220a

12:15 2:40 5:157:4010:10

****

Kung Fu Hustle (R}

12:351:153~04:156:40 7~5 9:4510~512~0a

**
Miss Congeniality 2: Armed and Fabulou5
(PG-13) ****
Sahara (PG-13) * *
SinCrty(R} *****

Millions (PG}

11:50a 225 5:00 7:25 9:5512:25a

Beauty Shop (PG-13)
12:10 4207:1010:10

Fever Pitch (PG-13)
1220 3:20 720 9:50

Guess Who (PG-13)

**

*

1:003:506:509~012:10a

12:201:104:004i30 7:107:4010:0010:3012:30a

'

1:106:40

The Interpreter (PG-13)

12:50 6:5512:20a

12:45 3:45 7:0510:05

The Hit<hhiker's Guide to the Galaxy (PG}
Ice Princess (G}

King's Ransom (PG-13)

12:40 3:35 6:45 9~512~5a

Walk on Water (NR}
. 1:053:506:4092512:15a

.Winter Solstice (R}

***

12:50 3:20 4:00 7:209:4010~012:50a

King's Ransom (PG-13)
12:00 3:007:5010:1012:40a

11 :55a 2~0 5:05 7:4510:25

XXX: State of the Union (PG-13)
12:251~0 3:Q04:20 5~0 7:108:109:5010:45

12:30a

LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX

* * **
ALotUkelove(PG-13) ***

The Amityville Horror (R}

Miss Congeniality.2: Armed.and Fabulous

Beauty Shop (PG-13)

Kung Fu Hustle (R}

12:401:203:50 4:10 7:00 8:109:4010:401220a
1:004:207:4010:1012:50a

(PG-13)

****

4:009:3012:10a

6000 UNIVERSAL BLVD.,407-354-5998
1:00 2:00 3:004:10 5:106:10 720 7:50 8209:25
10:0010:3011:3512:15a 12:45a
1:303:55 6:40 9:05 11 :40

Fever PitCh (PG-13)

The Pacifier (PG}
12:30 3:307:201020

PLEASE SEE

**
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Here they come, for better or worse:

The indie's swnmer movie previe:w

new 2-disc set

This year ·brings with
it the usual scary mix
'bf potential bombs
and blockbusters

!
I
1-

Plus, a new version of ·
White Chicks! Woohoo!
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
Staff Writer

MIKE FERRARO
Staff-Writer

National Treasure
Another inovie where Nicolas Cage
pretends to be cool, National Treasure
did better than expected box office in the
.·united States, which has led to a fullblown special-edition DVD that includes
an· alternate ending and deleted scenes,
with audio commentary on each. There's
also a making-of called On location with
National Treasure· and three featurettes:

G

et ready; it's that time of year again
Summertime is upon us and this is
a time where multiplexes_fill their
rooms with sequels to mediocre films,
explosions, computer-generated explosions, Paul Walker action pictures .and
:r:emakes galore. So here is just a small preview of what's to come. Get your shoes on
~d head to theater, and prepare to be disgraced

The Knights Templar, Treasure Hunters
Revealed and Riley's Decode This!

MAY:
Crash-May6
Starring: Sandra Bullock, Don Cheadle,
Matt Dillon and Ludacris.
Unfortunately (or is it fortunately?),
this isn't a remake of the horrific film with
- the same name from 1996 about weird sex
addicts that like to perform the act while
crashing cars. The screenwriter of Million
Dollar Baby takes his hand at direction
with this film about a car accident that
brings a :multitude of characters together
in Los Angeles. Sounds like a mixture of
~ores Perras and Short Cuts to us.

·House ofWax - May 6
Starring:- Elisha · Cuthbert, Chad
Michael Murray and Paris Hilton.
A remake of a Vmcent Price classic,
this new update was specifically designed
· for the three people on this Earth who
haven't slept with Paris Hilton yet. Here is
your chanGe to see her frolic around in a
bra and scream.

Ki.ngdom ofHeaven - May 6
Starring: Orlando Bloom and Liam
Neeson.
~ · Hey Orlando, do you have a phobia of
'Starririg in movies 'that take place past the
19th century?

COURTESY DISNEY

Lindsay Lohan gives Justin Long a crash course in how to drive Herbie in Herbie: Fully Loaded, coming out June 24.

called Danny the Dog.

_ Star Wars Episode ill: Revenge of the
Sith-Mayl9
Starring:' Hayden Christensen, Natalie
Portman, Ewan McGregor and Samuel L.
Jackson.
.
After Episode I, they said it couldn't get
worse. _Then-Episode II, and not only was
it worse, it fmally gave the Trekkies an
advantage, because none of the films in
their franchise were that horrible - and
that includes The Final Frontier. Now peo.::
ple are saying, "Oh dude, this movie is
going to be really dark" It's PG-13! Don't
get your hbpes up. This really better be the
last Star·Wars movie ever released
The Longest Yard - May 27
Starring: Adam Sandler· and Chris
Rock
How dare they remake a Burt Reynolds
classic. Wait, maybe this will lead to a
surge of Burt Reynolds' popularity. Will
Sharky's Machine 2 be around the comer?
Wehope~o.

From an old school college kid to an elf
tQ an anchorman, and now, a soccer dad
This Ferrell guy ~e has some range.
I

.

Unleashed - May 13
Starring: Jet Li, Morgan Freeman and
Bob Hoskins.
Good news is, this film was written by
· Luc Besson (Leon, TheFifthElement). The
bad news is that this movie was once

. Who cares what this movie is about; it
has the best title of the summer. Sounds
like something you may fmd 41·a clearance
bin at Premiere Adult Factory Outlet.

The Bad News Beats - June 10
Starring: Billy Bob Thornton and Greg
Kinnear.
Thornton once again unleashes his Bad
Santa character, but instead of belittling
poor kids in a shopping mall, he takes it to
the ball field~ While r~makes are usually
discouiaged amongst the cinema snobs, at
least this one has director Richard Linklater. (Dazed and Confused and Before
Sunrise, After Sunset) on board to e:nsure
the suckness will be kept to a mirrirn.Ul)l.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith - June 10
Starring: Angelina Jolie and Brad Pit4
This Doug Liman-directed action flick
pits Pitt against Jolie, where they play a
husband and wife spy team that get
assigned to kill each other. This movie
would be awesome if it had- a Reservoir
Dogs-style ending and the results were
real.

JUNE:
Cinderella Man - June 3

Ki.eking and Screaming- May 13
Starring: Will Ferrell.

The Schwartz
is With you in a.

S~ing: Russell Crowe and Renee
Zellwegec
.
A Depression-era boxing flick about .
the comeback of Jim Braddock sounds
about ·as exciting as watching a blank
screen. It's summer; we want explosions ·
and fire.

.

The Sisterhood 9fthe Traveling Pants June3
Starring: Amber Tamblyn and Alexis
Bledel ·

Batman Begins - June 17 .
Starring: Christian Bale, Michael Caine,
.Liam Neeson and Ken Watanabe.
Frank Miller was once attached to this
project but was fired for so:qie reason or
another. Then, he co-directed Sin City
with Robert Rodriguez and created the
best comic movie ever made. So who
cares about another Batman movie? ··
Herbi~: Fu1ly Loaded -

June 24

PLEASE SEE

COMING ON i14

Spaceballs folledors Edition
In anticipation of Episode ill, MGM
found it fitting to release this two-disc in .
an attempt to co~se some fanboys .into
thinking that this actually is Episode ill.
And. with all the bonus material, there
will probably be a few people in Kansas
who are gonna be really disappointed
when they realize this is Spaceballs and
not Star Wars. This new DVD includes
outtakes, an audio commentary with
director Mel Brooks and a ·production
interview with Brooks and Thomas Meehan. Also included.are two featurettes:
John Candy: Comedy Spirit and Spaceballs: The Documentary.
When DVD was invented, it was a
breathtaking advance for the industry,
and fmally this week the release everyone said would never co~e has arrived:

WHITE CHICKS (uprated and uncut)
Finally! After years of banging down
the doors at the behest of studio executives and against the better judgment of
our spouses, all of the hard work has paid
off. No more will America (and Canada)
have to settle for ]ust regular White
Chicks; now there's a choice - the way it
always should have been. Damn the man
for not letting this be-the origirial version!
Included on this highly anticipateq
release _is an audio commentary with
geniuses Keenen Ivory Wayans, Marlon
Wayans and Shawn Wayans. A featurette
· cal_led How'd They Do That? is also .
included because "How'd they do that?"
is a question you'll be asking yourself the
whole .time. you're watching the film.
Lastly there are two other featurettes: A
Wayans Comedy and an on-the-set Starz!
piece.

fi.

)
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FROM .i11

1:204:157:009:5012:25a

SinCity(R)

1:404:00 6:30 9:00 11 :20 .

Guess Who (PG-13)

XXX: State of the Union (PG-13)

1:303:45 6:05 8:30 11 :00

Hitch (PG-13)

1:001:452:303:204:054:505:406:25 7:108:00 .
8:45 9:30 10:20 11 :05 11 :50 12:40a

***

1:003:~ 6:20 8:5511 :30

The Hitchhicker's Guide to the Galaxy (PG)
1:102:10 3:304:30 5:50 6:50 8~15 9:1510:40
11:45

The Interpreter (PG-13)

*****

1:103:50 6:359:2012:10a

*

***

_

•1:051:50 3:35 4:25 6:15 7:15 8:50 9:5511:35
12:35a

.· Kings Ransom (PG-13)
2:15 4:40 7:059:4011 :55

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 S:ORLANOO AVE., 407-629-1088

The Chorus (PG-13)

***

Friday: 4:30 7:00
Saturday and Sunday: 2:00 4:30 7:00

Inside Deep Throat (NC-17)
Friday-Sunday: 9:3.0

***

D.MAC

**** _
Alotlikelove(PG-13) ***

39 S.MAGNOLIA AVE.,407-992-1200

The Pacifier (PG)

Travellers and Magicians (NR).

Kung Fu Hustle (R)

2:05 4:35 6:55 7:459:1010:0511:2512:30a
1:554:206~59:3512:05a

***

1:153:155:30

Sahara(PG-13)

Friday:7:3011:30
Saturday:2:15 3:45
Sunday: 7:00
Friday: 3;30 5:30 9:30 _
Saturday: 5:30 7:30 9:30
Sunday:3:00 9:00 .

1:25 3:25 5:35 .

Robots (PG)

Hukkle(NR)

** .

***
.

-

A/I listed times are for_the weekend and subjedtu change

DATE: '. WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 200~
TIME: 8:00 PM
. LOCATION: WATERFORD
. LAKES REGAL CINE-MA ·
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:.
STUDEMT UNION ROOM 208
·
.
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MOVIES
, Coming up: War of the Worlc!s, The Dukes ofHazzard
FROM

i12

Starring: Lindsay Lohan and Justm
Long.
· Second-best film title of the summer,
starring that oh-so-fresh-and-legal Lind~y Lohan. We've lost remake count so far,
but here is another about a Volkswagen
bug that comes to life and kills people
with its spinney flower hubcaps of death.
Actually, that is what we were hoping for.
Instead, all we get is some happy family
movie about racing~ Boring.

Land ofthe Dead - June 24
Starring: Simon Baker and John
Lequizamo.
Cult director George Romero (Night of
the Living Dead) rises from the grave and
gives another zombie film. The world.will
sver have enough zombie films.

The Island - July 22
Starring: Scarlett Johansson and Ewan
McGregor.
From the director of Pearl Harbor,
comes a film about··~ running. At least
that is what the pointless trailer tells us.
How does this guy get work? Oh yeah,
armies of people pay to see hiS films, no
matter how h9rrible they keep getting.

,

The Brothers Grimm - July 29
Starring: Matt Damon and Heath
Ledger.
Terry Gilliam rarely disappoints, and
since he has been absent from the screen
for so long, our hopes are high for this tale
about those wacky fairytale brothers. It's a
shame his Don Quixote film never saw
the light ofday.

AUGUST:
The Dukes ofHazzard - Aug. 5

Starring: Johnny Knoxville, Jessica
Simpson and Seann William Scott.
Take an old television show, throw in a
Starring: Tom Cruise, Dakota Fanning
'jackass, a Stifler and an annoying rich brat,
and Tim Robbins. ·
How many times does the world have and you've got yourself a feature-length
to see the same popular cities and build- . film. It probably would have been great if
ings get destroyed? And poor H.G. Wells. it starred Paul Walker and Ashton KutchNo one can do any of his novels justice. er instead.
Not even his great-grandson (see 2002's
Doom-Aug.5
The Time Machine).
Starring: The Rock and Karl Urban.
Everyone knows that.movies based on
JULY:
video games are always doomed Take a
Fantastic Four - July 8
.
Starring: Jessica Alba, Michael Chiklis look at Super Mario Bros., Resident Evil
and House ofthe Dead if you don't believe
and Chris Evans.
Didn't Roger Corman try this once and us.
lfill.? Well, a superhero film where Jessica
Deuce Bigalow: European Gigalo Alba and The Commish team up to fight
Aug.12
evil can't be that bad. Can it?
Starring: Rob Scheinder and Eddie
Griffin.
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory Six years after the first, Columbia PicJuly IS
tures decides that it's about that time that
Starring: Johnny Depp. ,
Tim Burton and Johnny Depp work they drop us another Deuce. Was it necestogether again, and while they may not be sary? Too bad they coU.ldn't hold. it in
, as great of a team as Akira Kurosawa and longer.
Tashiro Mifune, · they still have made
The Skeleton Key - Aug.12
some good films together. Will this be
Starring: Kate Htl;dson and John Hillt.
another? Right now, it is unclear. It has
This movie is supposedly about
one strike against it already and tha! is
because it is a remake of a film adapted voodoo or something, but it's kind of hard
to concentrate on anything else when that
ma great Roald Dahl novel
dude from Alien looks scarier than anything else going on. Perhaps ·this will be
Into the Blue - July 15
Starring: Jessica Alba and Paul Walker. this year's The Serpent and the Rainbow.
One of the few non-remakes of the
Domino - Aug.19
summer brings a shirtless Paul Walker
Starring: Keira Knightley and Mickey,
back to the screen, this time with sidekick
Jessica Alba (mostly in bikini attire). This Rourke.
Inspired by the tales of Boba Fett, the
is supposed to be a rip-roaring adventure ·
about water and modern-day pirates. infamous daughter of actor Laurence
Sounds lame, but Walker is sure to give Harvey decided that modeling wasn't as
the performance of the year (under Hay- ex~iting as bounty hunting. Since Tony
den Christensen for Episode III). This will Scott directed it, prepare for some hellahold us over while we are waiting for the cious editing and countless camera
third chapter in the climactic Fast and the moves. Take some Dramamine before
Furious franchise.
you head to the theater.

War of the Worlds - June 29

~

COURTESY DIMENSION

Matt Damon, left, and Heath Ledger star in the new Terry Gilliam movie The Brothers Grimm, which comes out July 29.
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'Fond farewell ·from ·The Geek Life_
After a year and a -h31.f on the bridge, ·.
Elizabeth Fernandez is moving -on out·
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

A

11 good things inust come
to ail. ~~d, it seems. All bad
-things ·ao as well, I suppose. We just t_e nd to miss them
less.
·
·I think this column, for me,
and I hope for you as wen: dear
reader, was one of the. good
.things. And now we must bid a
fond farewell to ~ach other. I will
miss you, and maybe you will
miss me, put we learned, · we
. laughed, until time made fools of
us. all.. It seems like only weeks
~ve passed since my heydays in·
Orlando, the land of plastic and
. make believe, yet I have become
someone and something .~lse. I
have traveled much, learned
.

L

much, experienced loss an.d
gained so much joy in the past
year and a half. Above all I hope
that I have managed to convey at
least.-some of that, some of my
musings, my memories, the very
basics of what makes me tick and
think, with anyone willing to
devote five minutes to reading
about wh':ltever it is geeks do in
their spare time. When I fir~t proposed the
idea for this .c olumn; · I · was
unsure of exactly how much ·of
myself I would be able and willing to _share with the crowds that
· drift through UCFs not ·so hallowed halls. The idea of sharing
some of the personal parts of
myself with all my friends, enemies and everyone in between
was not really what I was looking

for. Yet as I found myself pondering the intricacies of the geek
universe, it soon became impossible to separate me from .t4e
things·I_.cherished so. When one
is a fannish geekling from birth
like me, so many of .your
thoughts.and opirftons are affect- .
ed by whatever it is you happen
to be a fan 0£ Science fiction
expanded my mind, and cartoons
gave me my peculiar sense of
humor, while video games· made
me a true technophile and
comics njntured my imagination.
The writers, artists, actors and
the like :who_haye made my corner of ihe world a better place
·have changed me in so · many
ways. The nerdy little girl who
loved to read grew up to be literate and well spoken, a writer herself. It was partly in -gratitude to
the writers who came before me
that I wrote my first short story.
~
To them I am-thankful.

But what would a Writer really be without at least a few faith~
~ ·readers? It is to you, the audience, as it were, that I ani most
grateful for. You gave me a reason
to · remember things I hadn't
thought of for. years, research my
favorite shows, relive my childhood obsessions . and, most
importantly, to imagine.
In my first column, I went to
great lengths to try describing
and defining what it actually
means to be a geek. We~, to be
honest, up until that point, I had_
not given it that -much thought. ·
Since then, I have spent a few ·
hours every week, for a year and
a half, meditating on what being a
geek actually means. It means to
l~e open to ideas, to embrace
being different and accepting a
counter culture that doesn't
always try to fit in in exactly the
same ways. There are broad
trends for sure, but the movie-

geek sitting in his room .watching
.Blade Runner for the 700th time
isn't trying ~o be .lik~ everygpe
else, and neither is the level-Sb
mage up tintil 4 a.m. on a Saturday trying to level-up. They realized there were things they wanted that the rest of the world
might not Un.derstand, and they
decided that didn't matter to
them.
Thank you to -them for making this po'ssible, for realizing
that the things they were teased ·
for at 12 made· them special -in
ways only ltj.ndred spirits could ·
appreciate, and for understanding that a life taken too serioaely
wasn't worth living. _A nd so I
·dedicate this, my very last col- ·
umn ~ver to be published in this
fine publication, to them. This is
written by a geek for her fellow
geeks, in gratitude. So long, and
thanks for everything - n9t just
the fish.

Strap bottle-rockets to yoUr head and let's go
\

its folding-chairs in a circle to get
Staff Writer
the chat room started. After our .
crew made the drive to the nearnlast w~e~s edition, Y_OU read est Wal-Mart to buy some shoes ·
the begmrungs of my Journey and an air mattress, we returned
. to Internet Camp. If you to find the start of some _actual
skipped it, here's a recap: My girl-. activities.
friend, some-friends, and I went
The offidal-sport of Internet
camping in North Carolina with · Camp is poker. But tills was not
llO people from the Internet. just any poker game: It was "Ban ·
rp.is is part two of our story.
Me" Poker. All losers would be
After awaking Saturday morn- required to get banned from our
ing to the sound of people talking · -mutual host forums in some
about World of Warcraft next to crazy way, traditio11ally by postour tent, we rubbed our eyes and ing disgu~ting naked pictures of
unzipped the flap. Internet Camp themselves. Their threads'
was alive and well. The kegs debauchery would create a pubweretapped, and folks rushed to lie -spectacle shortly following
ease their hangovers and get a their return to civilization.
.
head start on being wasted by
As nightfall approached, I ate
nightfall. A round of firecrackers my third can of . cold Chef
soon gave everyone sleeping past Bqyardee, sine~ I can't cook any-·
10:30 a.~. a rude awakening.
thing without a microwave.
Saturday, the only full day of ·Goons fired Roman candles and .camouflage, army helmets and
camp; consisted mpstly of sitting --potato cannons back and f~rth · earplugs. Most importantly, they
. around and talking about various across the ·creek in a .fallX "war" each strapped two boxes of bottopics that involved the Internet,. between the sides. Eventually, tle rockets to their helmets. As
Linux, computers, television, two guys got tired of -s uch weak they _stood on opposite sides of
food, games and forum drama: sauce and.geared up for Mech- the hill, their fuse~ were lit and
.Each gro~p began by arranging warrior. They got suited up in they -walked around, spewing
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warmth and light. One guy acting

as pseudo-camp counselor ran a

whistling death in all directions.
The crowd cheered in admiration and then fled for their lives
and sanity. Somehow, no one was
injured.
· As ·the skies darkened, we
congregated around the fires for

storytelling competition, entered
by people who discussed alco. holism, severe·beatings, tattoos,
drugs, piercings and sex. In the
' riiidst, the. main fireworks show
began as volunteers fired them ...
into the sky for a change. When it
ended, our host told us that the
police had stopped by and
·thanked us for a lovely show, but
had .asked that it not continue
inuch longer. After a sigh of
relief, festivities continued ~
after the last keg was exhausted.
That night was cold enough to
ensure a night of shivering
despite both teD:t and- sleeping
bag. We awoke to more idiots
with fireworks as one guy
bµrried a Bible, its black ashes
fluttering down over the land
that will be forever scarred by .
our memory. After a long but
_uneventful drive home,, we anx- '
iously dove into the shower and
resumed studying - but not
. without ·checking the Internet
firs~, of course!
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